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Abstract
We present a spoken dialogue corpus and annotation scheme for conversational image editing,
where people edit an image interactively through spoken language instructions. Our corpus contains spoken conversations between two human participants: users requesting changes to images
and experts performing these modifications in real time. Our annotation scheme consists of
26 dialogue act labels covering instructions, requests, and feedback, together with actions and
entities for the content of the edit requests. The corpus supports research and development in areas such as incremental intent recognition, visual reference resolution, image-grounded dialogue
modeling, dialogue state tracking, and user modeling.

1

Introduction

Photographs have emerged as a means for sharing information, effective storytelling, preserving memories, and brand marketing among many other applications. The advent of photo-centric social media
platforms such as Instagram, Snapchat, etc. along with easy access to high quality photo-taking devices
has only made photographs a more powerful medium.
Photographs are often edited with the intention of improving their quality (e.g., fixing the lighting), for
use in a narrative (e.g., for an ad campaign), for alteration (e.g., removing objects from the image), for
preservation of memories (by restoring old photographs), and for other reasons. Social media platforms
support popular and extensively used editing methods called presets (or filters). Such presets can also
be found in cameras on many current smartphones, and can be applied to photographs almost instantaneously. However, image editing is far from choosing the right filter or preset values. Photo editing is a
complex task often involving diligently and skillfully executed steps that require expertise.
Seeking professional help for editing photographs is common, and can be seen in popular forums such as Reddit Photoshop Request (https://www.reddit.com/r/PhotoshopRequest/) and Zhopped
(http://zhopped.com/), where users post their photographs and request help from professionals. The professionals then either volunteer for free or do the job for a fee. The process typically starts with users
publicly posting their request and the photograph they desire to be edited. These requests are formulated
in an abstract manner using natural language (Ex: “I love this photo from our trip to Rome. Can someone please remove my ex from this photo? I am the one on the right.”), rather than intricate multi-step
instructions (Ex: “Free select the person on the left, replace the region with the building on the bottom
left using replacement tools, fix the blotch by the healing tool...”). The professionals download these
photographs, edit them, and post them back. They have knowledge about the image editing tool used,
skills, time, and artistic creativity to perform the changes. If the users are not happy with the results,
they post their modification requests, and then the professionals incorporate these changes and post the
updated photographs. While these forums are popular, such methods have a few drawbacks. Because the
expert editors edit the photographs without the requester being able to see the changes being performed
in real time, (i) the users are not able to provide real-time feedback; (ii) it is hard for the users to provide
requests for all needed modifications; and (iii) the professional editors cannot ask for minor clarifications
while editing the photographs. These drawbacks often result in modifications that do not match the users’
⇤
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expectations. The alternative solution of the users performing the edits themselves is difficult and time
consuming as the image editing tools have a steep learning curve.
Our ultimate goal is to develop a conversational agent that can understand the user requests, perform
the edits, guide the user by providing suggestions, and respond in real time. In this paper we present
a novel corpus that captures the conversation between the user who wants to edit a photograph and the
expert human wizard who performs the edits (playing the role of a future dialogue system). We introduce
a novel annotation scheme for this task, and discuss challenging sub-tasks in this domain. Conversational
image editing combines spoken language, dialogue, and computer vision, and our real-world domain
extends the literature on domains that are at the intersection of language and computer vision. We will
publicly release our corpus in the near future.

2

Related Work

Conversation in the context of visual information has been studied for a long time. Clark and WilkesGibbs (1986) studied reference resolution of simple figures called tangrams. Kennington and Schlangen
(2015) and Manuvinakurike et al. (2016) performed incremental understanding and incremental reference resolution respectively in a domain of geometric shape descriptions, while Schlangen et al. (2016)
resolved references to objects in real-world example images. Much work has been done in the context of gamified scenarios where the interlocutors interact and resolve references to real-world objects
(Kazemzadeh et al., 2014; Paetzel et al., 2014; Manuvinakurike and DeVault, 2015). Also, such gamified scenarios have served as platforms for developing/learning incremental dialogue policies regarding
whether the system should respond immediately or wait for more information (Paetzel et al., 2015;
Manuvinakurike et al., 2017). Referential domains in the context of dialogue have also been studied
using virtual reality technologies and spatial constraints (Stoia et al., 2008; Das et al., 2018) as well as
robots (Whitney et al., 2016; Skantze, 2017).
A more recent direction of research involving dialogue and vision has been in the context of answering
factual questions on images (Das et al., 2017; Antol et al., 2015) using the MSCOCO data set (Lin et al.,
2014). The task may also involve a gamified scenario with the interlocutors playing a yes-no questionanswer game as in de Vries et al. (2017). In these works the focus is less on the dialogue aspects and
more on the factual aspects of the images, i.e., if an object is present or what a certain component of the
image is. Mostafazadeh et al. (2017) extended this line of work with conversations grounded on images.
Furthermore, Huang et al. (2016) built a data set of images with corresponding descriptions in sequence,
for the task of visual storytelling.
Other gamified real-world scenarios involve object arrangement (DeVault and Stone, 2009), puzzle
completion (Iida et al., 2010; Takenobu et al., 2012), map navigation (Anderson et al., 1991; Lemon et
al., 2001; Johnston et al., 2002), furniture-buying scenarios (Di Eugenio et al., 2000), and treasure-hunt
tasks in a virtual environment (Byron and Fosler-Lussier, 2006). A multi-modal interface for image
editing combining speech and direct manipulation was developed by (Laput et al., 2013). With this
interface a user can for example select a person’s hat in an image and say “this is a hat”. Then the system
learns to associate the tag “hat” with the selected region of the image. Finally, Manuvinakurike et al.
(2018a) recently introduced a corpus containing one-shot image editing instructions.

3

Data

The task of image editing is challenging for the following reasons: (i) The user needs to understand
whether changes applied to a given image fit the target narrative or not. (ii) Image editing is a time
consuming task. The user typically experiments with various features often undoing, redoing, altering in
increments, or even completely removing previously performed edits before settling on the final image
edit. (iii) The users may know at an abstract level what changes they want to perform, but be unaware of
the image editing steps or parameters that would produce the desired outcome. (iv) Image editing tools
are complicated due to the availability of innumerable options, and can have a steep learning curve often
requiring months of training.
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Our task is particularly well suited for spoken dialogue research. Besides understanding the user utterances and mapping them to commands supported by the tool, the task also involves a high degree of
interactivity that requires real-time understanding and execution of the user requests. For instance, in a
dialogue setting and in order to increase the saturation value, the user can utter “more, more, more” until
the desired target value has been set. An annotation scheme should support such incremental changes as
well as requests for new changes, updates of ongoing changes (including undoing and redoing), comparing the current version of the image with previous versions, and question-answer exchanges between the
user and the wizard (including suggestions, clarifications, and feedback).
3.1 Data Collection
We collected spoken dialogues between users (who request image edits) and wizards (who perform the
edits); a total of 28 users and 2 wizards participated in the collection. Prior to data collection, our wizards
(the first two authors) were trained in executing a range of image edits.
We tested several image editing tools and found that very simple tools that did not support a high
degree of functionality resulted in extremely restrictive dialogues lacking variety. Conversely, tools with
rich functionality, such as Adobe Photoshop or GNU GIMP, resulted in user image edit requests that
required hours to complete. Such interactions yielded creative image edit requests but did not yield timely
dialogue phenomena. The tool ultimately used for image editing in this study was Adobe Lightroom.
This tool produced diverse and highly interactive dialogues for image editing. The tool is popular among
photographers and supports a wide variety of functionality. Users were able to make creative requests
with few restrictions, and these requests could often be executed rapidly.
3.2 Experiment Setup
The recruited users were given images (digital photographs) sampled from the Visual Genome data
set (Krishna et al., 2017) which in turn were sampled from the MSCOCO data set (Lin et al., 2014). The
photos selected from the sampled image data sets were based on observations of 200 random request
submissions from Zhopped and Reddit Photoshop forums. The forum submissions were often about eight
high-level categories of images: animals, city scenes, food, nature/landscapes, indoor scenes, people,
sports, and vehicles. Thus we selected images from the MSCOCO data set that fit into at least one of
these eight categories.
Users were given one photograph from each category in an experiment session. They were given time
to think about the changes they wanted to perform before the dialogue session, and were informed about
the tool that was going to be used and the fact that it did not support complex functionality. If they were
unsure of what functionality was supported they were instructed to ask the wizard. Users were asked
to perform as many edits as they desired per image. Participants were encouraged (but not required) to
participate for 40 minutes, and communicated via remote voice call. Users did not have the freedom to
perform the edits themselves. Any edits they wished to be performed on the image had to be conveyed
to the wizard through voice. The wizard responded to the requests in a natural human-like manner. The
screen share feature was enabled on the wizard’s screen so that the user could see in real time the wizard’s
edits on the image. While users were not explicitly told that the wizard was human, this was obvious due
to the naturalness of the conversation.
The interaction typically started with the user describing a given image to the wizard. The wizard was
not aware of the images provided to the user. The wizard chose the image from the available images
based on the user description; following user confirmation, the image was then loaded for editing. The
image editing session generally began with the user describing desired changes to the image in natural
language. The wizard interpreted the request provided by the user and performed these edits on the
image. The interaction continued until the user was satisfied with the final outcome. Figure 1 shows an
example of an interaction between the user and the wizard.
3.3 Annotation Scheme
We designed a set of 26 dialogue act types, for the ultimate goal of building a conversational agent.
Some of the dialogue acts were motivated by Bunt et al. (2012), while others are specific to the domain
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Figure 1: Sample interaction between the user and the wizard.
Dialogue Act

Description

Image Edit Request (IER)
Comment (COM)
Request Recommendation (RQR)
Question Feature (QF)
Question Image Attribute (QIA)
Request Feedback (RF)
Image Location (IL)
Action Directive (AD)
Finish (FIN)
Suggestions (S)
Request IER (RQIER)
Confirm Edit (CE)
Feature Preference (FP)
Narrate (N)
Elucidate (E)
No Support (NS)
Respond Yes/No (RSY/RSN)
Acknowledge (ACK)
Discourse Marker (DM)
Other (O)

user requests changes to the image (IER-N, IER-U, IER-R, IER-C)
user comments on the image or edits (COM-L, COM-D, COM-I)
user requests recommendation from the wizard on editing ideas
user asks question on the functionality of the editing tool
user asks question about the image
user requests feedback about the image edits
user & wizard locate the image at the beginning
user asks wizard to act on the application, e.g., “click the button”
user wants to end the editing session
wizard suggests ideas for editing the image
wizard requests user to provide IER
wizard confirms the edit being performed
wizard requests which tool option to use for achieving the user edits
wizard gives narration of the steps being performed
these are wizard responses to QF & QIA
wizard informs user that the edit is not supported by the tool
yes/no response
acknowledgment
discourse marker
all other cases
Table 1: Dialogue act types.

of conversational image editing. Dialogue acts apply to segmented utterances, with each segment annotated with one dialogue act. Note that an utterance is defined as a portion of speech preceded and/or
followed by a silence interval greater than 300 msec. Most of the dialogue act types are summarized in
Table 1; below we elaborate on three specific classes: image edit requests (IER), comments (COM), and
suggestions (S).
Image Edit Requests (IER): Image edit requests are grouped into four categories. New requests
(IER-N) are edits that the users desire to see in the image, which are different from previous requests.
Update requests (IER-U) are refinements to a previous request (users often request updates until the target
is achieved). Revert requests (IER-R) occur when users want to undo the changes done to the image until
a certain point. Compare requests (IER-C) occur when users want to compare the current version of the
image to a previous version (before the most recent changes took place). The image edit requests IER-N
and IER-U are labeled further with action and entity labels, which specify the nature of the edit request
(the use of actions and entities is inspired by the intents and entities of Williams et al. (2015)). These
labels serve as an intermediary language to map a user’s utterance to executable commands that can be
carried out in an image editing program. Actions are a predefined list of 18 functions common to most
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Segments

Dialogue Act

Action

Attribute

Loc/Obj

Mod/Val

uh
make the tree brighter
like a 100
nope too much

O
IER-N
IER-U
COM-D

Adjust
Adjust
-

brightness
brightness
-

tree
tree
-

100
-

perfect
let’s work on sharpness

COM-L
IER-N

Adjust

sharpness

-

-

Table 2: Example annotations of dialogue acts, actions, and entities.
Dialogue Act
IER-N
IER-U
IER-R
IER-C
COM-L
COM-D
COM-I
RQR
QF
QIA
RF
IL
AD

% Words

% Utterance
Segments

19.4
16.3
1.0
0.5
4.9
1.8
2.5
0.7
1.1
0.3
0.0
3.0
4.8

9.2
12.5
0.8
0.3
6.0
1.5
1.5
0.0
0.6
0.2
0.0
1.5
3.9

Dialogue Act
FIN
S
RQIER
CE
FP
N
E
NS
RSY
RSN
ACK
DM
O

% Words

% Utterance
Segments

1.5
4.7
2.1
1.6
0.1
3.1
1.3
1.0
2.3
0.9
6.4
2.3
16.4

1.0
4.0
2.6
1.9
0.1
4.2
0.7
0.6
6.8
1.2
17.6
6.5
14.8

Table 3: Percentages of words and of utterance segments for each dialogue act type; “0.0” values are
close to 0.
image editing programs, such as cropping. Each IER contains at most one action. The entities provide
additional information without which the action cannot be applied to the given image. The entities are
made up of attributes (saturation, contrast, etc.), region/object (location where the image edit action is
to be applied), value (modifiers or cardinal values accompanying the action-attribute). Table 2 shows
example annotations.
Comments (COM): Three types of user comments are annotated: (i) Like comments (COM-L) where
users show a positive attitude towards the edits that are being performed (“that looks interesting”, “that’s
cool”). (ii) Dislike comments (COM-D) are the opposite of like comments (“I don’t like that”, “I don’t
think it’s what I want”). (iii) Image comments (COM-I) are neutral user comments such as comments on
the image (“it looks like a painting now”, “her hair looks pretty striking”).
Suggestions (S): Suggestions were the recommendations issued by the wizards to the users recommending the image editing actions. Suggestions also included the utterances that were issued with the
goal of helping the user achieve the final image edits desired.
Table 3 shows the prevalence of our 26 dialogue acts in the corpus (percentage of words and of utterance segments in the corpus per dialogue act).
3.4 Data Preparation
The conversations were recorded using the OBS software which is a free open-source program for
streaming video and audio. Then the audio data were extracted from the videos. Transcription was
done on small audio chunks which was more convenient and faster than transcribing long clips. The
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Figure 2: Web annotation tool used to annotate the dialogue. The figure shows the wizard and the user
utterance aligned with time. The video element is shown to the left. The annotation is performed by
highlighting the text and clicking the buttons corresponding to the dialogue act.
small audio clips were obtained by splitting the audio at the silence points using the webRTC Voice
Activity Detection (https://pypi.python.org/pypi/webrtcvad). Transcriptions were performed using the
Amazon MTurk platform. The transcribed audio data were then validated and annotated with dialogue
acts, actions, and entities using a custom-built web annotation tool (Figure 2). The annotations were
performed by two expert annotators who were well versed with the annotation scheme. Figure 2 shows
the tool that was built for annotating the dataset. The tool was web-based, with the annotators being
able to see the video, audio interaction and the transcriptions shown in small chunks (typically around 45
seconds) which were to be annotated by selecting the text and the corresponding dialogue act. In order
to calculate the validity of the annotation scheme we calculated inter-rater reliability for dialogue act
labeling by having two expert annotators annotate a single dialogue session; kappa was 0.81. In total 28
users contributed to 129 dialogues with 8890 user utterances, 4795 wizard utterances, and 858 minutes
of speech. The total number of tokens in the user and wizard utterances is 59653 and 26284 respectively.
Also, there are 2299 unique user tokens, 1310 unique wizard tokens, and 2650 total unique tokens.

4

Discussion

The transitions between dialogue acts for the user acts were analyzed (for this analysis we ignore the label
“Other-O”). We found that the most common transition was from IER-U to IER-U. This is particularly
interesting as it shows that users provide a series of updates before attaining the final image edits. This
transition was more common than IER-N to IER-U, which is the second most frequently found transition.
Users were found to like the image edits after IER-Us, and after issuing a COM-L (like edit) comment
they usually move on to the next IER. We also found that when users disliked the edits (COM-D) they did
not entirely cancel the edits but continued updating (IER-U) their requests until the final image version
fit their needs. Transitions from IER-N to IER-N were also common; users could issue a complete new
image edit request IER-N and then move on to another new image edit request IER-N.
The corpus can support research on the following (but not limited to) challenging sub-tasks:
Object detection: Understanding to which objects or regions the user refers in the image edit requests needs object identification. This is an actively researched topic in the computer vision research
community.
Dialogue act labeling: Human speech is spontaneous, ungrammatical, and filled with disfluencies,
among many other characteristics. Understanding the user intentions through dialogue act labeling on
spontaneous human speech is a challenging problem. Our corpus has similar challenges as the Switchboard data set (Godfrey et al., 1992), however, in our case the dialogue takes place in a situated domain
involving a visual environment. Our corpus has recently been used for incremental dialogue act identification (Manuvinakurike et al., 2018b).
State tracking: Dialogue state tracking means accurately tracking the user goals during a dialogue.
In our work, state tracking refers to tracking the users’ goals as they are making edits to an image.
Dialogue management: Designing a dialogue policy for this task is challenging due to the instan-
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taneous and rapid nature of the interaction. A good dialogue policy should support incrementality. For
example, users would often say “more, more, more” until the desired value of saturation was obtained.
Thus the dialogue system should be able to process the user’s utterance and perform the corresponding
actions, as soon as the user’s speech becomes available (Manuvinakurike et al., 2018b). Incrementality
in dialogue is analogous to input autocomplete or typeahead used in search engines which accelerates
the user’s interaction by predicting the full query intention as a user is typing. Furthermore, the dialogue
manager should be capable of generating the right utterances so that the interaction results in the desired
image.
Nature of interactions: The task is very interactive. The users provide feedback and issue image
edit updates in real time, which means that the user’s input needs to be tracked in real time. The like
(COM-L) and dislike (COM-D) user comments can be useful for tracking the likelihood that the user
will keep the edits. The wizards are usually not static performers but also need to track the changes
occurring in the image, and play an important role in helping the users achieve their goal. The wizards
issue suggestions to the users when they need help with editing the images and issue clarifications about
the tool and features supported by it (e.g., “User: Can we fade the picture? Wizard: We can try the clarity
tool.”).

5

Conclusion

We presented a novel spoken dialogue corpus on “conversational image editing”. We described our
data collection process and novel dialogue act labeling scheme. Our annotation scheme consists of 26
dialogue act labels covering instructions, requests, and feedback. The corpus supports research and
development in areas such as incremental intent recognition (Manuvinakurike et al., 2018b), dialogue
modeling, and dialogue state tracking. Furthermore, the data set is constructed using richly annotated
images, which makes it an ideal platform for studying reference resolution in images, question answering, image-grounded dialogue modeling, tracking user likeness of images, and user modeling (providing
suggestions to users depending on their preferences and knowledge of the tool). The corpus will be
publicly released in the near future.
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Abstract
This paper presents methodologies for interoperable annotation of events and event relations
across different domains, based on notions proposed in prior work. In addition to the interoperability, our annotation scheme supports a wide coverage of events and event relations. We
employ the methodologies to annotate events and event relations on Simple Wikipedia articles in
10 different domains. Our analysis demonstrates that the methodologies can allow us to annotate
events and event relations in a principled manner against the wide variety of domains. Despite
our relatively wide and flexible annotation of events, we achieve high inter-annotator agreement
on event annotation. As for event relations, we obtain reasonable inter-annotator agreement. We
also provide an analysis of issues on annotation of events and event relations that could lead to
annotators’ disagreement.

1

Introduction

Events are a key semantic component integral to information extraction and natural language understanding. They are a ubiquitous linguistic phenomenon, appearing in numerous domains, and compose
rich discourse structures via various relations between events, forming a coherent story over multiple
sentences. However, these properties of events have received relatively little attention in the literature.
From the perspective of information extraction, much previous work on events pays attention to domainspecific clause-level argument structure (e.g., attackers kill victims, plaintiffs sue defendants, etc), putting
less emphasis on what semantically constitutes events. The formalization focusing on domain-specific
clause-level argument structure often involves its own definition of events based on instantiation of event
ontology for a particular domain, aimed at automatic extraction of closed-domain events, as illustrated in
ACE (Doddington et al., 2004), TAC KBP (Mitamura et al., 2017), PASBio (Wattarujeekrit et al., 2004),
and BioNLP (Kim et al., 2009). For clarification, we use the term ‘domain’ to refer to a specific genre
of text, such as biology, finance, and so forth. The closed-domain formalization might be of practical
use in some domain-specific scenarios. However, it designs event definitions and annotation schemes
arbitrarily within the respective domains. For example, ACE considers resulting states (resultatives)1 as
events, but others might exclude them or include a broader notion of states as events. Therefore, it is
questionable whether a collection of the existing heterogenous annotation schemes for closed-domain
events adequately contribute to interoperable and consistent annotation of events across domains.
On the other hand, prior work on open-domain events have some limitations with respect to coverage
of events and their relations. Lexical databases such as WordNet (Miller et al., 1990), FrameNet (Baker
et al., 1998) and PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) can be viewed as a superset of event lexicon, and their
subtaxonomies seem to provide an extensional definition of events. However, these databases have a
narrow coverage of events because they generally do not cover current terminology and proper nouns due
to their dictionary nature. For instance, none of WordNet, FrameNet and PropBank cover the proper noun
‘Hurricane Katrina’. In addition, they do not provide any principles or guidelines about how to annotate
events in text by themselves due to their different focus. TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2003) focuses on
temporal aspects of events and does not deal with multi-word and generic events. ISO-TimeML (ISO,
1

One example of resulative events in ACE is “They have been married for 3 years.”
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2012) provides a wider coverage of events than TimeML, but still has a focus on temporal relations.
Event annotation in OntoNotes (Weischedel et al., 2011) is restricted to a small number of event nouns.
Also importantly, some of the work mentioned above involves theoretical formalization of some relations
between events (e.g., temporal relations), but none of the work provides annotation of a variety of event
relations such as event coreference, subevents and causality. Richer Event Description (RED) (Palmer et
al., 2016) defines events and their relations in a general manner, but its annotation was performed only
in the clinical domain (O’Gorman et al., 2016).
In this work, we present our methodologies for annotating events and relations between events in
unrestricted domains. The goal of our annotation project is to provide human-annotated data to build
a generation generation application to enhance reading comprehension for English as second language
(ESL) students, as a continuous effort of (Araki et al., 2016). Using the notion of eventualities (Bach,
1986) and event nuggets (Mitamura et al., 2015), our event annotation scheme defines events and annotates event spans of text while not assigning any specific event types to them. In that sense, our event
annotation is span-oriented, as compared to the traditional argument-oriented annotation of events. As
for relations between events, we choose to annotate five relations from the perspective of the goal: event
coreference, subevent, causality, event sequence (‘after’ relations), and simultaneity. To our knowledge, this is the first work that performs human annotation of events and the five relations in unrestricted domains. We believe that this work contributes not only to the goal of the annotation project but
also to an important step toward interoperable annotation of events and their relations across domains.
The five event relations cover various semantic and temporal aspects of events, deeply connected with
common-sense and domain-specific knowledge. Thus, we assume that a mixture of the five relations
forms meaningful event structures as semantic backbones to facilitate natural language understanding
and sophisticated document-level reasoning. Such event structures are valuable for generating high-level
questions for reading comprehension, such as the one that requires learners to infer answers over multiple
sentences (Araki et al., 2016).
Our contribution is twofold. First, we annotate a wide coverage of events, comprising verbs, nouns, adjectives, and phrases which are continuous or discontinuous (see Section 3). Despite this relatively wide
and flexible annotation of events on text in 10 different domains, we show that our annotation achieved
high inter-annotator agreement. Second, unlike previous methodologies which generally focus on deal
only with event coreference such as ECB+ (Cybulska and Vossen, 2014), we present methodologies to
annotate five event relations in unrestricted domains (see Section 4).

2

Data and Annotation Procedures

In this section, we describe our data and annotation procedures. Our annotation target is not restricted
in any specific domains. Thus, ideally speaking, our annotation should include all kinds of events in
a domain-agnostic manner. However, annotating all kinds of events manually in unrestricted domains
would be unrealistic due to annotation cost. Therefore, in order to make the corpus creation manageable
while retaining the domain diversity, we select 100 articles in Simple English Wikipedia2 , comprising 10
from each of 10 different domains.3 The domains are: architecture, chemistry, disasters, diseases, economics, education, geology, history, politics, and transportation. We choose Simple Wikipedia because
our annotators are not necessarily experts in these domains, and the simplified sentences could facilitate
our annotation of events and event relations against text from the wide variety of domains. We refer to
the corpus as SW100.
Our annotation is done by two annotators and a more experienced annotator whom we call the adjudicator. We first write our annotation guidelines to guide how to annotate events and event relations. We
then set up an initial learning period in which the three annotators learn how to annotate events through
answering their questions. We use BRAT (Stenetorp et al., 2012) as an annotation tool. We take a twostage approach: (1) annotating and finalizing events and (2) annotating and finalizing event relations.
Finalization is the adjudicator’s process of comparing annotations, resolving annotation differences, and
2
3

https://simple.wikipedia.org
For more detailed corpus statistics, see Section 3.3 for events and Section 4.3 for event relations.
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producing a single set of annotations. More detailed steps are as follows:
1. Three annotators identify event spans, following the annotation guidelines.
2. We compute inter-annotator agreement on event annotation.
3. The adjudicator finalizes event annotation.
4. Three annotators identify event relations on top of the finalized events, following the annotation
guidelines.
5. We compute inter-annotator agreement on event relation annotation.
6. The adjudicator finalizes event relation annotation.

3

Annotation of Events

This section describes our definition of events and principles for annotation of events.
3.1 Definition of Events: Eventualities
As with TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2003) and ISO-TimeML (ISO, 2012), our definition of events uses
eventualities (Bach, 1986), which are a broader notion of events, including states, processes, and events.
This definition is inclusive in the sense that it includes states in addition to events and processes. We
define the three classes on the basis of durativity and telicity (Moens and Steedman, 1988; Pulman,
1997):
• states: notions that remain unchanged until their change or are brought as a result of an event, e.g.,
He owns a car. Tom was happy when he received a present;
• processes: notions that involve a change of state without an explicit goal or completion, e.g., it was
raining yesterday;
• events4 : notions that involve a change of state with an explicit goal or completion, e.g., walked to
Boston, buy a book.
We recognize that annotating states is generally more difficult than annotating processes and actions
because states are often confused with attributes which are not eventive and thus should not be annotated.
For example, let us consider the following examples:
(1) Mary was talkative at the party.
(2) Mary is a talkative person.
In (1), ‘talkative’ is eventive because it implies that Mary talked a lot at the party, whereas ‘talkative’
in (2) is not because it just indicates Mary’s personal attribute. Note that we introduce the notion of
eventualities in order to clarify the semantic boundary between eventive and non-eventive, not because
we are interested in classifying events into the three classes of actions, processes, and states.
3.2 Annotation of Events: Event Nuggets
We also define what textual units are annotated as events. For this purpose, we use the notion of event
nugget (Mitamura et al., 2015). An event nugget is defined as a semantically meaningful unit that expresses an event. It can be either a single word (verb, noun, or adjective) or a phrase which is continuous
or discontinuous, depending on how we interpret the semantic meaningfulness of an event that the event
nugget refers to. We give several examples below, where we use boldface to highlight event nuggets and
underlines to show units of multi-word ones.
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
4

The gunman shot the teller in the bank.
The gunmen opened fire at the teller in the bank.
I cried when my grandpa kicked the bucket.
Susan turned the TV on.
She responded his email dismissively.

These notions were named ‘transitions’ in ISO-TimeML.
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In (3), ‘shot’ is the only verb representing an event, and we annotate ‘shot’ as a single-word event
nugget. On the other hand, in (4) we annotate ‘open fire’ as a single multi-word event nugget because
the phrase ‘open fire’ indicates more complete meaning than either ‘opened’ or ‘fire.’ Similarly, in (6)
we annotate ‘turned ... on’ as a single discontinuous multi-word event nugget, excluding ‘the TV’. As a
result, we can consider the phrase semantically meaningful and annotate it as a single event nugget. In
(7), we annotate ‘dismissively’ as a part of an event nugget because it implies the action of her dismissing.
3.3 Corpus Analysis of Events
We show statistics of event annotations in SW100 in Table 1. Multi-word event nuggets amount to 955.
24% of the 955 are discontinuous, and most (97%) of the discontinuous multi-word event nuggets are
verb phrases. ‘Others’ in Table 1(b) include pronouns, demonstrative determiners, and numbers.5
Domain
Architecture
Chemistry
Disaster
Disease
Economics

# (%)
475 (8.8)
576 (10.7)
510 (9.4)
618 (11.4)
479 (8.9)

Domain
Education
Geology
History
Politics
Transportation

# (%)
653 (12.1)
483 (8.9)
486 (9.0)
534 (10.0)
583 (10.8)

Verb
Noun
Adjective
Others
All

(a) Event nuggets with respect to domains.

Single-word Multi-word
2799 (51.9)
560 (10.4)
1273 (23.6)
382 (7.1)
192 (3.6)
2 (0.0)
178 (3.3)
11 (0.2)
4442 (82.3)
955 (17.7)

All
3359 (62.2)
1655 (30.6)
194 (3.6)
189 (3.5)
5397 (100.0)

(b) Event nuggets with respect to syntactic types.

Table 1: Statistics of events in SW100. Percentages (%), shown in parentheses, indicate ratios to the total
number of event nuggets (i.e., 5397).
3.4 Inter-annotator Agreement on Event Annotation
Event annotation involves annotation of text spans. Thus, we measure inter-annotator agreement using the pairwise F1 score under two conditions: strict match and partial match. The former checks
whether two annotations have exactly the same span. The latter checks whether there is an overlap between annotations, with the restriction that each annotation can only be matched to one annotation by
the other annotator. Regarding the adjudicator’s annotation as gold standard, we compute a pairwise
F1 score between the adjudicator and one of the other two annotators, and another pairwise F1 score
between the adjudicator and the other annotator. We then take the average of the F1 scores as our interannotator agreement. As a result, the inter-annotator agreement was 80.2% (strict match) and 90.2%
(partial match).
3.5 Issues on Annotation of Events
The main challenge of event annotation is ambiguities on eventiveness. No matter how well eventiveness
is defined, there is a lot of discretion required from the subjective viewpoint of the annotator to resolve
ambiguous cases. For instance, let us consider the following sentences:
(8) These were issues of interest like the welfare state.
(9) Force equals mass times acceleration.
It is not entirely clear whether ‘issues’ in (8) should be annotated as an event nugget as it may constitute
a set of events as well as a set of non-events. ‘Force’ in (9) is associated with its physical sense, but still
determining whether it is eventive is difficult. Therefore, we conjecture that deciding eventiveness is not
a clear binary classification problem, and there exists a continuum between eventive and non-eventive in
the space of event semantics.
Another type of ambiguities arises from semantic meaningfulness of event spans in the definition
of event nuggets. When we annotate multi-word event nuggets, it can be unclear which set of words
constitute a semantically meaningful unit. For example, let us consider the following sentence:
(10) Bricks are used in masonry construction.
5
Examples of the pronouns and demonstrative deteriminers are ‘it’ and ‘this event’, respectivetly, referring to previously
mentioned events. An example of the numbers is ‘one’, which also refers a previously mentioned event.
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One interpretation is that ‘masonry construction’ in (10) can be seen as a semantically meaningful unit.
In contrast, another plausible interpretation is that only ‘construction’ is a semantically meaningful unit
while ‘masonry’ is considered a mere specifier. Other challenges include knowing idiomatic expressions
to annotate event nuggets. Because such expressions are often cultural, it could be an challenge to arrive
at an consensus on idiomatically expressed events such as ’kicked the bucket’.

4

Annotation of Event Relations

In this section, we define event relations that we annotate and describe our principles of annotation of
event relations.
4.1 Definition and Annotation Principles of Event Relations
As mentioned in Section 1, we define and annotate 5 event relations: event coreference, subevent, causality, event sequence, and simultaneity.
Event coreference. We define event coreference as a linguistic phenomenon that two event nuggets
refer to the same event. For two event nuggets to corefer, they should be semantically identical, have the
same participants (e.g., agent, patient) or attribute (e.g., location, time), and have the same polarity. For
instance, ‘Great Fire of London’ and ‘fire’ are coreferential in (11).
(11) The Great Fire of London happened in 1666. The fire lasted for three days.
When considering event identity for event coreference, we use the notion of event hopper from Rich
ERE (Song et al., 2015), which is a more inclusive, less strict notion than the event coreference defined
in ACE.
Subevent. Following (Hovy et al., 2013), we define subevent relations as follows. Event A is a
subevent of event B if B represents a stereotypical sequence of events, or a script (Schank and Abelson,
1977), and A is a part of that script. For example, ‘affected’, ‘flooded’ and ‘broke’ are three subevents of
‘Hurricane Katrina’ in (12). We refer to ‘Hurricane Katrina’ as a parent (event) of the three subevents.
(12) On August 29, 2005, New Orleans was affected by Hurricane Katrina which flooded most of the
city when city levees broke.
Causality. We define causality to be a cause-and-effect relation, in which we can explain the causation
between two event nuggets X and Y, saying “X causes Y”. One example of causality is “The tsunami
was caused by the earthquake.” Causality also adds another distinctive characteristic to annotation.
Causality inherently entails an event sequence. For example, if we say “The tsunami was caused by the
earthquake”, it means that the tsunami happened after the earthquake. To distinguish causality from
event sequences and other relations such as preconditions (Palmer et al., 2016), we perform causality
tests, largely based on (Dunietz et al., 2017):
1. The “why” test: After reading the sentence, can an annotator answer “why” questions about the
potential effect argument? If not, it is not causal.
2. The temporal order test: Is the cause asserted to precede the effect? If not, it is not causal.
3. The counterfactuality test: Would the effect have been just as probable to occur or not occur had the
cause not happened? If so, it is not causal.
4. The ontological asymmetry test: Could you just as easily claim the cause and effect are reversed?
If so, it is not causal.
5. The linguistic test: Can the sentence be rephrased as It is because (of) X that Y or X causes Y? If
so, it is likely to be causal.
6. The granularity test: Does X have the same event granularity as Y? If not, it is not causal. We define
event granularity to be the scale of an event indicating how large the event is (e.g., events ‘lunch’
and ‘dinner’ have the same granularity, but ‘ordering’ is a finer-grained event than dinner. We add a
constraint that two events with causality must have the same event granularity.
Event sequence. We define event sequence (‘after’ links) as follows. If event A is after event B, A
happens after B happens under stereotypicality within a script or over multiple scripts. Note that we
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do not consider an event sequence relation just by the chronological order to avoid trivial (nonsensical)
sequence relationships. We give an example from a restaurant script:
(13) We went(E1) to dinner(E2) at a famous restaurant. We ordered(E3) steak and ate(E4) it. We then
got a call(E5). After the call(E6), we paid(E7) and left(E8) the restaurant.
after

after

after

after

In this example, we annotate event sequence relations as follows: E1 ! E3 ! E4 ! E7 !
E8. Note that we do not annotate ‘after’ links between E4 and E5 and between E6 and E7, even an
explicit discourse marker ’After’ at the beginning of the third sentence. This is because we do not see
stereotypicality of the restaurant script in the sequence of E4, E5 and E6. The merit of our script-based
approach for event sequences is that we can still sequence events utilizing the streotypicality of a script
when temporal information is not explicitly provided in texts. In addition, it also allows us to frame
texts in a story-like structure because of the scripts that we identify in the course of annotation, which is
suitable to the goal of our annotation project described in Section 1.
Simultaneity. We define simultaneity as a relation that two event nuggets occur at the same time. We
add a ‘simultaneous’ link between events when you realize that those events take place at the same time.
The conjunctions such as ‘when’ and ‘while’ are clear markers for simultaneity. We give some examples:
(14) My boss was talking over the phone when I stopped by his office.
(15) Right-click on the mouse button while holding down the Shift key.
When annotating simultaneity, we make sure that two events connected with a simultaneous link have
the same event granularity. This is helpful to differentiate simultaneity from subevent relations. Below
are two examples:
(16) He kept quiet during the meeting.
(17) He testified in the trial.
In (16), ‘kept quiet’ and ‘meeting’ happened at the same time, but we do not annotate a simultaneity
relation between them because they do not have the same granularity. Similarly, we do not annotate a
simultaneity relation between ‘testified’ and ‘trial’ in (17).
Unlike event sequence, we do not consider the notion of scripts in the case of simultaneity. Considering
scripts in annotating simultaneity seems rather restrictive. From the goal of the annotation project, we
conjecture that we can annotate many useful simultaneity relations by not considering scripts.
4.2 Facilitating Annotation of Event Relations
As described in Section 2, we use the BRAT tool to annotate events and event relations. However, our
initial analysis reveals that although the original version6 of BRAT supports annotation of relations within
a single sentence well, it hinders annotation of relations spanning multiple sentences significantly due to
its sentence-oriented visualization. In particular, if one annotates many relations over multiple sentences,
a stack of the corresponding horizontal arrows make a working screen too vertically long for human
annotators to perform annotation. Therefore, we modified BRAT so that events in different sentences
can be directly connected by straight arrows without expanding the screen too much. This modification
improves BRAT’s visualization and facilitates our event relation annotation greatly. Figure 1 illustrates
the improved visualization with some examples of our annotation of events and event relations.
4.3 Corpus Analysis of Event Relations
Table 2 shows statistics of the corpus. As for event coreference, we count the number of event coreference
clusters instead of the number of event coreference relations. An event coreference cluster means a
cluster grouping two or more coreferential events. For the other four event relations, we adopt the
notion of link propagation by Mitamura et al. (2017) and only count relations between event coreference
clusters, which avoids counting semantically equivalent (redundant) relations. For instance, if we have
6

This is the latest version v1.3, available at http://brat.nlplab.org/.
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Figure 1: Some examples of our annotation of events and event relations. Our modified version of
BRAT facilitates human annotation of event relations adequately, supporting relations spanning multiple
sentences along with relations within a single sentence in compact visualization.
event coreference between E1 and E2 and two subevent relations from E1 to E3 and from E2 to E3, we
subevent
count one event coreference cluster [E1,E2] and one (cluster-level) subevent relation [E1,E2]
!
[E3]. Overall, subevents are most frequently annotated among the four event relations, and the number
of subevent relations is 6.5 times larger than that of simultaneity relations. It is also interesting to see that
causality relations appear more frequently in the disease, geology and disaster domains than others. We
observed that scientific domains such as diseases and geology generally tend to have more cause-andeffect relationships, but also often require domain-specific knowledge to distinguish between causality
and preconditions, as seen in chemical reactions. We also found that the history domain has the largest
number of event sequences and the second largest number of subevent relations, indicating that scriptbased structures tend to appear more frequently in that domain.
# Event coreference clusters
# Subevent relations
# Causality relations
# Event sequence relations
# Simultaneity relations

Arch
32
74
31
48
8

Chem
61
81
63
38
11

Disa
49
98
71
63
21

Dise
67
94
105
30
10

Eco
51
48
37
73
15

Edu
61
101
28
62
17

Geo
52
91
87
58
8

Hist
42
119
68
117
21

Poli
46
147
36
66
24

Tran
51
93
60
88
11

Total
512
946
586
643
146

Table 2: Statistics of event coreference clusters and cluster-level event relations in SW100. For brevity,
we use a prefix with 3 or 4 characters to refer to each domain.
4.4 Inter-annotator Agreement on Annotation of Event Relations
One way to compute inter-annotator agreement on event coreference is to use evaluation metrics developed by prior work, such as MUC (Vilain et al., 1995), B3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998), CEAFe (Luo,
2005), and BLANC (Recasens and Hovy, 2011). However, these metrics are appropriate specifically for
(event) coreference and cannot be consistently applied to other event relations such as subevents. Instead,
a single consistent metric is ideal for comparing inter-annotator agreement. Since we have three annotators, we use Fleiss’ Kappa (Fleiss, 1971) to compute inter-annotator agreement on the five event relations
annotated by the three annotators. Specifically, we consider all pairwise relations between events and
propagate event relations via event coreference, following (Mitamura et al., 2017). Table 3 shows the
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result. According to the interpretation of Fleiss’ Kappa by Landis and Koch (1977), the inter-annotator
agreement on event coreference is substantial agreement, those on subevent and causality relations are
fair agreement, and those on after and simultaneity relations are slight agreement.
Relation
Event coreference
Subevent
Causality
Event sequence
Simultaneity


0.645
0.223
0.298
0.139
0.108

Table 3: Inter-annotator agreement (Fleiss’ Kappa) on event relations.
4.5 Issues on Annotation of Event Relations
As compared to the high inter-annotator agreement on events described in Section 3.4, our inter-annotator
agreement on event relations (especially on the four relations of subevent, causality, event sequence, and
simultaneity) is quite low, as shown in Table 3. This low inter-annotator agreement reflects many difficulties that the annotators faced in their event relation annotation. This section describes the difficulties
in detail.
Event annotation error. Missing event nuggets or event nuggets with incorrect spans can end up with
false annotation of event relations. Note that we do not make any changes to annotated event nuggets
during the process of annotating event relations, since we first finalized event nugget annotation before
annotating event relations, as described in Section 2. One example is:
(18) Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) can make breathing gradually difficult.
Breathing difficulties caused by COPD can be compounded by ...
The first event nugget in (18) is ‘make ... difficult’. If ‘make breathing ... difficult’ were annotated
instead, it would be coreferent with ‘Breathing difficulties’. However, if event nuggets are annotated as
shown above, event coreference should not probably be annotated even if it does exist.
Event granularity. When we annotate a subevent relation between event X and Y, we need to figure out a difference in event granularity between X and Y along with a certain script. However, it is
sometimes difficult to discern whether X and Y are expressed at different levels in event hierarchy. For
example, let us consider the following sentence:
(19) When Mount St. Helens erupted in 1980, it released 1000 times less material.
The first event ‘erupted’ can be seen as a parent event of ‘released’ under the eruption script. Another
interpretation is that the two events have the same granularity and there is a causality relation: ‘erupted’
cause
! ‘released’. We often need to examine surrounding contexts deeply to resolve the ambiguity.
Script identification. The identification of scripts and their underlying subevents depends largely on
common-sense knowledge and intuition of annotators. Thus, it is not easy to arrive at an consensus for
subevent relations and event sequences. One example is:
(20) He sought treatment for his cancer, after which he got better.
Some annotators might decide that this sentence constitutes a sickness script which corresponds to the
typical life cycle of falling sick and recovering from it. However, this kind of decision can also be subjective, depending on annotators’ common-sense knowledge, and others might not admit stereotypicality
in the set of events.
Domain-specific knowledge. Annotation of causality and subevent relations can require annotators to
have extensive background knowledge. This difficulty can break annotators’ agreement easily. We give
two examples:
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(21) The start of the Cultural Revolution followed the failure of the Great Leap Forward. Mao tried
to remove capitalists from the Communist Party of China.
(22) The 1973 oil crisis started on October 17, 1973, when the members of Organization of Arab
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC) said, because of the Yom Kippur War, that they would
no longer ship petroleum to nations that had supported Israel in its conflict with Syria and Egypt.
In (21), whether event ‘tried (to remove capitalists)’ is a subevent of ‘Cultural Revolution’ is heavily
subjective to annotators’ knowledge about the Cultural Revolution. The sentence in (22) has seven
events, and the correct annotation of event relations among them requires comprehensive understanding
of the 1973 oil crisis and the Yom Kippur War at least, which can cause annotators’ disagreement.
Causality vs. Event sequence. Since causality connotes an event sequence by its nature, we employ
causality tests to differentiate causality from event sequences, as described in Section 4.1. Even with the
causality tests, there are still some ambiguous cases:
(23) Igneous rock can melt into magma, erode into sediment, or be pressed tightly together to
become metamorphic.
Some annotators may see causality between ‘pressed’ and ‘become metamorphic’ whereas others may
find it to be an event sequence.
Simultaneity vs. Event sequence. It turns out that our definition and annotation principles on simultaneity described in Section 4.1 are not completely informative with respect to how to deal with the
duration of events. For example, it is not entirely clear whether we should annotate simultaneity when
two events overlap in time to a large extent but not fully. As a result, this issue confuses annotators when
they annotate simultaneity or event sequences. We give two examples:
(24) When 1,500 missiles were shipped, three hostages were released.
(25) A person can have dyslexia even if he or she is very smart or educated.
In one interpretation of (24), ‘released’ happened at the same time as ‘shipped’. Another possible interpretation is that ‘released’ happened after ‘shipped’. We observe similar ambiguity in (25).

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented our methodologies for annotating events and five types of event relations: event
coreference, subevents, causality, event sequence, and simultaneity. To our knowledge, this is the first
work that performs human annotation of events and five event relations of event coreference, subevent,
causality, event sequence and simultaneity in a domain-agnostic manner. Using 100 articles in Simple
Wikipedia from 10 different domains, we have demonstrated that the methodologies can allow us to
annotate a wider coverage of events and event relations than prior work in a principled manner against
the wide variety of domains. In addition, we have achieved high inter-annotator agreement on event
annotation. Given lower inter-annotator agreement on event relation annotation, we have provided an
analysis of issues on annotation of event relations.
There are a number of avenues for future work. The main piece of future work is to improve interannotator agreement on event relations by refining the annotation principles and guidelines. It is necessary to develop a more sophisticated annotation scheme for differentiating between subevent relations,
causality, event sequences, and simultaneity. As for more temporarily-oriented relations, such as event
sequences and simultaneity, we need to introduce a consistent principle for annotators to comprehend the
duration of events more precisely, such as interval temporal logic (Allen, 1983). Besides the five event relations that we dealt with in this work, there exist many other event relations such as memberships (Hovy
et al., 2013) and bridging (Palmer et al., 2016). Providing more comprehensive annotation guidelines
including these event relations would also lead to an improvement on inter-annotator agreement. With
respect to event annotation, one could define event spans more adequately than the ‘semantically meaning unit’ in the event nugget definition, thereby reducing annotators’ subjective discretion and improving
inter-annotator agreement.
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Abstract
This paper discusses some aspects of revising the ISO standard for dialogue act annotation (ISO
24617-2). The revision is aimed at making annotations using the ISO scheme more accurate
and at providing more powerfool tools for building natural language based dialogue systems,
without invalidating the annotated resources that have been built using the original version of the
standard. In support of the revision of the standard, an analysis is provided of the downward
compatibility of a revised annotation scheme with the original schemes at the levels of abstract
syntax, concrete representation, and semantics of annotations.

1

Introduction

ISO standards are examined every five years for the need to be brought up to date or to be improved. The
ISO standard for dialogue act annotation, ISO 24617-2,1 , was published in September 2012 and is thus
up for revision, if deemed necessary,2
When a revised annotation scheme is used to annotate corpus data, the resulting annotations will be
in some respects differ from those according to the original version. An important issue concerning the
usefulness of a revision is the compatibility between annotations according to the two versions. In particular, it is desirable that old annotations are still valid in the revised version, and do not require to be
re-annotated (or converted). In other words, the revised standard should preferably be downward compatible with the original version. Downward compatibility is a well-known design property of computer
hardware and software, and can be applied also to annotation schemes. This is discussed in Section 3,
where the compatibility of annotation schemes is analysed and related to the properties of extensibility,
optionality, and restrictability.
First, Section 2 briefly summarizes the ISO 24617-2 standard. Section 3 introduces the notion of
downward compatibility for the revision of an annotation scheme, and relates it to different forms of
optionality. Section 4 discusses some inaccuracies, and outlines possible solutions to be implemented in
its second edition. Section 5 briefly considers four different use cases of the standard, and what kind of
extensions would be relevant for which use case. Section 6 discusses some inconvenient limitations of the
current version, and corresponding extensions that respect the requirement of downward compatibility.
Section 7 ends the paper with conclusions and perspectives for revising the standard.

2

The ISO 24617-2 Standard

The ISO 24617-2 annotation standard consists of two main components: (a) a comprehensive, domainindependent set of concepts that may be used in dialogue act annotation, meticulously defined in the
form of ISO data categories, and (b) the markup language DiAML (Dialogue Act Markup Language).
In its stock of annotation concepts, in particular its taxonomy of communicative functions, ISO 24617-2
builds on previously designed annotation schemes such as DIT++ , DAMSL, MRDA, HCRC Map Task,
1

ISO 24617-2, Language Resources Management, Semantic Annotation Framework, part 2: Dialogue acts.
This issue was discussed at the ISO-13 workshop in September 2017, where it was felt to be desirable to improve and
extend the existing standard in some respects. The present paper is partly based on recommendations for revising the standard
that were reached at a two-day workshop in April 2018.
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Verbmobil, SWBD-DAMSL, and DIT.3 The ISO 24617-2 scheme supports semantically richer annotations than most of its predecessors in including the following aspects:
Dimension: The ISO scheme supports multidimensional annotation, i.e. the assignment of multiple
communicative functions to dialogue segments; following DIT++ , an explicitly defined notion of
‘dimension’ is used that corresponds to a certain category of semantic content. Nine orthogonal
dimensions are defined: (1) Task: dialogue acts that move forward the task or activity which motivates the dialogue; (2-3) Feedback, divided into Auto- and Allo-Feedback: acts providing or eliciting
information about the processing of previous utterances by the current speaker or by the current addressee, respectively; (4) Turn Management: activities for obtaining, keeping, releasing, or assigning the right to speak; (5) Time Management: acts for managing the use of time in the interaction;
(6) Discourse Structuring: dialogue acts dealing with topic management or otherwise structuring
the dialogue; (7-8) Own- and Partner Communication Management: actions by the speaker to edit
his current contribution or a contribution of another speaker; (9) Social Obligations Management:
dialogue acts for dealing with social conventions such as greeting, apologizing, and thanking.
Qualifiers for expressing that a dialogue act is performed conditionally, with uncertainty, or with a
particular sentiment.
Dependence relations for semantic dependences between dialogue acts, e.g. question-answer (functional dependence), or for relating a feedback act to the utterance(s) that the act reacts to (feedback
dependence).
Rhetorical relations , for example for indicating that the performance of one dialogue act explains that
of another dialogue act.
The ISO schema defines 56 communicative functions, which are listed in Appendix A. Some of these
are specific for a particular dimension; for instance Turn Take is specific for Turn Management; Stalling
for Time Management, and Self-Correction for Own Communication Management. Other functions can
be applied in any dimension; for example, You misunderstood me is an Inform in the Allo-Feedback
dimension. All types of question, statement, and answer can be used in any dimension, and the same
is true for commissive and directive functions, such as Offer, Suggest, and Request. Such functions are
called general-purpose functions; the former dimension-specific functions.
ISO 24617-2 annotations assume that a dialogue act has seven components: a sender, a set of one or
more addressees, zero or more other participants, a dimension, a communicative function, possibly one
or more functional or feedback dependence relations (depending on the type of dialogue act), possibly
one or more qualifiers, and possibly one or more rhetorical relations to other dialogue acts.
The DiAML markup language was designed
in
accordance with the ISO Linguistic AnnoF1
−1
F
Abstract
1
tation Framework (LAF)4 and the ISO Princi- Concrete Syntax
Syntax
ples of Semantic Annotation (ISO 24617-6).5
LAF distinguishes between annotations and representations: ‘annotation’ refers to the linguistic information that is added to segments of language data, independent of format; ‘representaIa
?
tion’ refers to the rendering of annotations in a
Semantics
particular format.
Following the ISO Principles, this distinction
is implemented in the DiAML definition by disFigure 1: Abstract and concrete syntax, and semantinguishing an abstract syntax that specifies a
tics
class of annotation structures as set-theoretical
3

See Bunt (2007); Allen & Core (1997); Dhillon et al. (2004); Anderson et al. (1991); Alexandersson et al. (1998);
Jurafsky et al. (1997); and Bunt (1994; 2000), respectively.
4
ISO 24612:2010; see also Ide & Romary (2004).
5
ISO 24617-6; see also Bunt (2015).
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constructs, like pairs and triples of concepts, and a concrete syntax that specifies a rendering of these
annotation structures in a particular format. A representation format is defined called DiAML-XML,
which uses abbreviated XML-expressions. The annotations have a semantics which is defined for the
abstract syntax (see Fig. 1), thus allowing alternative representation formats to share the same semantics.
According to ISO 24617-2, dialogue acts are expressed by ‘functional segments’, defined as minimal
stretches of communicative behaviour that have a communicative function and a semantic content, ‘minimal’ in the sense of excluding material that does not contribute to the expression of the dialogue act.
Functional segments may be discontinuous, may overlap, and may contain parts contributed by different
speakers.
Example (1) shows a DiAML-XML annotation representation. It illustrates among other things the
annotation of relations between dialogue acts: a rhetorical relation (Elaboration) between the dialogue
acts in utterances 1 and 3, a functional dependence relation between the question in 2 and the answer in
3, and a feedback dependence relation between the dialogue acts in utterances 3 and 4.
(1)

1.
2.
3.
4.

G: go south and you’ll pass some cliffs on your right
F: uhm... straight south?
G: yes, passing some adobe huts on your left
F: oh okay

Functional segments:
fs1 = go south and you’ll pass some cliffs on your right
fs2 = uhm...
fs3 = straight south?
fs4 = yes
fs5 = passing some adobe huts on your left
fs6 = oh okay
<diaml xmlns=“http://www.iso.org/diaml”>
<dialogueAct xml:id=“da1” target=“#fs1” sender=“#g” addressee=‘#f”
dimension=“task” communicativeFunction=“instruct”/>
<dialogueAct xml:id=“da2” target=“#fs2” sender=“#f” addressee=“#g”
dimension=“turnManagement” communicativeFunction=“turnTake”/>
<dialogueAct xml:id=“da3” target=“#fs2” sender=“#f” addressee=“#g”
dimension=“timeManagement” communicativeFunction=“stalling”/>
<dialogueAct xml:id=“da4” target=“#fs3” sender=“#f” addressee=“#g”
dimension=“autoFeedback” communicativeFunction=“question”/>
<dialogueAct xml:id=“da5” target=“#fs4” sender=“#g” addressee=“#f”
dimension=“alloFeedback” communicativeFunction=“answer”
functionalDependence=“#da4”/>
<dialogueAct xml:id=“da6” target=“#fs5” sender=“#g” addressee=“#f”
dimension=“task” communicativeFunction=“inform”/>
<rhetoricalLink dact=“#da6” rhetoAnteceden=“#da1” rhetoRel=“elaboration”
<dialogueAct xml:id=“da7” target=“#fs6” sender=“#f” addressee=“#g”
dimension=“autoFeedback” communicativeFunction=“autoPositive”
feedbackDependence=“#da1 #da6”/>
</diaml>

3

Formal Properties of Schema Revision

3.1 Compatibility, Optionality, Extensibility, and Restrictibility
Designing a revised version of the ISO 24617-2 standard in a downward compatible way is greatly
facilitated by the extensibility of the original version, which means that it allows its stock of concepts to
be extended with additional concepts. ISO 24617-2 is extensible in four respects:
• Dimensions: Due to the orthogonality of the set of dimensions, additional dimensions may be
introduced as long as they are orthogonal to the already existing dimensions and to each other.
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• Communicative functions: The taxonomy of communicative functions defined in the standard
expresses the semantic relations between functions: dominance relations express different degrees
of specialization; and sister relations express mutually exclusivity of functions. Communicative
functions may be added to the taxonomy as long as they respect these relations.
• Qualifiers: Like dimensions, due to the orthogonality of the qualifier attributes and their values.

• Rhetorical relations: The ISO standard does not specify a particular set of relations, but allows any
such set to be plugged in.
The extensibility of ISO 24617-2 is in turn facilitated by the optionality of some of its components.
Following the ISO Principles of semantic annotation, three types of optionality can be distinguished:
Type I (semantic optionality): a component that a certain type of annotation structure may contain, but
does not have to. If it does contain that component then this provides extra information, compared to
the case where it does not. Example: the specification of a set of ‘other participants’ for a dialogue
act.
Type II (syntactic optionality): a component may be but does not need to be specified in annotation
representations, since it has a default value in the abstract syntax, which is assumed in the encoded
annotation structure if it is not specified. Example: the polarity in the annotation of an event by
means of an <event> element in ISO-TimeML.
Type III (uninterpreted optionality): a component may be specified in annotation representations but
does not encode anything in the abstract syntax, and thus has no semantic interpretation (but the
component may be useful for an annotation process or for other purposes). Example: the indication
of the part of speech of an event description by means of an <event> element in ISO-TimeML.
These distinctions can be made precise in
terms
of the abstract and concrete syntax of

annotations and their semantics, as shown in
Figure 2, where two versions of an annotaF −1
F2 Concrete Syntax
Abstract Syntax
2
- CS
tion scheme are considered, with abstract synAS2
2
tax specifications AS1 and AS2 , two semantic specifications by means of the interpretation
Ia1
functions Ia1 and Ia2 , and two concrete syn?
Semantics 1
tax specifications CS1 and CS2 . The encodIa2
ing and decoding functions F1 , F1−1 , F2 , and
?
F2−1 relate the structures generated by the two
Semantics 2
abstract and concrete syntax specifications, respectively, and define the semantics of concrete
Figure 2: Optionality in abstract and concrete synrepresentations by means of the composite functax, and semantics
tions Ic1 = Ia1 ◦ F1−1 and Ic2 = Ia ◦ F2−1 .
Let α be an annotation structure generated by AS1 , with encoding F1 (α) = β. Let δa be an optional
addition to α according to the abstract syntax AS2 , forming the annotation structure designated by α+δa ,
and let δc be the corresponding element in the concrete syntax CS2 , forming an annotation representation
designated by β + δc .
Semantic optionality (Type I) can now be defined formally as the case where δc represents additional
semantic information:
Abstract Syntax
AS1

F1−1

F1

Concrete Syntax
CS1

(2) F −1 (β + δc ) = α + δa
Ic (β + δc ) = Ia (F −1 (β + δc )) = Ia (α + δa )
Syntactic optionality (Type II) is the case that an optional addition δc in a representation β + δc (such
as polarity=“positive”) indicates that the abstract annotation structure α[δa ] that it encodes, includes its
default value δad :
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(3) F −1 (β + δc ) = α[δad ]
Ic (β + δc ) = Ia (F −1 (β)) = Ia (α[δad ])
Finally, uninterpreted optionality (Type III) is the case where the representation with the optional element
encodes the same semantic information as the structure without the optional element, not requiring a
default value in the abstract annotation structure:
(4) F −1 (β + δc ) = F −1 (β)
Ic (β + δc ) = Ia (F −1 (β + δc )) = Ia (F −1 (β)) = Ia (α)
The following elements of ISO 24617-2 are optional in one of these three senses:
• Qualifiers: The qualifier attributes Certainty and Conditionality have default values (‘certain’ and
‘unconditional’, respectively), hence they form a Type II optionality. The attribute Sentiment has no
values defined; in this respect the annotation scheme is extensible: any set of values may be used.
If this set contains a default value; then the specification of that value is an optionality of Type II;
for all other values it is of Type I, since the semantics is defined (in terms of predicates used in
information state updates, see Bunt, 2014).
• Rhetorical relations: If specified, these add semantic information about relations between dialogue acts or their semantic content. There is no ‘default’ rhetorical relation, hence this is a Type I
optionality.
ISO 24617-2 currently has no cases of Type III optionality, but its revision is expected to have some.
Annotation schemes are usually considered only at the level of concrete syntax, and have no abstract
syntax or semantics. Notions such as extensibility are thus typically considered only at that level, in terms
of adding attributes and/or values to XML elements. In the 3-layer architecture of DiAML, extensibility
must be considered at all three levels; extending the representations defined by the concrete syntax is
only semantically significant if the corresponding extensions are introduced in the abstract syntax, and
their semantic interpretation is defined. Since this is technically nontrivial, user-defined extensions are
typically Type III optional, and are disregarded by software that interprets the annotations.
The converse of extensibilty is the ‘restrictability’ of an annotation scheme: the possibility to not use
the entire stock of concepts offered by the scheme, but only a subset. ISO 24617-2 is restrictable in its
set of dimensions and its set of communiative functions; as the official description of the standard in the
ISO 24617-2:2012 document stipulates:
• “A dimension and the corresponding set of dimension-specific communicative functions may be
left out; by virtue of the orthogonality of the set of core dimensions, this has no influence on the
remaining dimensions.”
• “Communicative functions may be left out for which there is a less specific function in the taxonomy”
In order to ensure that desirable extensions of ISO 24617-2 are well-defined at all three levels, it seems
attractive to define such extensions in ISO 24617-2 Edition 2 while insisting on its restrictability, thus
supporting the use of additional dimensions and communicative functions with a well-defined semantics
without making their use obligatory.
3.2 Constraints on Revisions
Figure 3 shows the three levels of an Edition 1 annotation scheme and a revised version, Edition 2 with
the functions A12 , S12 , and C12 which describe the revision at each level, i.e. if α1 is an Edition 1
annotation structure, then A12 (α1 ) is the revised annotation structure, and similarly at the other levels.
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Note that the revised representation of an Edition 1 annotation structure α1 can be computed
in two ways: (1) by applying the Edition 2
encoding function F2 to the revised annotation
structure A12 (α1 ), and (2) by applying the representation revision function C12 to the Edition
1 representation F1 (α1 ). The result should in
both cases of course be the same:
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(5) F2 (A12 (α1 )) = C12 (F1 (α1 )).
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Figure 3: Annotation schema revision in abstract
and concrete syntax, and semantics

Since this is true for any Edition 1 annotation
structure α1 , a requirement on consistent revision is that the function compositions F2 ◦ A12
and C12 ◦ F1 are identical:
(6) F2 ◦ A12 = C12 ◦ F1 .

Similarly, two ways of computing the Edition 2 meaning of an Edition 1 annotation structure are:
(1) computing its Edition 1 meaning Ia1 (α1 ) according to Edition 1 and applying the semantic revision
function S12 , and (2) determining the revised annotation structure A12 (α1 ) and computing its Edition 2
meaning by applying the interpretation function Ia2 . Again, the result should in both cases be the same:
(7) S12 (Ia1 (α1 )) = Ia2 (A12 (α1 ))
Since this is true for any Edition 1 annotation structure α1 , a second consistency requirement on annotation schema revision is:
(8) S12 ◦ Ia1 = Ia2 ◦ A12
3.3 Downward Compatible Revision
Whether an annotation according to the original standard (‘Edition 1’) is valid according to its revised
version (‘Edition 2’), should be considered at all three levels of the definitions: abstract syntax, concrete
syntax, and semantics. An Edition 1 annotation structure α1 is valid according to Edition 2 if and only
if (1) it belongs to the set of annotation structures defined by the Edition 2 abstract syntax and (2) it has
the same meaning as in Edition 1. In other words, for Edition 2 to be downward compatible with Edition
1 the functions A12 and S12 are the
identity function, and the interpretation functions Ia1 and Ia2 assign
1
the same meanings to Edition 1 annotation structures and their Edition 2 versions, respectively (thus
respecting constraint (8)). The Edition 2 set of annotation structures is thus a superset of the Edition 1 set
of annotation structures, whose meanings are not changed. (Additional, in particular ‘richer’ meanings,
are assigned to the Edition 2 annotation structures that are not also Edition 1 annotation structures.)
The Edition 2 annotation representations are defined by the Edition 2 concrete syntax, and in order to
be downward compatible also at the level of concrete representations, this representation is preferably
the same as the Edition 1 representation, but there is room for variation here: according to constraint
(6) with A12 being the identity function, the representation conversion function C12 and the Edition 2
encoding function F2 may be defined in such a way that, applied to an annotation structure that is also
an Edition 1 annotation structure:
(9) F2 (α) = (C12 ◦ F1 )(α)
(For those Edition 2 annotation structures that are not also Edition 1 annotation structures there are no
consistency constraints on the definition of the encoding function F2 .) The effect of this is that, while
the revision leaves the annotation structures of the Edition 1 abstract syntax unchanged, a conversion
procedure implementing the function C12 may change their representations into a new form to become
Edition 2 representations.
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Note that, if a revision of an annotation scheme consists of extensions, optional elements, and/or refinements (more fine-grained annotations, or annotations with greater accuracy), then the revised version
may indeed be downward compatible in the sense described here; if, by contrast, the revision includes
corrections of errors in the earlier version, then the revised edition is not entirely downward compatible.
The revisions of ISO 24617-2 recommended in this paper can all be viewed as extensions, including new
optional elements, and refinements, leading to a downward compatible Edition 2.

4

Accuracy of Annotations

4.1 Dependence Relations
4.1.1 Dependence Relations for Feedback
ISO 24617-2 defines a feedback act as a “dialogue act which provides or elicits information about the
sender’s or the addressee’s processing of something that was uttered in the dialogue”. A feedback act is
thus a dialogue act in either the auto-feedback or the allo-feedback dimension. Moreover, it defines the
feedback dependence relation as the “relation between a feedback act and the stretch of communicative
behaviour whose processing the act provides or elicits information about”. The feedback dependence
relation serves to identify this ”something that was uttered in the dialogue”. This is illustrated in (10),
where the segment “The first train to the airport on Sunday” in S’s utterance repeats material from
C’s question, which can be interpreted as a positive auto-feedback act by which S indicates to have
understood which train C wants to know the departure time of.
(10) C: Do you know what time the first train to the airport leaves on Sunday?
S: The first train to the airport on Sunday is at 6:15.

The annotation of S’s utterance thus considers this segment as a functional segment, with the communicative function autoPositive, and with a feedback dependence relation to what C said. However, ISO
24617-2 does not consider segments other than functional segments, so rather than a dependence relation
to the corresponding (discontinuous) segment in C’s utterance, the feedback dependence relation uses the
smallest functional segment that includes the repeated material - in this case C’s entire utterance. This is
rather inaccurate. It is therefore recommended that ISO 24617-2 Edition 2 should include the possibility
to refer to non-functional segments, whose relevance comes from the fact that they are referred to by
feedback acts – “reference segments”.
4.1.2 Dependence Relations for Own and Partner Communication Management
Reference segments are also needed for the accurate annotation of Own Communication Management
acts and Partner Communication Management acts. For example, the accurate annotation of a selfcorrection (in the OCM dimension) or a partner correction (in the PCM dimension) requires the specification of the dialogue segment that is corrected, which may very well be a single word or morpheme.
4.1.3 Types of Dependence Relations
ISO 24617-2 defines the functional dependence relation as the “relation between a given dialogue act
and a preceding dialogue act on which the semantic content of the given dialogue act depends due to
its communicative function.” Examples of such dialogue acts are the inherently responsive acts such as
answers, (dis-)confirmations, (dis-)agreements, corrections and the acceptance or rejection of requests,
offers, and suggestions.
Auto- and allo-feedback acts, which in a different sense are also responsive, come in two varieties:
those whose communicative function is specific for these dimensions (AutoPositive, AutoNegative, AlloPositive, AlloNegative, FeedbackElicitation) and those whose communicative function is a general
purpose function, such as Question (for clarification), CheckQuestion, or Confirm. The two varieties
aare illustrated by the examples in 11):
(11) a. G: the turn left just above the adobe huts
F: okay [AutoPositive]
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b. C: Best before nine on Monday, or else on Tuesday
S: Monday before nine you said? [Auto-Feedback, CheckQuestion]
C: That’s right. [Allo-Feedback, Confirm]

The specification in ISO 24617-2 could be understood as saying that for the latter type of feedback act,
if it has a responsive communicative function, like the Confirm act in (11b), then it should be annotated
as having both a functional and a feedback dependence relation. This was not intended, however. In
such cases the functional dependence relation, required for interpreting the responsive act, identifies
the material that the feedback is about, so the use of both would be redundant. The same applies to
dialogue acts in the OCM and PCM dimensions with a responsive communicative function. It is therefore
recommended that the assignment of functional and feedback dependence relations should be specified
more accurately than in ISO 24617-2 Edition 1, as follows:
1. For all dialogue acts in the Auto-Feedback, Allo-Feedback, OCM or PCM dimension:
(a) if the communicative function is a responsive one, then assign a functional dependence relation
to the dialogue act that is responded to;
(b) if the communicative function is a general-purpose function but not a responsive one, or is
dimension-specific for Auto-Feedback, Allo-Feedback, OCM or PCM, then assign a feedback
dependence relation to the material that is reacted to.
2. In all other cases do not assign a dependence relation.
Note that, according to this specification, a feedback dependence relation is assigned to a feedback
question like the CheckQuestion in (11b).
4.2 Rhetorical Relations
The dialogue acts that make up a dialogue are often rhetorically related. ISO 24617-2 supports the marking up of rhetorical relations (also know as discourse relations) as an optional addition to dialogue act
annotation, but does not specify any particular set of relations to be used; it only specifies how a rhetorical relation may be marked up as relating two dialogue acts. The experience in dialogue act annotation
is that rhetorical relations tend to be very important for a good understanding of the interaction. Users
of the ISO scheme have often added these annotations, using a variant of the set of relations defined in
ISO standard 24617-8, a.k.a. ‘DR-Core’. This is a set of 18 ‘core’ relations that are shared by many
annotation schemes. It has been used in most of the dialogues in the DialogBank. Two problems were
noted when annotating discourse relations in ISO 24617-2.
First, many rhetorical relations have two arguments that play different roles, for example, a Cause
relation has a “Reason” and a “Result” argument. DiAML currently has no provision for indicating
the roles in a rhetorical relation between dialogue acts. The DR-Core annotation scheme does have
attributes and values for this purpose, so the annotation of rhetorical relations in dialogue could be made
more accurate by importing some of the elements from DR-Core into DiAML.
Second, rhetorical relations may occur either between two dialogue acts, or between their semantic
contents, or between one dialogue act and the semantic content of another. This phenomenon is known
in the literature as the ‘semantic-pragmatic’ distinction. Example (12) illustrates this.
(12) a. ‘Semantic Cause’:

A: Have you seen Pete today?
B: He didn’t come in. He has the flu.
b. ‘Pragmatic Cause’:
A: Have you seen Pete today?
B: He didn’t come in. He sent me a message saying that he has the flu.

This distinction can only be made in DiAML if it is extended with the possibility to say something about
the semantic content of a dialogue act. This is taken up in Section 6.4.
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5

Use cases

The concepts and mechanisms defined in ISO 24617-2 can be used in at least four different situations:
U1
U2
U3
U4

manual annotation of corpus data;
automatic annotation of corpus data;
online recognition of dialogue acts by interactive systems;
dialogue management and dialogue act generation by a dialogue system.

These different use cases present different desiderata and requirements, in particular concerning the
granularity of the available communicative functions. Concerning use cases U1 and U2, a trained manual
annotator may bring richer background and context information to bear in the annotation process than
an automatic system, and may therefore benefit from the availability of fine-grained, context-dependent
communicative functions. Manual annotators with little training or experience may, on the other hand,
benefit more from the use of more coarse-grained functions in order to produce consistent results.
Concerning use cases U3 and U4, for example, Malchanau et al. (2017) have shown the usefulness
of DiAML as an interface language between the modules of a multimodal dialogue system, and Keizer
et al. (2011) have shown the use of the DIT++ taxonomy of communicative functions, which underlies
the ISO standard, in a multidimensional Dialogue Manager. In both cases issues of granularity of the
communicative functions arise, in particular in the generation of feedback acts, where the Dialogue
Manager typically has detailed information about the level of processing that it would be appropriate
to provide feedback about. The DIT++ taxonomy of communicative functions distinguishes between
feedback acts at five different levels of processing: (1) attention; (2) perception; (3) understanding; (4)
evaluation; and (5) execution. For use cases U3 and U4 such a fine-grained set of feedback functions
would be useful.
Given the restrictability that would be required from the second edition in order to be downward
compatible, it follows that it is recommended to add more fine-grained concepts to the standard, and to
provide use-case dependent guidelines for how to optimally make use of the concepts that the standard
makes available.

6

ISO 24617-2 Extensions

6.1 Dimensions
Users of ISO 24617-2 have mentioned two dimensions that they missed, namely Task Management,
known from DAMSL, and Contact Management, known from DIT++ . Task Management acts discuss
or explain a certain task or activity that is pursued through the dialogue (as opposed to performing that
task/activity). They occur for example in TV debates and in interactive games (see e.g. Petukhova et al.,
2014).
Contact Management acts serve to establish and manage contact and attention. Casual conversations
are known to contain a rich variety of greetings and leavetaking acts (Gilmartin et al., 2017), which often
have such a function (see also the next subsection).
Since one of the attractive features of the ISO scheme is that its dimensions are ‘orthogonal’, Task
Management and Contact Management can be added as optional additions without interfering with the
existing 9-dimensional system, keeping the extended system downward compatible with the existing
system, and are available in a given use case when needed.
6.2 Communicative Functions
The taxonomy of communicative functions in ISO 24617-2 makes it possible to add fine-grained communicative functions without making existing annotations incompatible with the standard. Experience in
applying the ISO standard has given rise to the desire to have more fine-grained communicative functions
for Social Obligations Management, Discourse Structuring, and Auto- and Allo-Feedback.
ISO 24617-2 was intended to be domain-independent, applicable to a wide range of tasks and domains, and consequently does not have domain-specific communicative functions. This has been felt
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as a limitation when using the concepts of the standard for online dialogue act recognition or generation. It is recommended that the documentation of the standard discusses (informatively) two ways of
defining domain-specific communicative functions: (a) as a way of specifying the semantic content of a
general-purpose function (as illustrated by communicative functions for negotiation in the MIB corpus
(Petukhova et al., 2016) ; and (b) as a dimension-specific communicative function for the Task domain,
in which case the information-state update semantics of dialogue acts with that communicative function
has to be defined.
Note that there can be no objection to the introduction of some examples of task-specific communicative functions in view of the restrictability of the standard in the use of the communicative functions that
it defines.
6.3 Qualifiers
The available qualifiers for optional representation of certainty (default: certain) and conditionality (default: unconditional) seem adequate for their intended purpose. For emotion and sentiment the DiAML
concrete syntax has the optional attribute ‘sentiment’, for which the standard does not specify any set of
possible values, let alone a semantics, which makes the use of sentiment qualifiers Type III optional. For
specifications of possible sets of emotion and sentiment values, and for more sophisticated annotation of
the affective aspects of dialogue behaviour, it is recommended to look to EmotionML.
EmotionML, the W3C standard for annotating emotion (Baggio et al., 2014), does not prescribe the
use of any particular set of emotion values, but supports the articulate annotation of emotions using alternative sets of values. Moreover, EmotionML is explicitly aimed at supporting the integration of emotion
descriptions with other annotations. It would be attractive to extend the possibility to annotate emotion
and sentiment (especially in multimodal dialogue) in DiAML by allowing EmotionML expressions in
the concrete syntax of DiAML as optional elements of Type III that represent emotions with reference to
dialogue acts.
6.4 Semantic Content
In dialogue act theory, a dialogue act is formally defined as a 8-tuple of which one of the elements is a
semantic content (see Bunt, 2014). ISO 24617-2 focuses on the functional meaning of dialogue acts, and
therefore annotates dialogue acts in DiAML (in the abstract syntax) as 7-tuples (see Section 2), leaving
out the semantic content. For use in dialogue annotation (use cases U1 and U2) and for online recognition
of dialogue acts (use case U3) this seems appropriate, but in online use in the dialogue management of
a dialogue system (use case U4), there is a need to be able to specify information about the semantic
content of dialogue acts. It is therefore recommended to explore the possibilities of extending DiAML
with semantic content information. This has for example been done in the Virtual Negotiation Coach
(Petukhova et al., 2017), where semantic content is specified by a set of attribute-value pairs that represent
the state of a negotiation.
It may be noted that the semantics of dialogue act annotations is defined in a way that expects the
specification of a semantic content as the argument of an update function, defined by the 7-tuples used
in DiAML, namely as a mechanism for updating the dialogue participants’ information states with that
content. From a semantic point of view, it is thus fairly straightforward to extend DiAML with the
semantic content of dialogue acts. Moreover, when DiAML is used in a dialogue system, the way in
which semantic content is specified can be customized for the system’s application domain.
The marking up of semantic content would mean in the concrete syntax the introduction of a
<semanticContent> element which can be used e.g. for the improved annotation of rhetorical relations
as follows (annotating B’s utterance in example (12a)) :
(13)

<dialogueAct xml:id=“da2” target=“#s2” sender=“#b” addressee=“#a”
dimension=“task” communicativeFunction=“answer”
functionalDependence=“#da1”>
<dialogueAct xml:id=“da3” target=“#s3” sender=“#b” addressee=“#a”
dimension=“task” communicativeFunction=“inform” >
<event xml:id=“e3” target=“#s3” type=“ill” />
<semanticContent dialogAct=“#da3” content=“#e3”/>
<DRLink rel=“cause” reason=“#e3” result=“#da2” />
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The <event> element introduced in (13) for specifying information about the semantic content of a
dialogue act could be the same as, or a simplified version of, the element with the same name that is used
in the ISO standards for time and events (ISO 24617-2, see also Pustejovsky et al., 2010), for annotating
semantic roles (ISO 24617-4, see also Bunt & Palmer, 2013), and for spatial information (ISO 246177, see also Pustejovsky et al., 2013), and that has also been proposed for the annotation of modality
(Lapina & Petukhova, 2017) and quantification (Bunt et al., 2017). This suggests that the introduction of
<semanticContent> and <event> elements, with their underlying abstract syntax and semantics, may
open the possibility to specify quite detailed information about the semantic content of dialogue acts.

7

Conclusions and Perspectives

In this paper we have considered the requirements for a revision of the ISO standard for dialogue act
annotation. One of the requirements is that, where possible, a second edition should be downward compatible with the original (current) version of the standard. The notion of compatibility between annotation
schemes was analysed and related to the properties of extensibility, restrictability, and optionality.
Applying the ISO 24617-2 scheme in various use cases, such as the creation of the DBOX corpus
(Petukhova et al., 2014) and the ADELE corpus (Gilmartin et al., 2017), and the design of the Virtual
Debate Coach (Malchanau et al., 2017) show that it would be convenient to add Task Management and
Contact Management to the ISO dimensions, as well as certain communicative functions for more finegrained annotation of feedback, social obligations management, and discourse structuring.
Limitations of ISO 24617-2 were brought to light by the development of ISO standard 24617-6 for discourse relation annotation, of which rhetorical relations between dialogue acts or their semantic contents
are a special case. The possibility was discussed to import elements from DR-Core into the annotation scheme for dialogue acts and to optionally add provisions for indicating the semantic content of a
dialogue act. Doing so could be a step towards a more general merging of elements from annotation
schemes for different semantic information, such as time and events, spatial information, semantic roles
and quantification.
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Appendix A Dimensions and Communicative Functions in ISO 24617-2:2012
The table below lists the 56 communicative functions defined in ISO 24617-2.
Table 1: ISO 24617-2 communicative functions
General-Purpose
Communicative Functions
Inform
- Agreement
- Disagreement
- - Correction
- Answer
- - Confirm
- - Disconfirm
Question
- Set-Question
- Propositional Question
- - Check-Question
- Choice-Question
Request
- Instruct
- - Address Offer
- - - Accept Offer
- - - Decline Offer
Suggest
Address Suggest
- Accept Suggest
- Decline Suggest
Offer
- Promise
Address Suggest
- Accept Suggest
- Decline Suggest

Dimension-Specific Communicative Functions
Function
Dimension
AutoPositive
Auto-Feedback
AutoNegative
AlloPositive
Allo-Feedback
AlloNegative
FeedbackElicitation
Stalling
Time Management
Pausing
Turn Take
Turn Management
Turn Grab
Turn Accept
Turn Keep
Turn Give
Turn Release
Self-Error
Own Communication Man.
- Retraction
- - Self-Correction
Completion
Partner Communication Man.
Correct Misspeaking
Interaction Structuring
Discourse Structuring
- Opening
Init-Greeting
Social Obligations Man.
Return Greeting
Init-Self-Introduction
Return Self-Introduction
Apology
Accept Apology
Thanking
Accept Thanking
Init-Goodbye
Return Goodbye
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Abstract
Focusing on the revision of the movement link in the annotation scheme, tagged <moveLink>,
this paper presents a systematic means of converting the first official edition of ISO-Space to
its second edition with revisions required at the specification levels, both abstract and concrete.
Even with these changes, the first edition of the ISO-Space standard is expected to be compatible
with the second edition, at least at the level of semantics.

1

Introduction

The annotation scheme for static and dynamic spatial information, commonly called ISO-Space1 , was
officially published as part of the first edition of ISO 24617-7:2014 (E) standard. Before the publication
of this standard, there were some preliminary working versions such as the ones proposed by Pustejovsky
et al. (2010) and Pustejovsky and Yocum (2013) that had treated event-paths as part of the basic entity
types for the spatial annotation scheme. Following these preliminary proposals, the first official edition
of ISO-Space (ISO, 2014b), henceforth to be referred to by ISO-Space (2014), also listed event-paths as
a basic entity type, but failed to implement them in constructing annotation structures overall.
As Lee (2016) pointed out, this failure made the annotation structures, specified in abstract settheoretic terms by the first edition of ISO-Space, non-isomorphic to the corresponding structures represented in a concrete markup format. This is a serious mismatch in an annotation scheme between its
so-called abstract syntax and each of its representation formats, called concrete syntaxes, based on the
abstract syntax.2 Pustejovsky and Lee (2017) and Lee (2018) continued to show that the annotation of
the movement link, tagged <moveLink>, mostly overlapped the task of semantic role annotation, specified in ISO (2014a). Furthermore, the movement link in the first edition failed to conform to the general
triplet link structure <η, E, ρ>, first formulated by Bunt et al. (2016) and then specified as required by
another ISO standard 24617-6 Principles of semantic annotation (ISO, 2016). The conformance of the
movement link to this triplet structure is basically required to be made interoperable with other parts of
the ISO 24617 standard on semantic annotation frameworks such as ISO-TimeML (ISO, 2012), which
treats event-based temporal annotation.
Much work has already been done in applying ISO-Space (2014) as an ISO standard to the semantic
annotation of raw corpora or the construction of semantic systems. It is thus necessary to make the first
edition of ISO-Space compatible with its second edition so that earlier applications still remain valid and
can easily be updated according to the second edition if needs arise. This paper aims at showing how the
first official edition of ISO-Space (ISO, 2014b) can be made compatible with the revised edition, 3 by:
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
1
See Pustejovsky (2017) for an overview of ISO-Space.
2
According to Bunt (2010) and Bunt (2011), a semantic annotation scheme consists of an abstract syntax, a set of concrete
syntaxes, and a semantics. The abstract syntax defines well-formed annotation structures in set-theoretic terms, while a concrete
syntax based on it provides a format for representing annotation structures. The annotation structures defined by the abstract
syntax can be represented in different formats which are semantically equivalent, since the semantics specifies the interpretation
of the abstract annotation structures.
3
Following Bunt et al. (2018), this paper focuses on the compatibility of the original version with a new version in order to
save various applications based on the original. The revisions in the new version are required for various independent reasons.
The compatibility of a revised version with its original is thus not considered as a necessity, but rather as something desirable.
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relating old annotation structures into new ones in a systematic way (sections 4.2 and 4.3) and turning
the semantic interpretations of old annotations into those based on event-paths as in the new annotations
(section 4.4).

2

Specification of <moveLink> in ISO-Space (2014)

ISO-Space (2014) has no event-paths implemented in its concrete syntaxes. As a result, the movement
link, tagged <moveLink> in XML, carries many of the path-related features.4
(1) List A.12 Attributes for the <moveLink> tag
attributes = identifier, [trigger], [source], [goal], [midPoint], [mover],
[ground], [goalReached], [pathID], [motionSignalID], [comment];
identifier = mvl, decimal digit, decimal digit;
{*The identifier is tagged "xml:id" for XML documents,

otherwise "id". Examples are: mvl3, mvl20*}
trigger = IDREF; {*ID of a <motion> that triggered the link*}
source = IDREF; {*ID of a location/entity/event tag at the

beginning of the event-path *}
goal = IDREF; {*ID of a location/entity/event tag at the end of the event-path*}
midPoint = IDREFS;
{*ID(s) of event-path midpoint location/entity/event tags*}
mover = IDREF; {*ID of the location/entity/event tag whose location changes*}
ground = IDREF;
{*ID of a location/entity/event tag that the @mover participant’s motion

is relative to *}
goalReached = "yes" | "no" | "uncertain";
pathID = IDREF;

{*ID of a <path> tag that is identical to the event-path of the

@trigger <motion>*}
motionSignalID = IDREFS;

{*ID(s) of <motionSignal> tag(s) that contributes path or manner information
that the @trigger <motion> carries *}

comment = CDATA;

The following example shows how the 2014 specification of <moveLink> operates:
(2) a. Markables Tagged:
Johnse1 flewm1 toms1 Miyazakipl1 throughms2 Naritapl2 and Hanedapl3 .

b. Annotated:
<moveLink xml:id="mvl1" trigger="#m1" goal="#pl1" midPoint="#pl2,#pl3"
mover="#se1" goalReached="yes" motionSignalID="#ms1,#ms2"/>

This specification fails to represent what entities are being related by <moveLink>.

3

Revised Specifications

3.1 Metamodel and Basic Assumptions
Figure 1 presents the metamodel or general structure of revised ISO-Space.
Here we focus on the movement link, tagged <moveLink>, only. It is triggered by a motion and then
relates a spatial entity to an event-path. This spatial entity is a mover or object which is triggered by a
motion to traverse its trajectory, called event-path. A case referred to by “An overcrowded bus plunged
4

See ISO 24617-7:2014, List A.12.
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Figure 1: Metamodel of Revised ISO-Space
off a mountain road into a gorge in northern India” is an example, where the bus is treated as a spatial
entity and a trajectory from the mountain road down to a gorge is an event-path.5
There are some basic assumptions according to which the movement link, <moveLink>, is reformulated in revised ISO-Space:
(3) a. Axiom: Every motion-event triggers a trajectory or route, called event-path, that a mover traverses: ∀e[motion(e) → ∃{r, x}[eventP ath(r) ∧ triggers(e, r) ∧ mover(x, e) ∧ traverses(x, r)]]6
b. Definition: An event-path is a finite directed series of locations.
c. Implementation: An event-path is represented as a non-consuming tag, which is anchored to
an empty string of text segments, but uniquely identifiable.
In the revised edition of ISO-Space, the <moveLink> is treated as a path-delimiting relation that conveys information about a moving about, traversing a trajectory or event-path. As a genuine but directed
finite path, the event-path is understood to have a start and an end with denumerably many mid locations
between them. Locations may include points, intervals, paths or (two-dimensional) areas. For a case
like an event expressed by “A truck sped off the Massachusetts Turnpike”, the truck’s speeding off is
understood to have started on the Massachusetts Turnpike or some point on that highway (path). Hence,
terms such as begin point or endpoint are replaced by more general terms like start or end, respectively.
These locations delimiting event-paths may not be explicitly mentioned, but they must exist, each being
uniquely defined.
3.2 Serialization in a Concrete Syntax
In an XML-based concrete syntax, the two elements <eventPath> and <moveLink> are implemented each with a list of attribute-value specifications. These may be represented in extended BNF
(ISO/IEC, 1996), which is found expressively more powerful than DTD (data-type declaration), as follows:
(4) Attribute-Value Specification for <eventPath>
attributes = identifier, target, trigger, start, mids, end,
5
ISO-Space includes among spatial entities those objects that are not genuinely spatial, but are involved in a spatial relation
or in a motion.
6
Rather than the variable p, which is reserved for propositions, the variable r is chosen to represents event-paths, which may
also be called routes.
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[spatialRelator], [comment];
{*The attributes in brackets [ ] are opitonal; others are required.*}
identifier = ep, positive integer;
target = EMPTY;
trigger = IDREF; {*ID of a motion*}
start = IDREF | EMPTY;
{*ID of a location or EMPTY. A location may include a path or area.*}
mids = IDREFS | IDREF | EMPTY; {*IDs of locations, ID of a path, or EMPTY*}

end = IDREF | EMPTY; {*ID of a location or EMPTY*}
spatialRelator = IDREFS; {*IDs of <spatialRelation>s that delimit an event-path
with its @start, @end or @mids*}

comment = CDATA;

Each instance of a motion-event triggers an event-path and each event-path is uniquely associated with
a motion-event. Such a motion-event is represented by the attribute @trigger with a specific value
referring to that motion-event associated with an event-path. As a finite path, every event-path has two
ends: one is identified as its start and the other one as its end, because it is directed. Hence, the attributes
@start, @mids, and @end are required attributes. Their values are unspecified if these locations are
not explicitly mentioned.7
(5) Attribute-Value Specification for <moveLink>
attributes = identifier, figure, ground, relType, [goalReached], [comment];
{*The attributes in brackets [ ] are optional; others are required.*}
identifier = mvL, positive integer;
figure = IDREF; {*ID of a moving object*}
ground = IDREF; {*ID of an event-path*}
relType = CDATA | "traverses";

{*CDATA allows other more specific values such as the motion-event involved
than the general value "traverses".*}

goalReached = "yes"|"no";

{*If @goalReached is uncertain, then it is unspecified.*}
comment = CDATA;

This specification conforms to the general triplet structure <η, E, ρ>, where η is represented by the value
of the attribute @figure, E by the value of @ground, and ρ by that of @relType. Optional attributes
such as @goalReached or @comment are freely allowed without violating the triplet structure of
links.
Here is an example:
(6) a. Text: John flew to Miyazaki through Narita and Haneda.
b. Markables Tagged:

Johnx1 flewm1 ∅ep1 pred="fly" tosr1 Miyazakipl1 throughsr2 Naritapl2 and Hanedapl3 .

c. Annotated:
<motion xml:id="m1" target="flew" pred="fly" tense="past" goal="#pl1"/>
<eventPath xml:id="ep1" target="" trigger="#m1" start=""
end="#pl1" mids="#pl2,#pl3" spatialRelator="#sr1,#sr2"/>
<moveLink xml:id="mvL1" figure="#x1" ground="#ep1" relType="fly through"
goalReached="yes"/>
7
Spatial relators such as from, to, and through just define the start, end, and mids of an event-path, without carrying any
semantic content. Once the delimiting bounds of an event-path are marked up, the function of spatial relators is discharged.
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As shown in (c), the annotation of an event-path, tagged <eventPath>, is treated as a complex entity
structure referring to other entity structures just like link structures.8
3.3 Outline of Semantics
The semantics of revised ISO-Space is formulated on the basis of its abstract syntax, but its interpretation
rules apply to the semantic interpretations of annotation structures as represented by a concrete syntax.
Here is an example for the annotation structures represented in (4c). Each of the annotation structures
is interpreted as a Discourse Representation Structure (DRS), as defined in Kamp and Reyle (1993)’s
Discourse Representation Theory, through the interpretation function σ, as shown below:9
(7) DRSs:
Entity: σ(Johnx1 ) := [named(x, john), person(x)]
Motion: σ(f lewm1 ) := [f ly(m1 ), past(m1 ), goal(σpl1 , m1 )]
Locations: σ(M iyazakipl1 ) := [named(l1 , M iyazaki), airport(l1 )],
σ(N aritapl2 ) := [named(l2 , N arita), airport(l2 )],
σ(Hanedapl3 ) := [named(l3 , Haneda), airport(l3 )]
Event-path: σ(∅ep1 ) := [eventP ath(r), triggers(m1 , r), endsAt(r, l1 ), mids(r, <l2 , l3 >)]
Link: σ(mvL1) := [f ly through(x1 , r), goalReached]

The entity structures of the entity types entity, motion, location, and event-path represented in (4c) are
each interpreted by σ as a DRS. The link structure corresponding to <moveLink> is interpreted as a
DRS by combining the interpretations of those entity structures. All of the unbound variables are to be
interpreted existentially and the commas interpreted as conjunctions. For the movement link, all these
DRSs can be compositionally combined.
First, on the basis of neo-Davidsonian event semantics10 , which treats predicates as each applying
to an event as an individual entity and with a list of participants in that event, we have the following
interpretation of traverses(x1 , p):
(8) Definition 1: ∀{x, r}[traverses(x, r) → ∃{m, x}[moves(m), mover(x, m), pathOf (r, m)]
Second, goalReached is treated as a truth-value carrying proposition. Its interpretation requires a
decomposition to predicates involving spatio-temporal properties:
(9) Definition 2:

[goalReached → ∃{m, x, l, t}[moves(m), mover(x, m), location(l), goal(l, m), time(t), terminatesAt(m, t),
locatedAt(x, <l, t>)]]

This is interpreted as saying that the motion of moving terminated at the time t and at that time t the
mover x was at the location l.11
goalReached may also be defined in terms of an event-path, as shown below:
(10) Definition 3:

[goalReached → ∃{m, l, r}[moves(m), goal(l, m), eventP ath(r), triggers(m, r), endsAt(r, l), goal(l, m)]]

This means that if a goal is reached, then there is a motion-event with a goal that triggers an event-path
such that the goal matches the end of the event-path.
The attribute @goalReached is optional with its possible values, either "true" or "false".
Consider:
(11) a. Leex1 climbedm1 ∅ep1 up tosr1 [the peak of Mt. Halla]pl1 , but Kimx2 couldn’t ∅m2 ∅ep2 .
8
An annotation structure consists of entity structures and link structures. An entity structure is a pair <m, s>, where m is a
markable and s, semantic information, while a link structure is a relation over entity structures, with its relation type specified.
9
The notation used here can easily be converted into the box notation commonly used in DRT.
10
See Davidson (1967) and Parsons (1991) and other related works.
11
See Mani and Pustejovsky (2012) for the spatio-temporal interactions involving motions.
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b. <motion xml:id="m1" target="climbed" pred="climb" tense="past" goal="#pl1"/>
<eventPath xml:id="ep1" trigger="#m1" end="#pl1" spatialRelator="#sr1"/>
<moveLink xml:id="mvL1" figure="#x1" ground="#ep1" relType="climb to"
goalReached="yes"/>

c. <motion xml:id="m2" target="" pred="climb" tense="past" goal="#pl1"/>
<eventPath xml:id="ep2" trigger="#m2" end=""/>
<moveLink xml:id="mvL1" figure="#x2" ground="#ep2" relType="climb to"
goalReached="no"/>

Lee succeeded in reaching the goal because the end of the event-path triggered by his climbing matched
the goal of his climbing. Kim, on the other hand, failed to reach the goal, for the end of his climbing path
was unspecified, failing to match the goal.12

4

Compatible Revision

4.1 Overview
As pointed out by Bunt et al. (2018), the notion of compatibility, related to semantic annotation schemes,
works at three different levels: abstract syntax, concrete syntax, and semantics. Here we are concerned
with compatibility at the semantic level. From an operational point of view, semantic compatibility is
understood as follows:
(12) Given two versions, v1 and v2 , of a semantic annotation scheme,
v1 is semantically compatible with v2 only if the information annotated by v1 is also annotated by
v2 independent of how it is annotated.
Applied to ISO-Space, the compatibility of its first edition with its revised edition means a one-way
process can be defined for converting the annotations of the first edition to those according to the second
edition. The revision may not invalidate the first edition of ISO-Space (2014) from a theoretical point of
view, but when the new edition of an ISO standard is published, the first edition legally loses its status as
an ISO standard.
In this paper we focus on the movement link (<moveLink>) and entity structures associated with it
in the first edition of ISO-Space, presenting a procedure for reformulating them in the revised edition.13
There are two steps to the conversion:
(13) i. Rename all of the path-related attributes in the movement link <moveLink> in ISO-Space
(2014);
ii. Move all of the path-related attributes to an <eventPath> restored in the revised
version of ISO-Space.
Renaming attributes in a revision only affects the representation of annotation structures in some
concrete format, but does not affect the semantics, although the range of attribute values may change.
Changing the attribute name @beignPoint to @start, for example, only widens the range of their
values from a point to possibly a line or an area. This allows to treat examples like “The car sped off the
Massachusetts Turnpike.”
4.2 Renaming
The proposed renaming process is summarized in Table 1:
With an ID of a motion as value, the attribute @trigger remains the same in both of the versions. In the
revised version, the attributes @source and @goal are renamed with path-related terms, @start and
@end, respectively. The attribute @midpoint is renamed @mids, a more general term that allows its
12
Kim’s failure to reach the goal was made certain with the expression of couldn’t. If it is uncertain, the optional attribute
@goalReached is not marked up in <moveLink>.
13
This procedure should be discussed in abstract terms, independent of representational issues, but is discussed in concrete
terms to make it easier to understand what changes are being made.
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Table 1: Renaming Attributes for <moveLink> in ISO-Space (2014)
ISO-Space (2014)
ID prefix=mvl
trigger
source
goal

Revised
ID prefix = "mvL"

Possible values or Comments

NOT CHANGED

ID
ID
ID

midPoint
mover
ground
goalReached
pathID
motionSignalID
comment

mids
figure

of a <motion>
of a location (place or path)
of a location
@goal moves to <motion> as its attribute
ID s of locations
ID of a moving object
Values change to ID of <eventPath>
"yes"|"no"
incorporated into @mids
incorporated into <eventPath>

start
end

NOT CHANGED
NOT CHANGED
REMOVED
REMOVED
NOT CHANGED

CDATA

value to be a location which is either a place or a path, or a list of such locations. The attribute @mover
took a more general name @figure as in other links. The attribute @ground remains the same, but
has the ID of <eventPath> as value. The attribute @goalReached remains as an optional attribute
in revised <moveLink> elements with its possible value listed as either "yes" or "no". Being optional, @goalReached may not be specified; if so, its value is interpreted as being "uncertain".
The two attributes, @pathID and motionSignalID, are removed, but incorporated into @mids and
<eventPath>, respectively.
4.3 Reallocation
Having modified the names of some of the attributes in <moveLink> in ISO-Space (2014), all of the five
path-related attributes, @trigger, @start, @end, @mids and @spatialRelator, some of
which are renamed, are reallocated from <moveLink> in the first edition to <eventPath> in the revised edition. The remaining four attributes, @figure, @ground, @goalReached, and @comment
remain in the movement link <moveLink> with an additional attribute @relType introduced. The
three attributes @figure, @ground, and @relType are required to be specified, conforming to the
general link structure laid down by the ISO standard 2017-6 Principles of semantic annotation. The
attributes @goalReached and @comment are optional, as licensed by these principles.
Table 2 shows how these attributes are reallocated:
Table 2: Reallocation of Attributes in revised ISO-Space
ISO-Space (2014)
<moveLink>
IDprefix="mvl"
[trigger]
[source]
[goal]
[midPoint]
[mover]
[ground]
[goalReached]
[pathID]
[motionSignalID]
[comment]

<eventPath>
IDprefix="ep"
trigger
[start]
[end]
[mids]

[spatialRelator]
[comment]

Revised
<moveLink>
IDprefix="mvL"

<motion>
IDprifix="m"
[goal]

figure
ground
relType
[goalReached]
[comment]

[manner]
[comment]

Note 1: The attributes in [ ] are optional.
The right-most column shows how the entity structure representation <motion> is modified. There
are two attributes @goal and @manner introduced to it. The attribute @goal has an ID of a location as
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its possible value. The value @goal may be the same as that of @end for <eventPath>. Then the
value of @goalReached for <moveLink> is "yes"; otherwise, it is "no" or uncertain, depending
other cues. If reaching the goal is uncertain, then @goal is not specified.
The attribute @manner annotates information on the means of a trans-locational motion-event not
through <moveLink>, as in the first 2014 edition of ISO-Space, but directly on the entity structure representation <motion>. This allows the removal of the manner-type <motionSignal> from the first
edition. Except for these two newly introduced attributes, the original list of attributes for <motion>
remains the same in revised ISO-Space just as in the first edition.
4.4 Semantic Compatibility Sketched
For the interpretation of each movement link, tagged <moveLink>, of ISO-Space (2014), we assume
the following tuple as standing for a list of basic (discourse) entity types:
(14) <D, L, m, r>, where
D a set of discourse entities that include so-called spatial entities, represented by x1 , x2 , etc.;
L a set of locations, l1 , l2 , etc., or sequences of locations that may include a static path;
m is a motion;
r a dynamic route, called event-path.
This specifies variables for each of the entity types.
Then, associated with the attribute specification of <moveLink> in the concrete syntax of ISO-Space
(2014), we have the following interpretations as DRSs:
(15) a. Given:
attributes = identifier, [trigger], [mover], [source], [goal], [midPoint],
[ground], [goalReached], [pathID], [motionSignalID], [comment];

b. For motion(mi ) and eventP ath(r),14
σ(triggermi ) := triggers(mi , r);
σ(moversei ) := [mover(xi , mi ), eventP ath(r), traverses(xi , r)];
σ(sourcepli ) := startsAt(r, li );
σ(goalplj ) := [goal(lj , mj ), endsAt(r, lj )] if goalReached="yes";
σ(goalplj ) := goal(lj , mi ) if goalReached="no" or reaching the goal is uncertain.;
σ(midPoint{pl1 ,pl2 ,...} ) := mids(r, <l1 , l2 >);
σ(pathIDpi ) := [path(li ), overlaps(r, li )].

c. By combining them into one DRS together with [motion(i), eventP ath(r)], we obtain the overall
DRS σ(mvli) of the movement link.
All of the DRSs here reflect Axiom (1a) on event-paths and Definitions (1-3) of goalReached. The
whole process given above makes the DRSs compatible with revised ISO-Space.
Here is an example:
(16) a. ISO-Space (2014):
Johnse3 drovem3 toms4 Worecesterpl3 onss3 the [Massachusetts Turnpike]p1 .

b. Annotation:
<moveLink xml:id="mvl3" trigger="m3" mover="se3" goal="pl3"
goaReached="true" motionSignalID="ms4" pathID="p1"/>

c. Interpretation of each of the entity structures:
σ(Johnse3 ) := [named(x3 , John), person(x3 )]
14
The domain of the interpretation function σ is a (possibly singleton) set of attribute-value pairs associated with annotation
structures.
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σ(drovem3 ) := [drive(m3 ), past(m3 )]
σ(Worcesterpl3 ) := [named(l3 , W orcester), city(l3 )]
σ(MassachusettsTurnpikep1 ) := [named(l4 , M assachusetts T urnpike), highway(l4 )]

d. Interpretation of the movement link structure with an event-path variable r:
σ(mvl3) := [[triggers(m3 , r), mover(x3 , m3 ), eventP ath(r), drives through(x3 , r)],
[goal(l3 , m3 ), endsAt(r, l3 ), path(l4 ), overlaps(l4 , r)]]15

The interpretation σ(mvl3) of ISO-Space (2014) above is considered as conveying the information
obtained jointly from the interpretation of an event-path and that of the revised movement link in its
revised edition. This is validated by Axiom (1a) and the interpretation of the proposition goalReached.

5

Concluding Remarks

Revision should not invalidate all of the costly past work. As discussed by Bunt et al. (2018) in this
volume, compatibility is a requirement for revision. Such compatibility, especially as understood at the
semantic level, guarantees the preservation of information in the process of revision. This paper has
tried to show how such a requirement is a desirable option as compatibility of the first edition of ISOSpace (ISO, 2014b) with its revised edition, by presenting a way of deriving compatible semantic forms
on the basis of Axiom (1a) from unrevised annotations. Although we have shown it in this paper, the
revision of the movement link (<moveLink>) has been required by other independent reasons such
as its conformity to and its interoperability with other parts of the ISO 24617 standard on semantic
annotation framework, as discussed in Lee (2012), Lee (2016), Pustejovsky and Lee (2017), and Lee
(2018).
Modifications other than the reformulation of <moveLink> have been made in the revised edition
of ISO-Space (ISO, 2014b). The measure link, tagged <mLink>, is such a case.16 The modification of
<mLink> as well as other parts in ISO-Space is not as complicated as the revision of <moveLink>.
We thus assume that the conversion of the specifications for other entity and link structures in the first
edition into those of its revised edition can be achieved relatively easily.
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Abstract
Casual conversation does not follow a highly interactive ‘ping-pong’ structure but rather develops
as a sequence of ‘chat’ and ‘chunk’ phases. Chat phases are highly interactive stretches amenable
to Conversation Analysis, while chunk phases present as longer monologic stretches where one
speaker dominates. Chunk phases can often be described in terms of genre, often manifesting as
narrative. We describe an annotation scheme for chat and chunks, the chat and chunk annotation
performed on six long (c. 1 hour) multiparty casual conversations, and outline plans to compare
these chat and chunk annotations to topic annotations on the same data.

1 Introduction
Casual conversation, where participants talk ‘for the sake of talking’ rather than using spoken interaction
to perform a practical task such as the purchase of a pizza, is fundamental to human social life. Dialog
technology, particularly in the domains of healthcare, education, and entertainment is starting to focus on
modelling such conversation in order to create more realistic dialog agents. Successful applications will
require knowledge of the characteristics of such talk and annotated data to underpin modelling. Practical,
‘task-based’ or instrumental talk has been well studied and there exist several corpora of such interactions, including the ICSI and AMI meeting corpora, and the MapTask and Lucid Diapix ‘knowledge
gap task’ corpora (Janin et al., 2003; McCowan et al., 2005; Anderson et al., 1991; Baker and Hazan,
2011). Casual social or interactional talk is less well studied, and existing corpora of such interactions
tend to be collections of relatively short dyadic conversations or first encounters, such as the Cardiff
Conversational Database, and the Spontal and Nomco corpora (Aubrey et al., 2013; Edlund et al., 2010;
Paggio et al., 2010). However, much casual talk is multiparty and can last for extended periods. Casual
talk has been described in terms of multi-turn phases of chat/chunk, and in terms of successive topics.
Both descriptions provide a view of casual conversation above the utterance level – a level of granularity
useful in understanding casual talk and in designing artificial talk. In this paper, we describe ongoing
work on multiparty casual conversation. We briefly overview casual conversation in terms of its form
and function, describe the annotation of chat and chunk phases in a dataset of such conversations, and
discuss plans to contrast these annotation with annotations of topic made on the same data.

2 Casual Conversation - Chat, Chunks, and Topic
Casual conversation occurs whenever humans gather (Malinowski, 1923). Examples include short conversations when people meet, intermittent talk between workers on topics unrelated to the job, or longer
dinner table or pub conversations. The duration of such interactions can vary from short ‘bus stop’ conversations to ongoing interactions which lapse and start again over several hours. Such talk is thought
to build social bonds and avoid unfriendly or threatening silence, rather than simply to exchange information (Jakobson, 1960; Brown and Yule, 1983; Dunbar, 1998). In task-based or instrumental encounters, participants assume clear pre-defined roles (‘customer-salesperson’, ‘teacher-student’) which can
strongly influence the timing and content of their contributions, even if roles vary over the course of
an encounter. However, in casual talk, participants have equal speaker rights and can contribute at any
time (Cheepen, 1988, p. 90). The form of such talk is also different to that of task-based exchanges –
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Figure 1: Examples of chat (top) and chunk (bottom) phases in two stretches from a 5-party conversation
in the dataset. Each row denotes the activity of one speaker across 120 seconds. Speech is dark grey,
and laughter is white on a light grey background (silence. The chat frame, taken at the beginning of
the conversation (running from 0 to 120 seconds), can be seen to involve shorter contributions from all
participants with frequent laughter. The chunk frame, taken from later in the conversation, running from
720 to 830 seconds, shows longer single speaker stretches.
with less reliance on question-answer sequences and more on commentary, storytelling, and discussion
(Thornbury and Slade, 2006; Wilson, 1989). Instrumental and interactional exchanges differ in duration;
task-based conversations are bounded by task completion and tend to be short, while casual conversation
can go on indefinitely. In terms of structure greater than the utterance level, casual conversation seems
to proceed in phases (Laver, 1975; Ventola, 1979), often beginning with ritualised opening greetings,
light uncontroversial small talk, and in longer conversations more informative centre phases (consisting
of sequential but overlapping topics), and then back to ritualised leave-takings (Ventola, 1979). Slade
and Eggins describe sequences of ‘chat’ and ‘chunk’ elements in casual conversation (Eggins and Slade,
2004, p. 230). Chunks are segments where (i) ‘one speaker takes the floor and is allowed to dominate
the conversation for an extended period’, and (ii) the chunk appears to move through predictable stages –
that is, it is generic. ‘Chat’ segments are highly interactive and managed locally, turn by turn, as several
participants contribute utterances with many questions and short comments. Chat frequently occurs at
the start of a conversation and is often used to ‘break the ice’ among strangers involved in casual talk,
(Laver, 1975). As the conversation progresses, chat phases are interspersed with chunk phases. The
‘ownership’ of chunks seems to pass around the participants in the talk, with chat linking one chunk to
the next (Eggins and Slade, 2004). In a study of conversational data collected during workplace coffee breaks, Slade found that around fifty percent of all talk could be classified as chat, while the rest
comprised longer form chunks from the following genres: storytelling, observation/comment, opinion,
gossip, joke-telling and ridicule. Figure 1 shows examples drawn from our data of typical chat and chunk
phases in a 5-party conversation, produced from annotations made using the scheme described in Section
3.1 below.
Topic is often used to segment conversations at a level above the utterance. The notion of topic
in discourse has been studied extensively but a concise definition is difficult to find. Topic has been
described at sentence level and discourse level (Lambrecht, 1996; Van Dijk, 1977), and as a manifestation
of speakers’ intentions (Passonneau and Litman, 1997). For the present work, we consider topic in the
sense of the ‘aboutness’ of a stretch of talk or coherent segment of discourse about the same thing –
what is being talked about. In terms of topic, task-based interactions often have the contents of the
conversation pre-defined. A meeting has an agenda and it is perfectly normal for the chairperson to
impose topics for discussion, while the task of buying a pizza imposes what is talked about during
the transaction (toppings, price). In casual conversation there is no chairperson and topics are often
introduced by means of a statement or comment by a participant which may or may not be taken up by
other participants. Thus topic shifts or changes may suceed or fail and cannot be predicted as easily prior
to the conversation or mandated by any one participant. The goal of this work is to explore how casual
talk can be segmented into stretches of chat and chunk phases or into topics, how easily these phenomena
can be annotated, and any correlations between the two.
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Corpus
D64
DANS
DANS
DANS
TableTalk
TableTalk

Participants
5
3
4
3
4
5

Gender
2F/3M
1F/2M
1F/3M
2F/1M
2F/2M
3F/2M

Duration (s)
4164
4672
4378
3004
2072
4740

Table 1: Source corpora and details for the conversations used in dataset

3 Data and Annotation
We base our work on a set of 6 long (c. 1 hour) multiparty conversations, from the D64, DANS and
TableTalk corpora (Oertel et al., 2010; Hennig et al., 2014; Campbell et al., 2006). Table 1 shows details
of participant numbers, gender, and conversation duration for each of the six conversations, which were
chosen to have a balance of participant numbers.
All of the conversations were recorded in a living room setting or around a table, where participants
were instructed to speak or not as the mood took them. As these conversations were face to face and
multiparty, automatic segmentation or transcription was not possible, and thus the recordings were hand
segmented at the intonational phrase level and transcribed. Details of the dataset and annotation can be
found in (Gilmartin et al., 2018b). Below we describe the annotation of chat and chunk phases in some
detail and more briefly describe the topic annotation being carried out on the data.
3.1

Annotation of Chat and Chunk Phases

Chat and chunk phases were marked using an annotation scheme devised from the definitions of chat and
chunk phases given in (Eggins and Slade, 2004, p. 230), and the descriptions given by Slade of her PhD
work on transcripts of chat and chunk phases in casual talk (Slade, 2007). For an initial classification,
conversations were divided by first identifying the ‘chunks’ and considering everything else ‘chat’. This
was done using the first, structural part of Slade and Eggins’ definition of a chunk as ‘a segment where
one speaker takes the floor and is allowed to dominate the conversation for an extended period.’ (Eggins
and Slade, 2004). The following guidelines were created to aid in the placing of chat/chunk boundaries.
Start

A chunk starts when a speaker has established himself as leading the chunk. So, in a story,
the speaker will be starting the story, and the story will be seen to go on. This guideline is
necessarily vague as Slade and Eggins’ definition does not give a fiure for ‘an extended period’

Stop

To avoid orphaned sections, a chunk is ended at the moment the next element (chunk or chat)
starts.

Aborted In cases where a story is attempted, but aborted before it is established, this is left as chat. In
cases where there is a diversion to another element mid-story, for example, and a return later,
all three elements are annotated as though they were single chunks/stretches of chat but the
chunks are given the same title with indices to distinguish them. For example, if Speaker A
was midway through a story about a football match she’d seen in Barcelona, and a short chat
developed around the city of Barcelona, after which Speaker A resumed and completed her
story, the segments could be marked FootballStoryA1, BarcelonaChat, FootballStoryB
Overlap

Sometimes a new chunk begins where a previous chunk is still tailing off. In these cases the
new chunk onset is placed where the new chunk starts, and serves as the closure of the old
chunk.
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Generic labels
Type
Ownership
Story
Observation/Comment
Opinion
Gossip

Chunk: x, Chat: o
mark with corresponding speaker code from transcript - a, b,... for chat - z
S Can be further marked with codes denoting subtypes: Narrative (N), Anecdote (A), Exemplum (E), Recount (R)
C
O
G
Table 2: Labelling scheme for chunks

Once the chunk was identified, it could be classified by genre. This process was aided by the taxonomy
of the stages of various types of story, given by Eggins and Slade in (Eggins and Slade, 2004) For
annotation, a set of codes for the various types of chunk and chat was created. Each code is a hyphenseparated string containing at least a Type signifier for chat or chunk, an Ownership label, and optional
subelements further classifying the chunks as shown in Table 3.1.
A Conversational Analysis (CA) style transcription for each conversation was generated from the Praat
textgrids used in the segmentation and transcription process. These transcriptions had different coloured
text for utterances produced by each participant. Annotators found this presentation easy to read, and
found the colour coding useful in distinguishing turns. The resulting transcriptions were read by two
annotators and onset and offset of chunks roughly marked. The type of chunk was then decided. The
temporal boundaries of each chunk were then marked off more exactly in Praat. Intervals were labelled
using the code shown in Table 3.1, marking type of phase (chat - o or chunk - x), subtype of phase
(narrative, story, discussion..), name of phase (roughly equivalent to the topic under discussion), and
phase ‘owner’ (main speaker in chunks and everyone in chat phases). As an example, the code x s g cats
would denote a chunk phase where the main speaker is g and the chunk, which was in story form, was
about cats. A total of 213 chat and 358 chunk phases were identified across the six conversations. The
topic annotation is ongoing. For the first pass of the topic annotation, two annotators are asked to mark
the conversations in terms of ‘aboutness’, and advised to mark both central zones where topics are clear
and points are topics changed. This methodology is based on work demonstrating that largely untrained
or naive annotators demonstrate high levels of agreement when asked to segment by topic in meetings
and conversations (Ries, 2001; Hearst, 1997), and on Schneider’s observations on topic recall in casual
conversation (Schneider, 1987). Below we briefly review the results of our analyses of chat and chunk
phases in the data, which are more fully described in (Gilmartin et al., 2018a). We discuss how these
results may be contrasted with topic data, and our plans for completion of this ongoing work.

4 Analysis of Chat and Chunk Phases
We contrasted the chat and chunk data in terms of phase duration, distribution of laughter and overlap,
and how chat and chunk phases were distributed across conversations. Preliminary inspection of chat and
chunk duration data (in seconds) showed that the distributions were unimodal but heavily right skewed,
with a hard left boundary at 0. Log durations were near normal. The geometric means for duration of
chat and chunk phases in the dataset were 28.1 seconds for chat and 34 seconds for chunks. The chat
and chunk phase durations (raw and log) are contrasted in the boxplots in Fig 2, where it can be seen that
there is considerably more variability in chat durations. Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests showed significant
differences in the distributions of the untransformed durations for chat and chunk ( p < 0.01). A Welch
Two Sample t-test showed significant difference in log duration distributions ( p < 0.01).
The findings on chunk duration are not speaker, gender or conversation specific in our preliminary
experiments. Both laughter and overlap were found to be far more prevalent in chat than in chunk
phases, reflecting the light and interactive nature of chat phases. We also investigated the frequency and
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Figure 2: Boxplots of phase duration in Chat vs Chunk in raw and log transformed data
distribution of laughter in chat and chunk phases, finding that laughter accounts for approximately 9.5%
of total duration of speech and laughter production in chat phases and 4.9% of total duration of speech
and laughter production in chunk phases. Overlapping speech was also found to be more common in
chat than in chunk phases. Table 3 shows the occupancy of the conversational floor for all conversations
in chat and chunk phases. The number of speakers ranges from 0 (global silence), 1 (single speaker), 2
(2 speakers in overlap) to n-1 where n is the number of speakers in the conversation.
No. Speaking
0
1
2
3+

Chat
25.75%
61.58%
11.88%
0.73%

Chunk
22.14%
72.27%)
5.25%
0.42%

Table 3: Floor occupancy in percentage (seconds in brackets) in chat and chunk for all conversations
We observed more chat at conversation beginnings, with chat predominating for the first 8-10 minutes
of conversations. As the conversation develops, chunks start to occur much more frequently, and the
structure is an alternation of single-speaker chunks interleaved with shorter chat segments. Figure 3
shows the probability of a chunk phase being followed by chat or by chunk as conversation continues
(only chunk phases can be followed by chat). There is a greater tendency for the conversation to go
directly from chunk to chunk the longer the conversation continues, perhaps reflecting ‘story swapping’.

5 Discussion and Work in Progress
The chunk duration distribution may indicate a natural preference of around half a minute for the time
one speaker should dominate a conversation. It will be very interesting to compare this with the topic
annotations, to see if topic length is comparable. Laughter has been shown to appear more often in social
talk than in meeting data, and to happen more around topic endings and topic changes (Gilmartin et al.,
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Figure 3: Probability of chunk-chunk transition (black) and chunk-chat transition (grey) in ten-minute
bins for first 30 minutes of conversation
2013; Bonin et al., 2012). This is consistent with observations on chat and chunk phases – laughter
is more common in chat phases which often provide a ‘buffer’ between single speaker chunks. The
structure of chat following chunks is also consistent with Schneider’s description of ‘idling’ phases at
the end of topics, where speakers contribute short utterances referring back to previous content rather
than committing to starting a new topic. In terms of the distribution of phases across conversations,
chat was more common at the start of the multiparty conversations studied, in line with descriptions of
casual conversation in the literature, where the initial stages comprise light interactive talk. Chunk phases
become more prevalent as conversation continues. These observations lead to the interesting question
of whether, once the conversation is well established, the extent of topics may correlate with the stretch
from the beginning of one chunk to the beginning of the next chunk, with any intervening chat reflecting
the decay of one topic and the process of starting the next. We intend to investigate this question using
the topic annotation currently under way on the data.

6 Conclusion
We have described ongoing research into the ‘superstructure’ of multiparty casual talk. Our preliminary
chat and chunk annotations show that these phases are significantly different in structure, and raise interesting questions on how chat/chunk structure may link to topic distribution. We are hoping to answer
these questions in the near future. In addition to the better understanding of conversational structure
we hope to gain, this work has practical implications. Automatic annotation of topic without transcripts
is not possible, and transcripts of multiparty dialog are often of poor quality. It is often practically and
ethically difficult to produce or obtain accurate knowledge of what is being said, but it may be possible to
record that speech is happening. As chat and chunk phases may be largely described in terms of the temporal distribution of speech and silence among participants, if there are correlations between chat/chunk
phases and topic distribution, such knowledge could be used to better follow the progress of casual talk,
and ultimately model such interactions for a number of useful applications.
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Abstract
This paper presents the development of an annotation scheme for the syntax/semantics interface
that may feed into the generation of (ISO-)TimeML style annotations. The annotation scheme
accounts for compositionality and calculates the semantic contribution of tense and aspect. The
annotation builds on output from syntactic parsers and links information from morphosyntactic
cues to a representation grounded in formal semantics/pragmatics that may be used to automatize
the process of annotating tense/aspect and temporal relations.
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Introduction

In this paper we report on the progress of a project concerned with the development of a novel annotation
scheme for tense/aspect. This annotation scheme is designed to interact with morphosyntactic information that is the result of deep parsing. It is also designed to be crosslinguistically applicable and was first
introduced in (Zymla, 2017a; Zymla, 2017b).
The annotation scheme is designed to be applied to linguistically parsed input, i.e. syntactic treebanks.
In particular, we work with analyses resulting from deep syntactic parsing within the ParGram effort (Butt
et al., 2002), which includes a wide variety of different types of languages. In addition to working with
data from the ParGramBank (Sulger et al., 2013), we adapted crosslinguistically applicable testsuites
found in (Dahl, 1985). Furthermore, we began experimenting with application of the annotation scheme
to a treebank based on the TempEval-3 TimeML corpus (UzZaman et al., 2013).1 Our annotation scheme
is also compatible with representations resulting from universal dependency grammars (section 4).
The annotation scheme goes beyond the effort presented by Ramm et al. (2017) in that it can interact
with both deep linguistic parsers as well as the shallower dependency parsers solely utilized by Ramm et
al. (2017). It is also generally cross-linguistically applicable, rather than being restricted to the closely
related European languages English, German and French. Furthermore and most importantly it allows for
the annotation and dynamic calculation of the semantics and pragmatics of tense/aspect that go beyond
the individual morphosyntactic cues.
This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
1
The treebanks are available at http://clarino.uib.no/iness (Rosén et al., 2012)
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However, our annotation scheme is not aimed at replacing existing standardized annotations schemes
such as (ISO)-TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2003), but rather aims at bridging a gap between TimeML
style annotations and the actual morphosyntactic cues about tense/aspect found crosslinguistically. The
original TimeML corpora (TimeBank (Pustejovsky et al., 2003)) and TempEval3 (UzZaman et al., 2013))
provide semantic annotation in terms of temporal links. However, it is difficult to test predictions concerning the mapping from form to meaning based on the syntax/semantics interface provided in TimeML.
A notable innovation of the annotation scheme presented here is that it distinguishes between several
layers of semantic (and pragmatic) reasoning by calculating annotations at three different tiers. In the
first two tiers abstract meaning concepts are calculated directly from the morphosyntactic input. Tier 3
then relates the calculated semantic concepts to the actual (explicit or implicit) temporal context. This
dynamic annotation scheme consists of two parts: the syntax/semantics interface, a rule-based system
that maps syntactic information onto abstract semantic properties and, secondly, a layer that describes
the temporal ordering of eventualities. This is explained in detail in section 3.
The subordinated goal in this paper is to explore the benefits of a bi-directional pipeline between
TimeML corpora and our annotation scheme. For this pipeline we take inspiration from the Reichenbachian Tense Markup Model (RTMML) (Derczynski, 2016) and other work whose goal is to incorporate (neo-)Reichenbachian tense semantics, e.g., Gast et al. (2016). This means that we provide a
semantic annotation that restricts the relations between speech time, reference time and run time of any
given event expressed by a verb form (section 5).
The goals of our project are thus two-fold: The first goal, which has been in the focus of the project up
to now, is to provide a cross-linguistically valid annotation scheme for the syntax/semantics interface that
takes into account the current state of the art with respect to formal semantics (see Tonhauser (2015) for
an overview). The current goal is to improve upon the linguistically motivated temporal relation typing
and to thus contribute to the growing system of ISO-compliant temporal annotations.

3

Development of the Annotation Scheme

Our annotation scheme is loosely based on the Reichenbachian tradition (Reichenbach, 1947). In the
Reichenbachian framework tenses are categorized by means of three different kinds of points/intervals
in time. First, the speech time S corresponds to the moment of utterance. Second, the reference time
R encodes a time a given utterance refers to. Third, the event time E describes the time during which
an event takes place. Example (1) illustrates a subset of the tenses proposed in Reichenbach’s system.
In simple tenses the reference time and the event time overlap and are related to the speech time in a
straightforward fashion via anteriority, posteriority or overlap. The need for the reference time especially arises due to constructions such as the past perfect, which is used when talking about events that
happened before a certain point in the past. The Reichenbachian system treats the past perfect as one
tense. To achieve a more flexible system, it can be translated into an interval calculus, where E,R and S
are intervals t, ...tn and the relations ( , ) between these points are what we define as tenses (Comrie,
1985). Thus, the annotation of the past perfect results in two separate tenses with a specific relative order
– a result of the underlying semantic composition — as shown in the XML annotation of the semantic
representation (2) in terms of temporal relations (trel).2
2

TimeML utilizes TLINKs to express temporal relations between elements (events,temporal expressions). However, our
trels are distinct from TLINKS. There are two main reasons: i) the trels may express sets of relations (see future perfect),
ii) the trels may express a relation between variables and/or concrete temporal elements.
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(1)

simple past:

E

R

S

past perfect:

E

R

S

simple present:

S

E

R

present perfect:

E

S

R

simple future:

S

E

R

future perfect:

S

E

R, S

E

R, E

S

R

(2) Sample annotation – Representation
a. (Yes), I had met Peter.
<doc t i m e =”now” />
<t i m e r e f xml : i d =” t 0 ” t a r g e t =” doc t i m e ” />
<t i m e r e f xml : i d =” t 1 ” t a r g e t =”# t o k e n 2 ”
t e n s e a b s t r a c t =” p a s t ” s e m a n t i c s =” r 2 ” />

had

<e v e n t xml : i d =” e1 ” t a r g e t =”# t o k e n 3 ”>
<!
conceptual description
>
<c o n c e p t s xml : i d =” c0 ”>
<t e n s e =” p a s t ” /> . . . </ c o n c e p t ></ e v e n t >
<!
temporal r e a l i z a t i o n
>
< t r e l xml : i d =” r 1 ” r e l a t i o n =” e1 t 1 ” />
< t r e l xml : i d =” r 2 ” r e l a t i o n =” t 1 t 0 ” />

met

E
R

R
S

At the center of the annotation scheme is the mapping from syntax to semantics. The first layer of
the annotation maps morphosyntactic elements onto abstract semantic exponents (Tier 1) as per the tense
system introduced above. For example, the overt morphosyntactic cues express past in (3a), present in
(3b) and non-past in (3c).3 In a second layer, semantic components can be combined to construct new
meanings not (necessarily) encoded in the parts they were derived from (mimicking compositionality,
but more powerful) in a rule-based system (Tier 2). This is necessary for examples like (4b), which
presupposes that the verbal predicate is directly or indirectly pluralized (NUM pl). In this case, (4b) is
pluralized indirectly by virtue of the plural object.
Tiers 1 and 2 form a set of implication rules. These rules generate abstract meanings, in the sense that
they are not yet anchored to a time line. (4b) is analyzed as a habitual imperfective in (4b), while (4c)
is non-past with an explicit reference time introduced by the adverbial ‘tomorrow’ ((4c)). This reference
time is integrated in Tier 3, which weaves the Tier 1 and 2 information into the explicit and implicit
context. Tier 3 also serves as the locus for pragmatic reasoning and contains so-called compatibility
rules since it relies on the compatibility of the overt morphosyntactic cues and the given context.
(3)

a. John left.

b. John build-s houses.

(4)

a. TENSE past ! TEMP-REF ’past’ : t.t

c. John komm-t morgen an.
John arrive-Pres tomorrow

t0

b. TENSE pres : t.t t0 ^ NUM ’pl’ : e.pl(e) !
ASPECT ’imperfective’ ^ A-RESTR ’habitual’4

c. TEMP-REF ’non-past’ : t.t ⌃ t0 ^ TIMEREF tomorrow(t1 ) ⌦
TEMP-REF ’tomorrow’ : t.t ⌃ t0 ^ t ⇢ t1

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3

The annotation scheme was developed with two goals: First, to provide a representation of temporal
semantic properties in compliance with formal linguistic research. Second, to provide a framework
for the research on crosslinguistic semantic variation. We push the idea behind parallel treebanks as
for example in the ParGram project (Butt et al., 2002) and the alignment of parallel corpora based on
3
All rules are language specific and illustrate cross-linguistic variation in the mapping from form to meaning. ! = implication rule, ⌦ = compatibility rule; TENSE = morphological tense, TEMP-REF = semantic tense, NUM = semantic verbal number,
ASPECT = Viewpoint, A-RESTR = viewpoint interpretation (e.g., progressive, habitual ...).
4
We omit a formal representation for reasons of space. See (Ferreira, 2016).
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their morphosyntax, semantics and pragmatics. As of now, parallel corpora are mostly aligned based on
morphosyntactic properties. However, our annotation of the syntax/semantics and pragmatics interface
allows for a more fine-grained alignment and thus provides a valuable way forward for cross-linguistic
research based on semantically parallel corpora.

4

Normalization Across Syntactic Parsers

One of our main goals is to provide a pipeline between a semantic annotation and syntactic treebanks.
For this purpose, we work with an explicit syntax and semantics. We exemplify this in terms of representations derived from the deep linguistic XLE parsers based on LFG (Lexical Functional Grammar), in
particular the f(unctional)-structure, which is a syntactic representation that encodes grammatical functions (subject, object, complement) and functional information (e.g., tense, aspect, mood) (Crouch et al.,
2017; Bresnan et al., 2015). We can also work with universal dependencies (UD)5 , where dependencies
correspond to grammatical functions in LFG and UD features correspond to functional information. The
two representations are illustrated in Figure 1 (UD on the left, LFG on the right). Both of these syntactic
structures are mappable onto a conceptually equivalent computational structure. We work with a normalization whereby each token of the UD parse corresponds to an entry in a hashmap which contains a
list of dependencies and/or features as value. Figure 1 illustrates the normalization of the UD structure
adding UD morphosyntactic features.6
2

nsubj
aux

obj

I
had
met
Peter
NNP/2 VBD/3 VBN/0 NNP/1
{0
1
2
3

=
=
=
=

[ ( TOKEN,
[ ( TOKEN,
[ ( TOKEN,
[ ( TOKEN,

3
PRED ’met < I, Peter >
h
i
6
7
6OBJ
7
1 PRED ’Peter’
6
7
h
i
7
06
6SUBJ
7
2 PRED ’I’
6
7
4
h
i5
TNS-ASP 3 TENSE past, PERF + MOOD indicative

’ met ’ ) , ( NSUBJ , 1 ) , ( OBJ , 2 ) , (AUX, 3 ) ] ,
’I ’ )] ,
’ met ’ ) , ( Tense , P a s t ) , ( VerbForm , P a r t ) ] ,
’ had ’ ) , ( Mood , I n d ) , ( Tense , P a s t ) , ( VerbForm , F i n ) ]

Figure 1: Universal dependency structure normalization
Sample annotation – Rules
#g AUX #h VerbForm Fin ^ #h Tense Past !
(#h) TIMEREF past(t) : t.t t0
#g VerbForm Part ^ #g Tense Past ^ #g AUX (#h) TIMEREF past(t) !
(#g) TEMP-REF ’past’ : t0 .t0 t
Figure 2: UD structure annotation
Based on this internal structure the INESS query language (Rosén et al., 2012) that is used to identify
syntactic paths in treebanks has been modified to identify elements for annotation. The object of annotation are (sets of) syntactic properties which are expressed in terms of tree paths from the verbal spine
5

http://universaldependencies.org/. We use the Stanford CoreNLP parser (Chen and Manning, 2014)
The idea of the normalization is based on Unhammer (2010). It does not map f-structures and dependency structures on to a
formally equal representation, but onto a representation that may be annotated in the same manner. The endeavor of translating
f-structures faithfully to dependency structures is discussed in Meurer (2017).
6
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(the root element) to the appropriate morphosyntactic feature. In Figure 2 partial syntactic structures
(UD heads, f-structures) are identified via variables (#g-#o). For example the expression #g AUX #h
VerbForm Fin refers to any UD head which stands in an AUX relation with another head with the UD
feature VerbForm Fin. Inside a single rule query variables retain their instantiation, thus the second
conjoint of the first rule in Figure 2 can be abbreviated. Semantic elements are associated with a specific
head, e.g., (#h) TIMEREF past(t): t.t

t0 tells us that each distinct head that is bound by the

variable #h (in this case only one if we only consider the sentence in Figure 1) introduces a temporal
variable that is restricted to a time that is in the past of the speech time t0 . The second rule in Figure 2
introduces a second tense that is relative to the auxiliary tense.

5

Treebank Annotation — Worked Examples

Table 1 shows statistics on our material with respect to languages, number of sentences, rules (Tier 1 and
Tier 2) and compatibilities (Tier 3) for our work concerning just the past tense. Overall 764 sentences
in 10 languages were considered. Table 1 shows that the complexity of the syntax/semantics interface
with regard to past tense is straightforward in terms of implication rules. However, most sentences are
contextually further restricted explicitly (e.g., via temporal modifiers) or implicitly (via context).
The annotation scheme was first developed through sentence level annotations with the idea to provide
a qualitatively sound and comprehensive semantic annotation of linguistic categories. For this purpose
we produced a treebank based on the typological work by Dahl (1985).
Sentences
Implication rules
Compatibilities

Total
196
9
191

German
56
3
45

Italian
50
3
39

Polish
45
1
34

Urdu
47
3
36

Indonesian
48
2
37

Table 1: Annotation of the Past Tense
The annotation consists of two sets of rules with different felicity conditions to distinguish semantic
and pragmatic processes. Implication rules provide more general but robust meanings derived from the
morpho-syntactic input and semantic construction rules (Tier 1 and 2), while compatibility rules anchor
meanings in the implicit and explicit context (Tier 3). From another perspective, semantic (i.e. Tier 1
and Tier 2) rules cover meaning grammaticalized in linguistic categories and compatibility (i.e. Tier 3)
rules define restrictions implicit in the context or stated by lexical elements (i.e. temporal modifiers).
Consequently, Tier 1 and Tier 2 rules generate a context independent, abstract semantic representation
that is mapped onto actual contexts by means of the third tier.
Our data shows that two main Reichenbachian relations are relevant: E

S and E

R

S. These

are a simple temporal backshift of an event (E) or an iterated backshift which situates the event in the
past of a past reference point (R).7 German and Italian express the simple past in two variants: past tense
or present perfect morphology. Urdu distinguishes between perfective and past tense morphology (hence
the difference in f-structural analysis). Indonesian usually does not specify tense morphologically and
requires contextual inferences, but optionally uses perfect auxiliaries to express semantic past tense and
iterated past tense.
In (5) a slice of the possible cross-linguistic variation in the expression of the iterated backshift E
7

E, R

S (simple past) and E

R, S (present perfect) are subsumed under under E
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S.

S is illustrated.8 Both English (5a) and Urdu (5b) may be considered variants of the prototypical

R

past perfect. In contrast, tenseless Indonesian (5c) only optionally employs iterated perfect markers.
(5)

[Q: When you came to this place a year ago, did you know Peter? ]
a. (Yes), I had met Peter.



TNS-ASP

i
TENSE past, PERF +

b. (hãã), mãı̃ piter=se



h

TNS-ASP

h

i
TENSE past, ASPECT prv

(yes), I

milaa
thaa.
Peter=with meet.Perf be.Past

c. (ya), saya sudah pernah ber-temu dengan Peter
(yes), 1st already ever

MID-meet with

Peter



TNS-ASP

h

i
PERF +

<t i m e r e f xml : i d =” t 3 ” t a r g e t =”# t o k e n 1 5 ” />

had

<e v e n t xml : i d =” e2 ” t a r g e t =”# t o k e n 1 6 ”>
<!
conceptual description . . .
> </ e v e n t >

met

< t r e l xml : i d =” r 3 ” r e l a t i o n =” e2 t 3 ” />
< t r e l xml : i d =” r 4 ” r e l a t i o n =” t 3 t 0 ” />
< t r e l xml : i d =” r 5 ” r e l a t i o n =” t 3 = t 2 ” />

E R
Rmet S
Rmet = Rcame

Our annotation system takes the possibility of cross-linguistic morphosyntactic variation into account
by providing a combination of “translational” (Tiers 1 and 2) and inferencing rules (Tier 3). These
rules calculate a formal semantic representation of temporal relations from information provided by
deep linguistic parsers like the LFG systems or from UD representations. For Urdu and English, the
morphosyntactic cues themselves provide a clear reading of iterated backshift (past perfect). In contrast,
these temporal relations must be calculated via inferencing depending on the previous context for the
tenseless language Indonesian. However, the end result is parallel in its meaning as expected.

6

Summary and Conclusion

Overall, our annotation scheme provides insights into the syntax/semantics interface by specifying rules
as to how morphosyntactic material expresses semantic tense/aspect categories directly and indirectly
across languages. This allows for an abstraction over distinct morphosyntactic material with respect
to semantic analysis and is an important requirement for a crosslinguistically valid annotation of the
syntax/semantics interface. Currently, there are two main approaches to integrating semantic annotations
of tense/aspect into TimeML. First, encode semantic variables directly as TIMEX in the annotation
(Gast et al., 2016). Second, use a tense/aspect annotation that is independent of the TimeML standard
(but compliant with the relevant ISO norms) that serves as a preprocessing step (Derczynski, 2016). In
the spirit of the latter, we have developed a neo-Reichenbachian annotation. The system consists of three
tiers, whereby the first two tiers comprise of default (Tier 1) and constructed (Tier 2) meanings generated
from a robust rule system. The role of the Tier 3 annotation is to resolve ambiguities to the point where
explicit TimeML compliant temporal relations may be specified – a process that at this point still requires
human assistance. In sum, we present a system that provides: i) crosslinguistically motivated insights into
semantic properties of tense/aspect; ii) the possibility of systematically abstracting over crosslinguistic
variation; iii) a bridge between deep linguistic parsing and interoperable semantic annotation schemes
such as TimeML. This allows us to broaden the research perspectives for qualitative linguistic research
by providing tools that allow for the quantitative testing of qualitative predictions.
8

PERF + = perfect construction; prv = perfective; MID = middle voice
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Abstract
In this study we collect and annotate human-human role-play dialogues in the domain of weight
management. There are two roles in the conversation: the “seeker” who is looking for ways
to lose weight and the “helper” who provides suggestions to help the “seeker” in their weight
loss journey. The chat dialogues collected are then annotated with a novel annotation scheme
inspired by a popular health behavior change theory called “trans-theoretical model of health
behavior change”. We also build classifiers to automatically predict the annotation labels used
in our corpus. We find that classification accuracy improves when oracle segmentations of the
interlocutors’ sentences are provided compared to directly classifying unsegmented sentences.

1

Introduction

Individuals seeking ways to modify their unhealthy lifestyles are interested in the personal experiences of
other people who describe how they have changed their unfavorable health behavior (e.g., smoking, poor
diet, overeating, etc.). Such experiences are shared as stories where a person who successfully changed
their health behavior narrates the journey from an unfavorable to a more favorable lifestyle in a blog or
posts in a public forum. There are thousands of such stories. But different stories may have a different
impact depending on who reads them. Not every story is relevant to an individual, but rather only a few
stories can successfully motivate and provide useful information to a specific reader. This is because
people tend to be influenced more by stories related to their personal experiences (Manuvinakurike et
al., 2014). Research has shown that such personalized stories delivered to individuals are effective in
motivating people to change their unfavorable health behavior successfully (Houston et al., 2011).
People subscribe to the personal experiences of others and seek to gain motivation to change their
unfavorable health behavior to an alternative favorable behavior. They do this by looking for the “right”
processes that they can benefit from and include in their own lives, e.g., the following advice is suitable
for a regular coffee drinker rather than someone who does not drink coffee: “drinking coffee in smaller
portions helped me lose weight”. A recent survey also showed that individuals trust the stories and experiences shared on the “internet” (by professional health advisers) more than the stories and experiences
of a family member or friend (Fox, 2011). This is not so surprising as the plethora of stories available on
the internet makes it easier for users to find the “right” story that they can relate to.
Such a phenomenon of sharing stories and experiences on the internet is typically observed in social
health advice sharing forums where a user with an unfavorable health behavior submits a post describing
their problem. This is followed by peers replying to the post with their own relatable stories or providing
suggestions based on their personal experiences. Such forums offer users a platform to share their stories,
and provide help and encouragement to other users. Seeking help in this way could prove to be effective
in motivating people to change to a healthier lifestyle such as weight loss (Hwang et al., 2010). These
forums are popular and continue to gain in popularity. However, while these forums are useful, a realtime conversation where users can engage in a session of question answering and experience sharing
could potentially yield more benefits.
⇤

Equal contribution.
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There is growing interest in building conversational agents that can motivate users to change their
health behaviors; see for example Rizzo et al. (2011). Such systems typically have expert-authored
content. However, generating expert-authored content tailored to an innumerable number of users is
a difficult (if not impossible) task. For this reason there are benefits in pursuing the development of
automated chat bots that can engage users in a conversation about changing their health behaviors, and
that can be trained on chat-based conversations between regular people (non-experts) who exchange
information in order to help one another. It is important to note that we do not claim that such a chat bot
could replace an expert but rather act as a companion that could assist users by providing useful pointers
towards their goal.
Obesity continues to grow in epidemic proportions. A change in lifestyle could help the population,
and this serves as a long-term motivation for our work. We envision agents conversing with and assisting
humans by providing advice, stories, and tips that the individuals can benefit from. Once developed,
these agents can be used to (i) motivate users to begin their weight loss journey; (ii) provide useful tips
on lifestyle changes to users already contemplating to lose weight; (iii) provide advanced suggestions
and tips to users already in the process of losing weight; (iv) provide encouragement by reminding users
about their goals; and (v) help users maintain their target weight once their goal is reached. However,
developing such agents is a challenging problem. The agents need to carefully diagnose the condition
of the person seeking to change their health behavior. Based on a variety of constraints the agent has to
offer relevant and beneficial advice. For instance, behavior change advice for weight loss to an individual
who is obese and looking to lose weight will be very different from the tips offered to an individual who
is looking to lose the last few pounds to reach a fat percentage of less than 10%.
Such a “recommendation system” can benefit from research in health behavior change psychology.
Advising health behavior change has been studied in the literature of psychology, and various competing
theories exist which act as guidebooks in providing the right advice to individuals. One such theory, that
we make use of in this work, is called “trans-theoretical model of health behavior change” (Prochaska
and Velicer, 1997). This theory has proven successful in modeling health behavior change in individuals
and provides a model for such a process (Prochaska and Velicer, 1997; Johnson et al., 2008; Tuah et
al., 2011; Mastellos et al., 2014). The theory also provides a mapping from the person’s stage in the
journey of health behavior change to the classes of actionable items that can be taken to progress from
an unfavorable stage to a favorable stage. For example, if the person is contemplating a change in their
eating habits but still has not fully committed to the change in their behavior, one of the better pieces of
advice to offer to this person is raising the awareness of the ill effects of being on a poor diet. This type
of advice would not be relevant to a person who is acting upon their diet plan and is fully aware of the ill
effects of a poor diet.
Research in the field of health behavior psychology has been carried out extensively by studying
weight loss behaviors in humans. Recently the trans-theoretical model of health behavior change has
been used to guide research on virtual human agents for studying the motivation of individuals with
regard to weight management (Bickmore et al., 2005; Bickmore and Giorgino, 2006; Bickmore et al.,
2013; Manuvinakurike et al., 2014). Our approach is different from the approaches followed in these
works. In our work we annotate human-human chats based on the trans-theoretical model whereas previous work used concepts from the trans-theoretical model to guide agent utterances that were authored
by human experts. In our work, we develop a corpus containing typed chats between a human health behavior change seeker and a helper. The chat is annotated using labels motivated from dialogue research
(Bunt et al., 2012) and the trans-theoretical model of health behavior change for weight management
(Prochaska and Velicer, 1997).
Our contributions are as follows: (i) development of a corpus containing dialogues between peers in a
weight loss advice seeking session set up as a role-play game between a help seeker and a help provider;
(ii) a novel annotation scheme for annotating the corpus; and (iii) models for automatically classifying
sentences to one of the annotation labels used in our corpus. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
We begin with describing the data collection methods and experiments in Section 2. We then describe
the trans-theoretical model of health behavior change and our novel annotation scheme inspired by this
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# users
# dialogues
# turns
# word tokens
average # turns in a conversation

52
26
309
1230
10

Table 1: Statistics of the corpus collected.
model in Section 3. Section 4 describes our classification experiments. Finally, we conclude and outline
our plans for future work in Section 5.

2

Data Collection

By collecting chat data we can model not only phenomena based on the trans-theoretical model of health
behavior change but also conversational phenomena (e.g., question answering, acknowledgments, etc.)
which are usually absent in data from popular social media forum posts. In this work, we use a role-play
scenario in a make-belief setting to collect our chat-based dialogue data.
Crowd-sourcing has recently emerged as a popular platform for collecting dialogue data. It has also
been popular among researchers studying the health behavior change phenomenon (Créquit et al., 2018).
We collect data using the Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) crowd-sourcing platform. The task is set up
as a role-play chat game between two turkers (users of MTurk). All the turkers got equal pay irrespective
of the quality of their chat. The users on the MTurk are instructed that they will be either assigned the
role of a “help seeker” (seeker) or “help provider” (helper). If they are assigned the role of the “help
seeker”, they are instructed to imagine a scenario where they are overweight and want to lose weight.
They are required to have a conversation with their partner to seek help with their weight loss journey.
They are also informed that they will be paired with a “help provider” who will assist them with tips to
overcome their barriers and help them lose weight. If the users are assigned the role of a “help provider”
they are instructed to play the role of a helper who needs to assist the “help seeker” with their goal of
losing weight.
Initially we were skeptical about the quality of chat that would result from such a setup. Surprisingly,
the chat conversations between the participants yielded very good quality interactions indicating that
MTurk could be a good platform for collecting similar chat data sets. The quality of the interaction was
measured subjectively. The users were instructed to be kind to one another, and were informed that any
abuse would disqualify them from participating in the experiment. The users were also asked to maintain anonymity and not reveal their name or personally identifiable information as the chat data could be
released to the public in the future. The users were from the United States and native English speakers.
Further demographic information about age and gender were not collected to maintain their anonymity.
Once collected, the chat data were annotated by experts using the annotation scheme described in Section 3. Table 1 shows the statistics of the data collected and Table 2 shows a snapshot of an example chat
between a helper and a seeker.

3

Annotation

Our novel annotation scheme was designed to leverage the benefits of the trans-theoretical model (TTM),
which provides a theoretical framework for modeling the health behavior change process. The TTM also
provides the framework for recommending activities to users based on their current stage in the journey
of health behavior change. One of the goals of this annotation framework is to leverage the TTM’s stages
of change and processes of change.
It is important to identify the seeker’s current stage of change in order to offer theoretically motivated
activity suggestions belonging to one of the processes of change also annotated in the data. Likewise, it is
also important to identify the processes for change recommended by the helper which form the activities
that can be leveraged to motivate the seeker.
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role
helper
seeker
helper
...
seeker
seeker
helper
seeker
...
seeker
helper
helper
helper
helper
helper
seeker
seeker
helper
seeker
seeker
helper
seeker

chat
[Greeting : Hello]
[Greeting : Hello]! [Action : Just started my weight loss journey [TimeFrame
: a couple months ago]]
[acknowledge : Thats fantastic!] [question : How is it going thus far?]
[Contemplation : [goal : Id like to get down to 225]]
[Contemplation : [SR : Ive been around [currWeight : 245-250] for [TimeFrame : years] now]]
[acknowledge : That makes sense!] [question : How much weight have you
lost [TimeFrame : thus far?]]
[Action : About 12 lbs]
[Action : [question : How did you [SeLi : motivate yourself to work out?]]]
[Action : [SeLi : My motivation always came from changing things up]]
[Action : When [Lifestyle-undes : my music was no longer motivating], I
found new music]
[CC : [Lifestyle-undes : When I got bored of some exercises], I found new
ones to try]
[Action : [CC : When [Lifestyle-undes : I got sick of my [good-diet : diet]], I
found [good-diet : new foods]]]
[Action : [SeLi : That always helped me to keep from feeling stuck]]
[acknowledge : I can see how that would make a difference]
[Preparation : [Lifestyle-undes : I tend to stick to one thing, but after [TimeFrame : a couple weeks], my motivation dies out]]
[question : If your free time was at night before, what do you think about trying
morning workouts for something new?]
[acknowledge : That could work]. [Lifestyle-undes : Im a little lethargic in the
morning]
[Contemplation : [Lifestyle-undes : Not exactly I morning person.] But I
really dont have to think about getting on a treadmill - just have to do it]
[acknowledge : Nothing a little [good-diet : coffee] cant fix] :)
[End : Hey thank you for the motivation today!]

Table 2: Example annotated chat interactions between a seeker and a helper exactly as they appear in the
data set (with misspellings, lack of punctuation, etc.). SR: Self re-evaluation, SeLi: Self liberation, CC:
Counterconditioning.
Section 3.1 describes the TTM and its relation to our work. We use the stages of change and processes
of change defined by the TTM as dialogue act labels. We also use traditional dialogue act labels such as
questions, greetings, etc. to track the user state.
3.1 Trans-Theoretical Model (TTM) of Health Behavior Change
The two concepts of the TTM that we adopt in this work are called “Stages Of Change” (SOC) and “Processes Of Change” (POC). One of the requirements for performing this kind of annotation is familiarity
with the TTM. The annotators need to study the TTM closely. This is one of the limitations of annotating
a large data set based on the TTM.1 The goal of the annotator is to correctly identify the seeker’s “stage
of change” (point in the journey of weight loss where the seeker is) based on the information that the
seeker provides to the helper and the “processes of change” (i.e., activities recommended by the helper
1
Note that the SOC and POC can be identified deterministically by answering questions indicated in the TTM literature.
This is something that we have not explored in our current work but keep in mind for our future work.
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or indicated by the seeker). Below we describe the SOC and POC labels used in this work.
3.1.1

Stages Of Change (SOC)

The TTM places the users who want to change their health behavior into 5 stages, aptly called “Stages
Of Change” (SOC). These stages are based on the individual’s awareness and progress made during the
health behavior change journey. They include changes from a stage where the individual is not aware
that an unfavorable behavior needs to be changed to a stage where the change has been achieved and the
individual is working towards avoiding a relapse back to the unfavorable health behavior. These 5 stages
of change are:
i) Precontemplation: People in this stage do not wish or do not know how to change their behavior.
In our study the users are instructed specifically to role-play an individual who wants to change their
behavior, and thus this stage is not observed in our data.
ii) Contemplation: In this stage the users are planning to change their behavior (typically within the
next 6 months). Typically the user of such a “health behavior change advice system” is in at least this
stage or further.
iii) Preparation: In this stage the users are taking action to change their behavior (typically in a month)
and are susceptible to the majority of the processes of change (see Figure 1).
iv) Action: In this stage the users have taken action to change their behavior and are making progress.
They are no longer prone to advice about raising consciousness regarding the adverse effects of their
unfavorable behavior.
v) Maintenance: In this stage the users have changed their behavior for at least 6 months and are working
to avoid relapse.
We identify the appropriate SOC based on the goals described by the seeker. Table 2 shows an example
where an individual states that the they have just started their “weight loss journey a couple of months
ago” and hence places them in the “Action” SOC. Another example where the user says “I have been
wanting to change my behavior soon” would place them in the “Contemplation” SOC. Such statements
where users state their goals help the annotators place the seeker into one of the 5 SOC classes.
3.1.2

Processes Of Change (POC)

The “Processes Of Change” (POC) refer to covert and overt activities that users engage in to progress
through the SOC (Prochaska and Velicer, 1997). There are totally 10 processes of change that we use in
this work:
1. Consciousness raising: Attempt to seek out information concerning their problem behavior. Example: “strength training is supposed to be great for getting in shape”.
2. Dramatic relief: Increased emotional experiences followed by reduced affect if an appropriate action
can be taken. Examples: “I’m worried about my health”, “if I go to 250, I’m done with life”.
3. Substance use / Stimulus control: Use of medication/devices/surgery (external substance). Removes
cues for unhealthy habits and adds prompts for healthier alternatives. Examples: “I have found success
with one of those items that count your steps everyday”, “I’m thinking of trying a fitbit”.
4. Social liberation: Increase in social opportunities. Example: “me losing weight will help my tag
team perform well at a team event”.
5. Self re-evaluation: Cognitive and affective assessments of one’s self-image. Example: “I want to
look like a shark”.
6. Helping relationships: Combine caring, trust, openness, and acceptance as well as support for the
healthy behavior change. Examples: “I’ll have to find a partner”, “yeah my mom does zumba and wants
me to go”.
7. Counter conditioning: Substituting an unfavorable health behavior with a favorable one. Example:
“juice has a lot of sugar but there are some different types of almond milks out there or even skim milk”.
8. Reinforcement management: Consequences for taking steps in a particular direction. Example: “I
do it by giving myself a cheat day only if I met my goals for the week”.
9. Self liberation: The belief that one can change and the commitment and re-commitment to act on that
belief. Examples: “believe it and have the dedication and you’ll be able to succeed at it”, “you have the
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Figure 1: Relation between the SOC and POC typically observed in users changing their health behavior.
The red block indicates that a POC (row label) is commonly used in a given SOC (column label) for
progression, whereas an empty white box indicates that the a POC (row label) is not commonly used in
a given SOC (column label) for progression (Prochaska and Velicer, 1997).
ability to lose whatever you want”.
10. Environmental re-evaluation: Affective and cognitive assessments of how the presence or absence
of a personal habit affects one’s social environment. Example: “my brother’s band team were coming to
visit him and I wanted to lose weight to make him look good”.
Relation between SOC and POC: Figure 1 shows the relation between the SOC and the POC in
TTM2 . In this work we annotate the SOC of the seeker and the POC mentioned by both the helper and
the seeker. The POC annotations are designed to serve two purposes: (i) to equip future dialogue systems
with the capability of providing suggestions based on the seeker’s current SOC; and (ii) to track which
POC were used by the seeker in the past or the seeker is aware of. The seekers in a given SOC are
motivated to progress to the next stage by engaging in a POC. Generally, not all POC are suited for a
given SOC. For instance, from Figure 1 we can observe that the POC “consciousness raising” is well
suited for the individuals in the “Precontemplation”, “Contemplation”, and “Preparation” SOC. This is
because further information about a behavior stops being useful for an individual in “Action” as the users
in this SOC are already aware of the harmful effects of an unfavorable health behavior. This mapping
between the SOC and POC is useful for identifying these labels in the data. However, it is important to
keep in mind that the TTM provides the relations that we see in Figure 1 as a heuristic and not a rule to
follow when performing the annotations. This implies that, while such a mapping is usually true, cases
exist where a POC not indicated for a given SOC might be applicable.
3.2 “Other” Labels
We also identify “other” labels in the chat in order to facilitate better understanding of the seeker and
helper behaviors. These labels are shown in Table 3. The table shows the labels, descriptions, and a relevant example. The labels include questions, greetings, end of the conversation markers, time information,
etc.
We measured the inter-annotator agreement using Cohen’s kappa. It was found to be 0.66 for POC,
0.81 for SOC, and 0.72 for other labels annotated in the corpus. The values were calculated at the
sentence level. The numbers showed good agreement between 2 expert annotators who were well versed
at the TTM concepts and annotated the same 2 dialogues (22 turns).
Shortcomings of the scheme: It was observed that a sentence could fall into multiple POC resulting in
lower inter-annotator agreement, e.g., “my mom is helping me eat broccoli for a snack instead of chips”,
falls under both “helping relationships” and “counter conditioning”. Such cases caused disagreements
2

Figure 1 shows the “Stimulus control” POC that was not observed in our data.
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Label
question
greeting
goal
time-frame
bad-diet
good-diet
lifestyle-undesired
acknowledge
frequency
end
device
current-weight

Description
question
represents a greeting
weight loss goals
duration in time
bad dietary choices
good dietary choices
bad lifestyle choices
acknowledgments
frequency of various behaviors
end of conversation
equipment that aids weight loss
current weight

Example
how much weight are you looking to lose?
how are you this evening?
I got back down to 190
a few months
sugar, fat
vegetables
ate junk food
yeah, I know
two days of the week
thank you
fitbit
I’m 250 lbs

Table 3: Additional “other” labels annotated in the data set.
between the annotators. In order to account for this, further annotation labels would be needed or the annotation scheme would have to support annotation of each sentence with all applicable labels. However,
these changes would make it hard to develop an automated classifier.

4

Experiments

We performed machine learning experiments to automatically predict the annotation labels in our corpus.
We build a separate classifier for SOC, POC, and “other” labels (3 classifiers in total). This is because
these labels are annotated independent of one another. Each classifier could output one of the corresponding labels or a “null” label. We use logistic regression in Weka (Hall et al., 2009), and since no
prior work exists a majority baseline for comparison. The data were preprocessed before the classification was performed. We used the NLTK toolkit for lemmatization (Loper and Bird, 2002) and removed
stop words. The features that we used were just words. We report the results on 10-fold cross validation
performed on the user sentences.
We predict the labels in two separate experiments: (i) “unsegmented” and (ii) “segmented”. For both
settings we use the same set of features. In the “unsegmented” version, we predict the classification
labels using the complete sentences. Each complete sentence is forwarded to the 3 classifiers and each
classifier outputs one of its corresponding labels or the “null” label. For the “segmented” approach we
segment the sentences and use each segment as an input to each classifier. Again each classifier outputs
one of its corresponding labels or the “null” label.
In the “segmented” approach we assume oracle (perfect) segmentation of the user sentences before
classification. In future experiments we plan to perform the segmentation automatically and then predict
the label. Note however that the annotations can overlap, which means that an “other” label can be
inside a section of the sentence annotated with a SOC or POC label. Similarly, POC and SOC labels can
overlap. Hence we use 3 types of segmentations the output of which would be forwarded to each one of
the 3 classifiers. Let us consider an example:
[GREET{OTHER}: Hi there] [ACTION{SOC}: I would like to [GOAL{OTHER}: lose weight] but
[SL{POC}: exercising] didn’t help me much]
The segmentation for the SOC classifier would be:
SEG1: Hi there
SEG2: I would like to lose weight but exercising didn’t help me much
The segmentation for the POC classifier would be:
SEG1: Hi there I would like to lose weight but
SEG2: exercising
SEG3: didn’t help me much
The segmentation for the “other” label classifier would be:
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Task
SOC prediction
POC prediction
Other label prediction

Unsegmented
Majority
Baseline
0.37
0.25
0.18

Unsegmented
Classification
Accuracy
0.44
0.41
0.35

Segmented
Classification
Accuracy
0.48
0.49
0.67

Table 4: Classification results. The differences between the unsegmented and the segmented accuracies
as well as the differences between the unsegmented and segmented accuracies and the majority baseline
are significant (p < .05).
SEG1: Hi there
SEG2: I would like to
SEG3: lose weight
SEG4: but exercising didn’t help me much
Table 4 shows our results for each classifier: “unsegmented” majority baseline and accuracy using
the “segmented” and “unsegmented” approaches. We observe that the “segmented” approach results in
higher classification accuracies.

5

Conclusion & Future Work

In this work we presented a novel annotation scheme for health behavior change motivation chat-based
dialogues. Our annotation labels are grounded in the health behavior change psychology literature and
are also complemented by standard annotation labels used in conversational data. We also performed
automated classification experiments using 3 classifiers for classifying SOC, POC, and “other” labels
respectively.
We hypothesize that the sparsity of our data negatively impacts classification accuracy. In a follow up
experiment we aim to expand our data set by collecting more chat interactions. However, collection of
large data sets can be an issue as our annotations require expert annotators. It will be fruitful to explore
the possibility of extracting the annotation labels using crowd-sourcing by providing MTurk annotators
with TTM-based questionnaires to guide their annotations. We also plan to extend this work by building
a dialogue system that can play the role of the helper.
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Abstract
Measurable quantitative information (MQI) such as 165 cm or 60 kg that applies to the height
or weight of an entity is quite common in ordinary language. Such information is abundant in
scientific journals, technical reports or medical records that it constitutes an essential part of communicative segments of language in general. The processing of such information is thus required
for successful language resource management. To facilitate such processing in a normalized way,
this paper aims to specify a general markup language QML for the semantic annotation of MQI in
language, while making it interoperable with other semantic annotation schemes that have been
developed as ISO standards.

1

Introduction

Demands from industry and academic communities for a precise acquisition of measurable quantitative
information from unstructured texts have increased. For example, as addressed in Hao (2016), the fast
growing medical informatics research also needs to process a large amount of medical texts to analyze the
dose of medicine, the eligibility criteria of clinical trial, the phenotype characters of patients, the lab tests
in clinical records, etc. The demands require the reliable and consistent extraction and representation of
measurable quantitative information.
This paper is aimed at developing a markup language QML as specifying a semantic annotation scheme
for measurable quantitative information in language. As first proposed by Bunt (2010) and Bunt (2011),
and then laid down as part of the principles of semantic annotation by ISO (2016), QML consists of an
abstract syntax QMLas , a concrete syntax QMLcs , and a semantics. This paper focuses on developing
an XML-based QMLcs that provides a format for representing annotation structures that consist of entity
structures and link structures.
QML is being developed in the working environment of ISO/TC 37/SC 4/WG 2 Semantic Annotation.
It thus aims at following the principles of semantic annotation laid down in ISO (2016) in general. It
also follows the basic requirements of the linguistic annotation framework (LAF) (ISO, 2012a): (1) the
normalization of MQI annotation is to be stated at the abstract level of annotation and (2) the standoff
annotation format is to be adopted at the concrete level of serialization.
QML , as developed in this paper, is designed to be interoperable with other parts of ISO 24617 Language resource management - Semantic annotation framework (SemAF). It also utilizes various ISO
standards on lexical resources and morpho-syntactic annotation frameworks. It aims at being compatible
with other existing standards, especially ISO (2009) on quantities and units, while being applicable to
TimeML (ISO, 2012b) for event-based temporal measures and to ISO-Space (ISO, 2014) for motionrelated spatio-temporal measures.

2

Scope

The proposed markup language QML for quantitative information focuses on measurable quantitative
information. If quantitative information is measurable, then it is expressible in unitized numeric terms
such as 165 cm tall, sixty-five kilograms, 60 miles per hour, five books, or HbA1c between 5-7 %. The
extent of measurability is wider than that of countability; for example, the measures associated with
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objects that are referred to by mass nouns such as whisky or gasoline themselves are not countable
measures, although bottles of whisky or gallons of gasoline are countable and measurable. Hence, the
scope of QML includes countable measures as well as other types that are considered measurable.
The following three cases are, however, excluded from the scope of QML, although they may be
considered as involving quantitative information in one way or another;
1. Pure mathematical equations or formulas for scientific calculations like 1+1=2 and 1 plus 1 equals
2, pure numerical relation such as 2 is greater than 1. They express (truth-functional) propositions
involving numerical relations only.
2. Quantitative terms such as a few miles or very far are excluded either because the quantity is not
expressed in explicitly numerical terms or because no unit is mentioned.
3. QML does not define what units are. Units are conventionally decided on, depending on their application domains. If needed, QML simply refers to ISO (2009) or more than a dozen of its subsequent
parts on quantities and units, in which units are rigorously defined with respect to each application
domain.

3

Specification of QML

3.1 Metamodel
The overall structure of QML is represented by a metamodel in Figure 1. This metamodel introduces:
(1) communicative segments as input to the annotation of MQI, (2) from which markable expressions
are extracted, and (3) four basic entity types: entity, dimension, quantitative relation, and measure
with its two subtypes, numeric and unit, which are all anchored to markables. This metamodel also
introduces (4) two relation types, measure link ( <mLink>) and comparison link ( <cLink>). Triggered
by a dimension, each measure link, tagged <mLink>, relates a measure to an entity. Triggered by a
quantitative relation, each comparison link, tagged <cLink> relates a measure to another or other more
measures.

Figure 1: Metamodel of QML
3.2 Abstract syntax of QML (QMLas )
The abstract syntax specifies an annotation scheme in set-theoretical terms in an abstract way. The
abstract syntax QMLas for the semantic annotation of measurable quantitative information in communicative segments of language is a quintuple <C, M, B, R, @> such that
1. C is a nonempty set of communicative segments;
2. M is a nonempty set of (possibly null) sequences of segments, called markables, from C;
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3. B is a nonempty set of basic entity types, anchored to M , consisting of entity, dimension, quantitative relation, and measure with its two subtypes, numeric and unit.
4. R is a nonempty set of relation types that consists of measure link and comparison link.
5. @ is a set of assignments that specify the list of attributes and their value types associated with each
of the basic entity types in B and each of the link types in R.
In the abstract syntax QMLas , @ is expressed in set-theoretic tuples. @(measure) is, for instance,
a tuple <@target, @numeric, @unit>, consisting of three required attributes such that @target is
an anchor to M , the value of @numeric is REALS, and the value of @unit is one of conventionally
accepted unit values, provided their values are not complex. The entity types, @numeric and @unit,
treat complex numerics (e.g. ‘14.0 x 109’) and units (e.g. ‘km/hr’). As specified in ISO (2016), each link
r in R is a triplet such that @r = <⌘, E, ⇢>, where ⌘ is an entity structure, E a set of entity structures,
and ⇢ a relation from ⌘ to E.
QML as defines well-formed structures, called annotation structures, each of which consists of a list
of entity structures, each associated with a basic entity type in B, and a list of link structures, each
associated with a relation type in R. Semantics then operates on these structures.
3.3 Concrete syntax (QMLcs )
3.3.1

Overall

Based on an abstract syntax, there can be several equivalent concrete syntaxes. The concrete syntax
QML cs is one of such syntaxes based on the abstract syntax QML as as specified above. This concrete syntax QMLcs is XML-serialized. Each entity or link structure is represented by a structure, called element,
consisting of a set of attribute-value pairs with a unique ID that has an attribute name xml:id. Each
annotation structure is then a list of these structures, enclosed by the element, called root element.
Corresponding to each of the basic entity types and the link types in the abstract syntax QMLas , there
is a unique element name, called tag, and a unique ID prefix for an XML-based concrete syntax QMLcs , as
shown in Table 1. Each ID prefix is followed by a positive integer. For example, "x25" for <entity>.
In XML, the attribute for ID is prefixed with xml:id.
Table 1: List of Tags in QMLcs
root
Basic entity types
entity
dimension
quantitative relation
measure
numeric
unit
Link types
measure relation
comparison relation

Tags
<QI>

ID prefixes
qi

Comment
root tag

<entity>
<dimension>
<qRelation>
<measure>
<num>
<unit>

x
d
qr
me
nu
u

object to which a measure applies
triggers <mLink>
triggers <cLink>
unitized numeric quantities only
allows complex numeric quantities
allows complex units

<mLink>
<cLink>

mL
cL

relates a measure to an entity
relates a measure to another or other more measures

The specification of attribute assignments @ is defined with more specific data types in extended
BNF (ISO/IEC, 1996) for the root in 3.3.2, entity types in 3.3.3, and link types in 3.3.4.
3.3.2

Attribute specification of the root <QI>

List 1: List of attributes for <QI> in extended BNF
attributes = identifier, target, [lang], [source], [comment];
target = IDREF | CDATA;
lang = CDATA; {* refer to ISO (2010) on language codes*};
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source = CDATA;
comment = CDATA;

3.3.3

Attribute specification of the basic entity types

List 2: List of attributes for <entity> in extended BNF
attributes = identifier, target, type, [comment];
identifier = x + positive integer;
target = IDREF | CDATA;
type = CDATA; {*ontological types*}
comment = CDATA;

List 3: A list of attributes for <dimension> in extended BNF
attributes = identifier, target, type, [comment];
identifier = d + positive integer;
target = IDREF | CDATA;
type = CDATA; {*For example, "length", "width"*}
comment = CDATA;

List 4: A list of attributes for <qRelation> in extended BNF
attributes = identifier, target, type, [comment];
identifier = qr + positive integer;
target = IDREF | CDATA;
type = CDATA; {* mathematical operators, e.g., "greater than"*}
comment = CDATA;

List 5: A list of attributes for <measure> in extended BNF
attributes = identifier, target, num, unit, [comment];
identifier = me + positive integer;
target = IDREF | CDATA;
num = real numbers;
unit = CDATA | IDREF; {*IDREF refers to a complex unit*}
comment = CDATA;

3.3.4

Attribute specification of the link types

By ISO (2016), every link structure is of the form <⌘, E, ⇢> such that ⌘ is an entity structure, E is a set
of entity structures, and ⇢ is a relation over them.1 In QMLcs , we name the entity structure ⌘ "figure"
and the set of entity structure E "ground" as in ISO-Space ISO (2014). There are two link types in
QML as , tagged <mLink> and <cLink> in QML cs . Their attributes are specified as in List 6 and List 7.
List 6: A list of attributes for <mLink> in extended BNF
attributes = identifier, figure, relType, ground, [trigger], [comment];
identifier = mL + positive integer;
figure = IDREF; {*ID of <measure>*}
ground = IDREFS; {*IDS of <entity>s to which the value of <measure> applies*}
relType = CDATA; {*type of measure that depends on its application domain*}
trigger = IDREF; {*ID of <dimension>*}
comment = CDATA;

List 7: A list of attributes for <cLink> in extended BNF
attributes = identifier, relType, figure, ground, [trigger], [comment];
identifier = cL + positive integer;
relType = CDATA;
figure = IDREF; {*ID of <measure>*}
1

An entity structure is a pair <m, s>, where m is a markable and s is semantic information annotated on m.
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ground = IDREFS; {*IDS of <measure>s*}
trigger = IDREF; {*ID of <qRelation>*}
comment = CDATA;

3.4 Illustration of Concrete syntax (QMLcs )
This clause illustrates how QMLcs ) applies to the representation of measure quantitative information in
language in general.2
Each of the steps of MQI annotation is illustrated with a sample textual data "Mia is 165 cm tall."
Step 1: Pre-processing: word-segmentation and anchoring
Before the semantic annotation of QML-cs applies to some specific language data, the data needs to
be pre-processed, for instance, through word segmentation. The word segmentation of the sample data
is represented inline as illustrated below.
(1) <wordSeg xml:id="ws1" target="#1a" lang="en">
<w xml:id="w1">Mia</w>
<w xml:id="w2">is</w>
<w xml:id="w3">165</w>
<w xml:id="w4">cm</w>
<w xml:id="w5">tall</w>
<punct xml:id="p1">.</punct>
</wordSeg>

This can also be represented in a much simpler way:
(2) <wordSeg xml:id="ws1" target="#1a" lang="en">Mia w1 is w2 165 w3 cm w4 tall w5.
</wordSeg>

Based on the word-segmentation data such as (1) or (2), markables are chosen and each assigned an
appropriate entity type, as represented below.
(3) Mia x1 is [165 cm] me1 tall d1.
Step 2:Annotation with quantitative information
Word-segmented and anchored data is then annotated with measurable quantitative information, as
represented below.
(4) a. <wordSeg xml:id="ws1" target="#1a" lang="en" >Mia w1 is w2 165 w3 cm w4
tall w5.</wordSeg>

b. <QI xml:id="qi1" target="#ws1" lang="en">
<entity xml:id="x1" target="#w1" type="person"/>
<measure xml:id="me1" target="#w3,#w4" num="165" unit="cm"/>
<dimension xml:id="d1" target="#w5" type="length" />
<mLink xml:id="mL1" figure="#me1" ground="#x1" relType="length"
trigger="#d1" />
</QI>

With anthor sample data "John is more than two meters tall.", we show how a quantitative relation, tagged <qRelation>, triggers a comparison relation, tagged <cLink>, that relates a measure
to another or other more measures. This annotation is interpreted as stating that the height of a person,
named John, is represented
(5) a. <wordSeg xml:id="ws2" target="#1b" lang="en" >John w1 is w2 more w3 than w4
two w5 meters w6 tall w7.</wordSeg>

b. <QI xml:id="qi2" target="#ws2" >
<entity xml:id="x1" target="#w1" type="person" />
<qRelation xml:id="qr1" target ="#w3, #w4" type="greaterThanOrEqual">
<measure xml:id="me1" target=" " num="" unit=" " />
{*The <measure xml:id="me1"> is a non-consuming tag which is understood as
being anchored to an empty string of texual segments*}
2
We intend to adopt the TEI-serialization as specified in TEI (2016) for QMLcs . As this stage, however, we have adopted a
less embedded mode of representing XML-elements for annotation structures that consist of entity and link structures.
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<measure xml:id="me2" target="#w5, #w6" num="2" unit="meters" />
<cLink xml:id="cL1" figure="#me1" ground="#me2" relType="
greaterThanOrEqual" trigger="#qr1" />
<dimension xml:id="d1" target="#w7" type="length" />
<mLink xml:id="mL1" figure="#me1" ground="#x1" relType="length"
trigger="#d1" />
</QI>

4

Concluding Remarks

Focusing on measurable quantitative information, this paper reports the most recent progress of specification of a markup language QML. We defined the extent of markables of QML and presented a metamodel
to show its general structure. In addition, its abstract syntax and an XML-based concrete syntax were formulated with the specification of associated attributes expressed in extended BNF, which is considered
expressively more powerful than commonly used data-type declarations (DTD) of XML. The proposed
concrete syntax was briefly illustrated with two simple datasets. A fully developed QML is expected to
be part of the ISO 24617 standards on semantic annotation for language resource management.
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Abstract
This paper presents a refinement of the superposition operation on strings which are used to
represent temporal relation information such as is found in documents annotated with TimeML.
Superposition is made demonstrably more efficient by interleaving generation with testing, rather
than generating and then testing. The strings offer compact visual appeal while remaining an
attractive option for computation and reasoning. Motivated by Freksa’s semi-interval relations, a
suggestion is also made for a potential method of representing partial information in these strings
so as to allow for analysis at different granularities, and for more flexibility when dealing with
cases of ambiguity.

1

Introduction

A string of n sets ↵1 ↵2 · · · ↵n can be used to represent a sequence of events and time periods such that
the linear order and inter-relations of the events are clearly apparent, while remaining compact. Such
a string is read from left to right chronologically, with each ↵i , i 2 {1, 2, . . . , n}, depicting one of n
moments in time, and specifying the set of exactly those temporal propositions, or fluents, which hold
simultaneously at that moment i. A fluent a 2 ↵i is understood to be occurring before another fluent
a0 2 ↵j iff i < j and a0 2
/ ↵i .
Note that these strings do not (necessarily) offer any information concerning real duration: a fluent
may occur in several string positions, but this does not affect any interpretation of its duration, only its
relation to other fluents, i.e. if the symbol a appears in both ↵i and ↵i+1 , the event it stands for is not
understood as being twice as long as if the symbol had only appeared in ↵i . Fluents representing fixed
time points may be used to give a sense of real time (e.g. a = “5pm on 25th May 2018”). Because of
this, a string in which ↵i = ↵i+1 for any 1  i < n will not have its interpretation affected if either
↵i or ↵i+1 are deleted. For example, the string {a}{a}{a, b}{b}{b} is equivalent in interpretation to
{a}{a, b}{b}. A string featuring these repetitions is said to stutter, and the process of removing stutter
from a string is called block compression (Fernando, 2015; Woods et al., 2017).
Throughout this paper, each string position ↵i will be drawn as a box, with for the empty set ?,
allowing the strings to be read like strips of film. Events are treated as bounded intervals, such that they
have a beginning and ending – this is represented through the use of bounding empty sets – although this
assumption is not required by the string framework: the finite event a, drawn as a , as opposed to
non-finite event a0 , drawn as a0 .
By superposing multiple strings, large amounts of information may be condensed into a single string,
which offers a timeline-like visual appeal. The strings may be used to encode and reason about interval
relations, as in Allen (1983), and also to aid visualisation in the annotation process. It is hoped that
this approach may be seen as complementary to existing graphical tools. In Section 3, a refinement is
offered of the superposition operation discussed in Woods et al. (2017) which preserves relational information under reduct, and interleaves generation with testing of results for a more efficient calculation. A
This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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potential extension of the framework is also shown in Section 4 such as to allow for incomplete information, and for Freksa (1992)’s semi-interval relations to be represented. This would enable reasoning over
partial or uncertain information, or in case coarser analysis was desired.

2

Motivation

Several attempts have been made to create a visualisation system which best represents the temporal
relations found in TimeML (TimeML Working Group, 2005; Pustejovsky et al., 2010), particularly for
use as an annotation aid, including Tango (Pustejovsky et al., 2003; Verhagen et al., 2006), using labelled
arcs in a directed graph, and T-BOX (Verhagen, 2005a), using relative placement of boxed temporal
propositions. A clear advantage of T-BOX is that it presents the information in a way that makes it easy
to quickly gain a sense of a document’s overall temporal structure, due to its intuitive use of arrows,
box-inclusion, and stacking.
Using strings as a representational tool presents the same intuitive structure, with a timeline-like leftto-right layout, but in a compact format which may also be used for computations, rather than being a
purely visual entity.
Although these strings may be used for other problems (see Fernando (2015)), one of their more
obvious uses is as a tool for the simultaneous visualisation of and reasoning about collections of Allen
(1983)’s interval relations, such as those which appear (slightly renamed) as TLINKs in documents
annotated with TimeML. A TLINK, or temporal link, is a tag featuring a pair of temporal entities, either
event instances or time periods, from the text of the document and a relation between them, which can
be translated to a string.
By way of example, taking a tag <TLINK lid="l5" relType="BEFORE" timeID="t86"
relatedToTime="t82"/>1 (t86 referring to a five year period, and t82 being the document creation time), it is straightforward to convert this to a string: find the Allen relation which corresponds to the relType attribute, then substitute a and a0 in Table 1 with the values of timeID (or
eventInstanceID) and relatedToTime (or relatedToEventInstance), respectively, to
give “t86 before t82” – t86 t82 , which is interpreted as saying that the five year period occurred
before the document creation time. By converting all of a document’s TLINKs to strings and superposing
them with one another, a picture begins to build up of the document’s overall temporal structure.
As Derczynski (2016, p. 2) points out, the choice of representation for temporal relation types is
critical, as choosing the right relation for arbitrary pairs of events is difficult. By using these strings, an
annotator would be able to see the state of the document as a whole, and receive suggestions when there
are constraints on the possible relations they may choose, given other relations. For example, given “x
during y” – y x, y y and “y during z” – z y, z z , there is only one possible relation between
x and z: “x during z” – z x, z z . In scenarios such as this, where there is only one possibility, the
system should be able to fill it in automatically, but in other cases, it might suggest to an annotator that
only a certain group of relations is feasible.
The ultimate goal here would be to achieve full temporal closure over the document. If the temporal
entities were (as in Tango) represented as nodes on a graph, and the relations between them as the
arcs, this would look like a fully connected graph, with an arc from every node to every other node.
Using strings instead, a single, timeline-like string would be computable, which would contain all of the
temporal relation information of the document. It would be possible to determine the relation between
any two (or more) events in a single operation, and to quickly examine subsections of the timeline, or
see the relative ordering of a specific subset of events (see reduct and projections, Section 3).
Reaching this somewhat lofty target in an automatic way seems unlikely, at least for now, as the
number of relations given in a typical document from TimeBank (Pustejovsky et al., 2006), the largest
corpus of documents annotated with TimeML, is far short of the total N (N 1)/2 (for N fluents) links
mentioned by Verhagen (2005b, p. 3), and in most cases, there is simply not enough information to
compute everything. See Section 4 for further discussion on this matter.
1

Document ABC19980108.1830.0711.tml
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One benefit the strings offer from an automation point of view is the ability to quickly determine
inconsistent labellings in TimeML documents. If superposition of any two strings produces an empty
language, then there is an incompatibility between them (e.g. “x before y” – x y and “x after
y” – y x ), and there is a problem with the document. As some inconsistencies are only revealed
through transitivities, superposing more than two strings will often present further issues.
Since the superposition operation would be used very frequently in any system that employed these
strings for visualisation or computation, it is critical that it be made as efficient as possible.

3

Constraints for superposition of strings

Superposition in its simplest form is defined as the componentwise union of two strings of equal length:
↵1 ↵2 · · · ↵n & ↵10 ↵20 · · · ↵n0 := (↵1 [ ↵10 )(↵2 [ ↵20 ) · · · (↵n [ ↵n0 )

(1)

a b c & a a d = a a, b c, d

(2)

for example

This is extended to languages (sets of strings) L and L0 :
L & L0 :=

[

n 0

{s & s0 | s 2 Ln , s0 2 L0n }

(3)

where Ln and L0n are the sets of strings of length n in L and L0 , respectively.
In order to extend this operation further to strings of unequal lengths, it should first be said that s and
0
s are bc-equivalent if they block compress to the same string, that is bc(s) = bc(s0 ). The inverse of the
block compression operation may be used to introduce stutter in the strings which are to be superposed,
and generate an infinite language of bc-equivalent strings:
bc

1

(s) = ↵1+ ↵2+ · · · ↵n+

if s = bc(↵1 ↵2 · · · ↵n )

(4)

These languages are then superposed, and the results are block compressed to give a finite set, the asynchronous superposition of s and s0 (noting that bc(s) = bc(s0 ) () s0 2 bc 1 bc(s)):
s &⇤ s0 := {bc(s00 ) | s00 2 bc

1

bc(s) & bc

1

bc(s0 )}

(5)

For example:
x z &⇤ x y z = { x x, y z , x x, y x, z z , x y, z z , x x, y y, z z , x x, z y, z z }

(6)

Interestingly, the thirteen Allen interval relations given in
AR := {<, >, d, di, f, fi, m, mi, o, oi, s, si, =}

(7)

are represented by the asynchronous superposition
a

&⇤

a0

= {S R (a, a0 ) | R 2 AR}

with each string S R (a, a0 ) featuring one relation a R a0 , as shown in Table 1.
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(8)

R
<

a R a0
a before a0

S R (a, a0 )
a a0

R 1
>

a R 1 a0
a after a0

S R 1 (a, a0 )
a0 a

m

a meets a0

a a0

mi

a met by a0

a0 a

o

a overlaps a0

a a, a0 a0

oi

a overlapped by a0

a0 a0 , a a

d

a during a0

a0 a, a0 a0

di

a contains a0

a a0 , a a

s

a starts a0

a, a0 a0

si

a started by a0

a0 , a a

f

a finishes a0

a0 a, a0

fi

a finished by a0

a a0 , a

=

a equals a0

a, a0
Table 1: Allen interval relations in strings

It should be noted that neither the basic ( & ) or asynchronous ( &⇤ ) forms of superposition pay attention
to the semantics of the strings on which they operate. For instance, in (2), there is no way to determine
the actual relation between c and d, given the strings a b c and a a d . Similarly, the strings x z
and x y z suggest a contradiction in (6), since each contains a different relation between x and z, only
one of which could be veridical at once.
An upper bound on the length of the strings to be generated when using inverse block compression
is established as n + n0 1 in Woods et al. (2017), where n and n0 are the respective lengths of input
strings s and s0 . However, while this limit is an obvious and necessary improvement on generating the
infinite language bc 1 bc(s) & bc 1 bc(s0 ) in (5), further constraints are required in order for superposition
to truly be effective.
Some additional notation is presented here which will prove helpful in describing the present issue
and its solution. The following string will be used for demonstrative purposes, with lt = “last Tuesday”,
js = “John sleeps”, f a = “a fire alarm sounds”:
lt lt, js lt, js, f a lt, js lt

= “John slept through the fire alarm last Tuesday”

(9)

The vocabulary of a string s will be said to be the union of each of its components:
voc(s) :=

n
[

↵i

(10)

i=1

This makes s an MSOvoc(s) -model,2 interpreting each a 2 voc(s) as the set of string positions where a
occurs. The vocabulary of (9) is {lt, js, f a}.
For any set A, the A-reduct of a string s is defined as the componentwise intersection of s with A
(Fernando, 2016):
⇢A (↵1 ↵2 · · · ↵n ) := (↵1 \ A)(↵2 \ A) · · · (↵n \ A)

(11)

resulting in a string ⇢A (s) with vocabulary voc(s) \ A. For example, setting A = {lt, f a}, the A-reduct
of (9) is the string lt lt lt, f a lt lt .
A string s will also be said to project to another string s0 if the voc(s0 )-reduct of s block compresses
to s0 :
bc(⇢voc(s0 ) (s)) = s0

(12)

For example, a string projects to itself precisely if it is stutterless. Additionally, a language L can be said
to project to a string s0 if every string s 2 L projects to s0 . As an MSOvoc(s) -model, a string s satisfies
a R a0 if s projects to S R (a, a0 )
s |= a R a0 () bc(⇢{a,a0 } (s)) = S R (a, a0 )
2

See Libkin (2004) for a discussion of Monadic Second-Order Logic.
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(13)

and “a is a bounded interval in s” if s projects to a . The string in (9) can be said to satisfy, for
instance, “lt contains f a”, since it projects to the string lt f a, lt lt (“The fire alarm sounded at
some point last Tuesday”). It also satisfies “lt contains js”, and “js contains f a”, as well as the inverses
of these three relations.
In general, every string in s &⇤ s0 will project back to both s and s0 , provided voc(s) \ voc(s0 ) = ?.
However, if this condition of disjoint vocabulary does not hold, then s &⇤ s0 need not preserve the
projections. For example, the superposition of “x before y” – x y and “y before z” – y z
should, presumably,3 result in a language containing exactly one string, namely
x y z
(“x
happened before y did, which happened before z”). This string projects to both of the strings which made
it, preserving that original information, and further projects to “x before z” – x z , demonstrating
one of the transitivities of the Allen interval relations i.e. the possible relation(s) between a and a00 , given
a R a0 and a0 R0 a00 .
Asynchronous superposition in its current form, in fact, will produce a language of 270 strings, five
of which project to x y , five which project to y z , and just one ( x y z ) which
projects to both. Of these 270 strings, 245 will project to y y , which is plainly invalid by the
earlier assertion that only finite intervals should be expected (i.e. for any fluent a 2 voc(s), s should
project to a ). By requiring that the resulting language of a superposition can project back to each of
its “parent” strings, it is ensured that the original information is not lost, and allows for the calculation
of the transitivities which are essential to temporal reasoning in Allen (1983) and Freksa (1992).
In Woods et al. (2017, p. 130), the potential results of a superposition are generated and then tested,
checking each one for validity (using an algorithm based on matching string positions). While this does
produce the correct output, it involves extensive overgeneration, even in the most basic of cases. Here
an approach is presented which interleaves testing with generation, ensuring that only valid results are
generated at all.
⇥ is fixed as an infinite set of fluents, and F in(⇥) as the set of finite subsets of ⇥, such that any string
s is in F in(⇥)⇤ . Given ⌃, ⌃0 2 F in(⇥), a function
&⌃,⌃0 : (F in(⇥)⇤ ⇥ F in(⇥)⇤ ) ! 2F in(⇥)

⇤

(14)

is defined, mapping a pair (s, s0 ) 2 F in(⇥)⇤ ⇥ F in(⇥)⇤ of strings to a set s &⌃,⌃0 s0 ✓ F in(⇥)⇤ of
strings as follows:
✏ &⌃,⌃0 ✏ := {✏}

(15)

✏ &⌃,⌃0 s := ? for s 6= ✏

(16a)

where ✏ is the empty string (of length 0)

and for

s &⌃,⌃0 ✏ := ? for s 6= ✏

↵, ↵0

↵s &⌃,⌃0

2 F in(⇥)
(
{(↵ [ ↵0 )s00 | s00 2 L(↵, s, ↵0 , s0 , ⌃, ⌃0 )}
↵0 s0 :=
?

(16b)
if ⌃ \ ↵0 ✓ ↵ and ⌃0 \ ↵ ✓ ↵0
otherwise

†
(17)

where

L(↵, s, ↵0 , s0 , ⌃, ⌃0 )

is
(↵s &⌃,⌃0 s0 ) [ (s &⌃,⌃0 ↵0 s0 ) [ (s &⌃,⌃0 s0 )

(18)

(from which it follows that any string in s &⌃,⌃0 s0 has length less than length(s) + length(s0 )). If
⌃ = ⌃0 = ?, then (†) holds vacuously, and &⌃,⌃0 is functionally identical to the existant asynchronous
superposition operation &⇤ . Otherwise, (†) can be used to prevent those invalid superpositions which do
not project to both s and s0 .
3

The assumption here being that all occurrences of a fluent symbol, whether appearing in one string or several, refer to the same
unique event or time period.
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Proposition 1. For all ⌃, ⌃0 2 F in(⇥) and s, s0 2 F in(⇥)⇤ , s &⌃,⌃0 s0 selects those strings from
s &?,? s0 which project to both the ⌃-reduct of s and the ⌃0 -reduct of s0
s &⌃,⌃0 s0 = {s00 2 s &?,? s0 | bc(⇢voc(s)\⌃ (s00 )) = bc(⇢⌃ (s)) and
bc(⇢voc(s0 )\⌃0 (s00 )) = bc(⇢⌃0 (s0 ))}

(19)

Corollary 2. For all s, s0 2 F in(⇥)⇤ that are stutterless, if ⌃ = voc(s) and ⌃0 = voc(s0 ), then
s &⌃,⌃0 s0 selects those strings from s &?,? s0 which project to s and s0
s &⌃,⌃0 s0 = {s00 2 s &?,? s0 | bc(⇢⌃ (s00 )) = s and bc(⇢⌃0 (s00 )) = s0 }

(20)

Corollary 2 suggests that to preserve information under projection during superposition, vocabulary
constrained superposition should be used:
s &vc s0 := s &voc(s),voc(s0 ) s0
Below, (22) shows a short worked example for
( [ )( x y

&vc y z

( )(? [ ( x [ )( x y

( x y )(? [ ? [ ( [ z )( &vc
( x y z )(( [ )( &vc ✏ [ ✏ &vc
( x y z )({✏}) =

[ x y

&vc y z

( x )(? [ ? [ ( y [ y )( y

x y

&vc z

[ y
[

[ ✏ &vc z

&vc
&vc

(21)

y z .4
[ x y

y z

&vc

[ y

y z

&vc y z

[

&vc y z )

(22a)

&vc y z ) [ ?) (22b)
(22c)

&vc z ))

(22d)

[ ✏ &vc ))

(22e)

[ ✏ &vc ✏) [ ? [ ?)

(22f)

x y z

Compare the steps above with the procedure for asynchronous superposition. First, the padded forms of
x y and y z must be generated, each of which are superposed together (in this case, 20 ⇥ 20
strings):
{

x y

&

y z ,...,

x y

&

(23)

}

y z

Next, each of the resulting 400 strings is block compressed, to form a set of 53 possible strings:
{ x, y y, z , . . . ,

x, y

(24)

y, z }

Finally, each of these strings is tested to ensure that it projects to both

x y

and

y z , reducing

the set to { x y z }.
Below in Table 2 are some speed-tests comparing asynchronous superposition’s generate-then-test
approach against vocabulary constrained superposition, each run in the same test environment5 with the
same inputs. The correct strings are found by each algorithm, so the notable element here is simply the
difference in time (the mean time of 1001 runs is given in milliseconds). Column 5 shows the percentage
decrease in time to produce the final result from &⇤ to &vc , with a mean decrease over these six
examples of 72.27%.
4

It is worth mentioning that, although &vc is written in each of (22), ⌃ and ⌃0 are fixed as {x, y} and {y, z}, respectively, at
the first step of this procedure.
5
Node.js v10.0.0 (64-bit) on Ubuntu 16.04 using an Intel i7-6700 CPU with 16GB of memory.
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s0

x

y

y

z

Time to s &⇤ s0
0.3207ms

x

y

y

x

0.3207ms

0.0180ms

94.39%

x

y

x

z

0.6124ms

0.2238ms

63.46%

x

z

0.1528ms

0.1059ms

30.69%

u

v

22.4016ms

5.3616ms

76.07%

w

z

4.7403ms

0.4955ms

89.55%

s

x y
x

y

w w, x x

y

Time to s &vc s0
0.0659ms

Decrease in time
79.45%

Table 2: Comparison of &⇤ and &vc

Although these particular inputs are, for the most part, quite basic and arbitrarily chosen, they do illustrate
how preventing the problematic strings as they are generated, as in vocabulary constrained superposition,
is generally quicker than generating all of the syntactically possible strings then testing them for validity,
as asynchronous superposition does. The mean percentage decrease for all pairs of strings s 2 S R (x, y)
and s0 2 S R (y, z), with R 2 AR, is 34.11%. With s 2 S R (x, y) and s0 2 S R (u, v) the mean decrease is
64.51%, and with both strings s, s0 2 S R (x, y), it is 74.28%, which seems to suggest that there are large
gains in efficiency to be made in the cases when voc(s) \ voc(s0 ) = ? and when voc(s) = voc(s0 ).

4

Beyond Allen’s relations

While treating all temporal propositions as finite, bounded intervals makes it straightforward to represent
Allen’s interval relations as strings, the situation is more complicated when the data is incomplete (as it
most often is). If a superposition results in a language of size > 1, it is impossible to narrow that set
down to a single, correct string without further information. In this scenario, we are left with a number
of possible strings, each representing a different timeline of the events, only one of which is veridical.
Taking an example from TimeBank,6 two of the TLINKs are converted to their string representations,
featuring three distinct event instances (ei1, ei2, and ei12):
<TLINK relType="IBEFORE" eventInstanceID="ei1" relatedToEventInstance="ei2"/>

“ei1 meets ei2” –

ei1 ei2

(25)

<TLINK relType="AFTER" eventInstanceID="ei12" relatedToEventInstance="ei1"/>

“ei12 after ei1” –

ei1

ei12

(26)

Superposing these two strings gives a language with five strings, each of which projects to one of a
disjunction of the possible Allen relations between ei2 and ei12 (see Table 3).
s

bc(⇢{ei2,ei12} (s))

ei2 R ei12

ei2 ei12, ei2

ei2 finished by ei12

ei1 ei2 ei2, ei12 ei2

ei2 ei12, ei2 ei2

ei2 contains ei12

ei1 ei2 ei12

ei2 ei12

ei2 meets ei12

ei1 ei2 ei2, ei12

ei1 ei2

ei12

ei1 ei2 ei2, ei12 ei12

ei2

ei2 before ei12

ei12

ei2 overlaps ei12

ei2 ei2, ei12 ei12

Table 3: Results of superposition s 2

ei1 ei2

&vc

ei1

ei12

It is impossible to determine which of the five is the correct relation for ei2 and ei12 given just the
present data.
Given enough information, the exact relation between every fluent should be specifiable, achieving
complete document closure and allowing the creation of a single string whose vocabulary is the set of the
6

Document APW19980807.0261.tml
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document’s temporal propositions. The relation between any two entities e and e0 would be determinable
by applying the block compressed {e, e0 }-reduct to the string, and seeing which Allen relation it projected
to. However, in typical discourse (and the documents of TimeBank), this often cannot be done: two
events may be presented ambiguously in their temporal ordering, either due to unclear wording, or due
to the fact that the events were not put in any kind of relation to each other in the text. For example
The girl stopped singing when the music on the radio ended.

(27)

It is evident that the music and the girl’s singing ended at the same time, but it’s unclear as to which
started first, or if they started at the same time: the information just isn’t there. It might be surmised that
there is a probable correspondence between the music and the singing, and they likely started together,
but it is not possible to be certain. Perhaps she was singing to the song before as well, or perhaps she
only sang the last verse of the song.
Freksa (1992) proposed the use of semi-interval relations based on conceptual neighbourhoods to
allow for description and reasoning about this kind of uncertainty, as well as coarser-level reasoning. A
potential method for extending the expressivity of the strings discussed in this paper so as to allow for
these semi-intervals is described below.
First, an interval a will now be said to be bounded in a string s if that string projects to
pre(a) a post(a) , where pre(a) and post(a) are negations of a conjoined with a formula specifying that a occurs immediately to the right (in the case of pre(a)) or to the left (in the case of post(a)).
Allowing non-atomic formulas such as these inside the string components does pose a risk of trivialising
the work done by superposition, and so further study is perhaps required here before making a decision
on what exactly should be permitted. For now, in any case, these symbols are taken as being allowed.
The example in Table 3 is repeated here, with these new bordering symbols made visible (for the sake
of conciseness, ei2 and ei12 are abbreviated to x and y, respectively):
xRy
x finished by y

prepost(s)
pre(x), pre(y) x, pre(y) x, y post(x), post(y)

x contains y

pre(x), pre(y) x, pre(y) x, y post(x), y post(x), post(y)

x meets y

pre(x), pre(y) x, pre(y) post(x), y post(x), post(y)

x before y

pre(x), pre(y) x, pre(y) post(x), pre(y) post(x), y post(x), post(y)

x overlaps y

pre(x), pre(y) x, pre(y) x, y post(x), y post(x), post(y)
Table 4: Applying pre and post to s

From Figure 7, p21 of Freksa (1992), it can be seen that the list of Allen relations here corresponds to
the Freksa relation “older”, which has the constraint that the beginning point of x should be before the
beginning point of y. Table 5 shows what happens when a block compressed {pre(x), pre(y)}-reduct is
performed on the strings of Table 4:
xRy
x finished by y

bc(⇢{pre(x),pre(y)} (prepost(s)))
pre(x), pre(y) pre(y)

x contains y

pre(x), pre(y) pre(y)

x meets y

pre(x), pre(y) pre(y)

x before y

pre(x), pre(y) pre(y)

x overlaps y

pre(x), pre(y) pre(y)

Table 5: Performing a block compressed {pre(x), pre(y)}-reduct

It is clear from this that each of the Allen relations which make up the “older” Freksa relation project to
pre(x), pre(y) pre(y) . In fact, only these five Allen relations will project to that string, and as such
we can use it to characterise that relation, similar to how the strings in Table 1 characterise the various
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Allen relations. Below are the characteristic projections for some of the more “simple” Freksa relations
(note that some relations have multiple projections which could be considered characteristic, but just one
is shown for each):
s |= a ol “older” b () s projects to pre(a), pre(b) pre(b)

(28a)

s |= a yo “younger” b () s projects to pre(a), pre(b) pre(a)

(28b)

s |= a sb “survived by” b () s projects to

post(a) post(a), post(b)

(28c)

s |= a sv “survives” b () s projects to

post(b) post(a), post(b)

(28d)

s |= a hh “head to head with” b () s projects to pre(a), pre(b)
s |= a tt “tail to tail with” b () s projects to

post(a), post(b)

(28e)
(28f)

s |= a bd “born before death of” b () s projects to pre(a)

post(b)

(28g)

s |= a db “died after birth of” b () s projects to pre(b)

post(a)

(28h)

These relations are dubbed simple here as they can all be projected to a single string with no further
extensions to the framework, which would permit condensing a language of results from a superposition
into a single string which is characteristic of that language. Conversely, the remaining Freksa relations
all involve either a conjunction or disjunction of constraints, and thus require further mechanics in order
to fit with this string representation.
For example, the relation “contemporary of” can be defined as
s |= a ct “contemporary of” b () s projects to pre(a)

post(b)

and s projects to pre(b)

post(a)

(29)

and “precedes” can be
s |= a pr “precedes” b () s does not project to pre(b)

post(a)

(30)

where “precedes” is effectively the opposite of “died after birth of”. This is obviously not ideal – while
(29) is indeed a reduction from the nine Allen relations which correspond to “contemporary of”, a conjunction of two strings cannot easily be used as an input to another superposition. (30) is a bit better in
that there’s only one string involved, but again, it’s difficult to superpose a negated string.
An option here is to expand again the symbols which can be boxed: allowing any pair of fluents a and
0
a to be conjoined within a string component such that for any ↵i in a string s
a ^ a0 2 ↵i () a 2 ↵i and a0 2 ↵i

(31)

⇢{x^y} ( x x, y y ) =

(32)

for example
x, y

This allows for further Freksa relations to be represented as single strings
s |= a ct “contemporary of” b () s projects to

a^b

(33a)

s |= a pr “precedes” b () s projects to pre(b) post(a) ^ b

(33b)

s |= a sd “succeeds” b () s projects to pre(a) a ^ post(b)

(33c)

While these methods do seem to have some potential, further work needs to be done in order to fully
integrate the concept of semi-intervals into this framework. For example, consider
a b

d

&vc
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a

c

(34)

which produces a language of 25 strings. The relation “b older than c” can be derived from this result
without too much difficulty, but the relation between c and d is more problematic. There is not enough
data to suggest any of Allen’s or Freksa’s relations with any kind of certainty, and this total lack of
information cannot be represented as anything remotely concise using strings. The question then arises
as to what to do with this result.
The number of times each Allen relation occurred in the 25 strings could potentially be examined, and
a guess hazarded based on the most frequently occurring one, but this approach would require careful
testing to determine whether there is real merit. For example, of the 25 strings in (34), five of them
(20%) in the resulting language suggest the relation “c before d”, three (12%) for each of “overlaps”,
“contains”, “finished by”, and “meets”, with the remaining eight Allen relations featuring in just one
(4%) string each. This means 68% of those strings project to one of the five relations corresponding to
“c older than d” – but there is no way to say for sure what relation there truly is between c and d without
additional data.
Though it should be proved by experiment, it may be more beneficial in scenarios like this to simply
leave the strings separate, and to not superpose them. Seeing two separate strings is plausibly more useful
to an annotator than 25 alternate possibilities. Generalising from this, one could imagine that, rather than
aiming for a single string representing the entire document’s temporal structure, a number of maximal
substrings are given instead, each of which contain as much information as can be made certain – that
is, all strings are superposed with each other only under the condition that the language generated by
superposition contains exactly one string (or group of strings corresponding to a single Freksa relation).
In this way, the document’s structure would still be visualised, but in chunks rather than a single timeline.
As an example, taking one of the smaller documents from TimeBank,7 translate all of the TLINKs to
strings (35), then superpose until there are no more options for superposition which produce a singlestring language. The resulting set of strings (36) are the maximal substrings for the document.
{
ei75
{

5

ei75

ei74

ei80

t10 ,

ei74 ,
ei73, ei76

ei73

ei73, ei76 ,
t9 ,

t9 ,

ei74

ei73 ,

ei81 ei80, ei81

ei81 ei80, ei81

t10

}

(35)

}

(36)

Conclusion

An efficient refinement was given for the superposition operation using an approach which interleaves
generation with testing of valid strings, and a method was described for increasing the expressiveness of
temporal strings to allow for some level of partial information based on semi-intervals.
There is still further experimentation to be done on how exactly to best handle cases with incomplete
data, especially in large documents. Derczynski (2016) notes that a careful balance is needed between
being exact in distinguishing relations, and not letting the set of relations available become too large.
The question of precisely what to do when the result of a superposition cannot be condensed to a single
string needs to be answered, and whether to allow for branching timelines in cases of non-determinism.
Tooling is also in development to demonstrate the uses of the strings, in particular as a visualisation aid
which may complement existing tools for the annotation process.
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Abstract
We present highlights from our work on enriching the Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB), to be
released to the community in Fall 2018 as the PDTB-3. We have increased its coverage of discourse relations (from ⇠40K to ⇠53k), the majority in intra-sentential contexts. Our work on
these new relations has led us to augment and/or modify aspects of the annotation guidelines, including the sense hierarchy, and all changes have been propagated through the rest of the corpus.

1

Introduction

The last decade has seen growing interest in enabling language technology and psycholinguistics to move
beyond the sentence, to what can be derived from larger units of text. This has led to greater interest in the
properties of discourse. One such property is the coherence between clauses and sentences arising from
low-level discourse relations. This level of meaning has been made overt through manual annotation in
the Penn Discourse TreeBank (PDTB), developed with NSF support.1 Version 2.0. of the PDTB (Prasad
et al., 2008), released in 2008, contains over 40K tokens of annotated relations, making it the largest
such corpus available to date. Largely because the PDTB was based on the simple idea that discourse
relations are grounded in an identifiable set of explicit words or phrases (discourse connectives) or simply
in sentence adjacency, it has been taken up and used by many researchers in the NLP community and
more recently, by researchers in psycholinguistics as well. It has also stimulated the development of
similar resources in other languages (Chinese (Zhou and Xue, 2015), Czech (Poláková et al., 2013),
Hindi (Oza et al., 2009), Modern Standard Arabic (Al-Saif and Markert, 2010), Turkish (Zeyrek and
Webber, 2008) and French (Danlos et al., 2012)) and domains (biomedical texts (Prasad et al., 2011),
conversational dialogues (Tonelli et al., 2010)), the organization of community-level shared tasks on
shallow discourse parsing (Xue et al., 2015; Xue et al., 2016), and a cross-lingual discourse annotation
of parallel texts, the TED-MDB corpus (Zeyrek et al., 2018), to support both linguistic understanding of
coherence in different languages and improvements in machine translation of discourse connectives.
Given only three years in which to develop guidelines, and annotate and release the PDTB, we knew
that it would be incomplete (Prasad et al., 2014). With additional support from the NSF, we have now
addressed many of the gaps in the corpus, adding over 17K new discourse relations. Most of the new
relations occur intra-sententially, but there are also ⇠300 inter-sentential implicit relations between adjacent sentences whose annotation is missing from the PDTB-2.2 This paper focuses on the new intrasentential relations annotated in the PDTB-3. We also discuss major modifications and extensions to the
PDTB guidelines, including the sense hierarchy, which have resulted from our study of the new relations, and which have been propagated throughout the corpus. PDTB-3, which we plan to release to the
community in Fall 2018, will contain over 53K tokens of discourse relations, and as with PDTB-2, will
1

http://www.seas.upenn.edu/˜pdtb
Separate from the PDTB-3, Prasad et al. (2017) address the annotation of cross-paragraph implicit relations that are not
annotated in either PDTB-2 or PDTB-3. These annotations are provided for 145 texts from Sections 01, 06, and 23 of the
Wall Street Journal corpus, producing a full-text annotated sub-corpus merged with the PDTB-3 annotations for the same texts.
However, because the annotation guidelines developed for the cross-paragraph annotation depart in some respects from the
PDTB guidelines in ways not incorporated in PDTB-3, these annotations will be released to the community separately, via
github (https://github.com/pdtb-upenn/full-text).
2
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be distributed through the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC), along with a detailed annotation manual
(which will also be available from the PDTB website).
Section 2 describes the range of new constructions annotated in the corpus. Section 3 describes
changes to the senses and relation types, and Section 4 describes some other modifications to the guidelines. We close with a discussion of mapping the new PDTB-3 senses to the ISO-DR-Core set of discourse relations (Section 5), and the conclusion (Section 6).

2

New Relations

While the PDTB-2 contains over 40K tokens of discourse relations, there are some syntactic and textual
contexts where discourse relations were not annotated. In particular, PDTB-2 guidelines (PDTB-Group,
2008) limited annotation to (a) explicit relations lexicalized by discourse connectives, and (b) implicit relations between paragraph-internal adjacent sentences and between (semi-)colon separated clauses within
sentences. Further, discourse connectives were drawn from the pre-defined syntactic classes of subordinating conjunctions, coordinating conjunctions, and discourse adverbials. And strict constraints were
placed on the syntactic realization of relation arguments: with a few well-defined exceptions, arguments
had to be realized as one or more clauses or sentences.
Defining the scope of the annotation in this way, however, precluded consideration of a wider set of
discourse relations.
First, the general restriction to explicit connectives precluded subordinate clauses — in particular free
adjuncts and free TO-infinitives, that can occur without lexical subordinators while bearing an implicit
relation to their matrix clause. Ex. (1) shows a free adjunct related via an implicit REASON sense to its
matrix clause, explaining why treasurys opened lower. The free TO-infinitive in Ex. (2) is related via
CONDITION to its matrix clause, specifying the hypothetical purpose from which the competitive edge
would have to follow.
(1) Treasurys opened lower, Implicit=as a result of reacting negatively to news that the producer price index – a measure
of inflation on the wholesale level – accelerated in September. (CONTINGENCY. CAUSE . REASON )[wsj 2428]

(2) Banks need a competitive edge Implicit=if (they are) to sell their products. (CONTINGENCY. CONDITION . ARG 2- AS CONDITION )[wsj

0238]

Second, the restriction to explicit connectives from the limited set of syntactic classes precluded relations triggered by prepositional subordinators like for, by, in, with, instead of, etc., that can complementize for clauses, as in Exs. (3-6).
(3) But with foreign companies snapping up U.S. movie studios, the networks are pressing their fight harder than ever.
(CONTINGENCY. CAUSE . REASON) [wsj 2451]

(4) Wall Street analysts have criticized Bethlehem for not following its major competitors in linking with a foreign company
to share costs and provide technology to modernize old facilities or build new ones. (EXPANSION . MANNER . ARG 2AS - MANNER [wsj 0782]

(5) James Cleveland, a courier who earned a Bravo Zulu for figuring out how to get a major customer’s 1,100-parcela-week load to its doorstep by 8 a.m., considers himself far more than a courier. (CONTINGENCY. CAUSE . REASON )
[ WSJ 1394]

(6) But on reflection, Mr. Oka says, he concluded that Nissan is being prudent in following its slow-startup strategy instead of
simply copying Lexus. (EXPANSION . SUBSTITUTION . ARG 1- AS - SUBST ) [ WSJ 0286]

Third, the restriction on arguments to clauses (with a small set of specific exceptions) precluded relations between conjoined verb phrases. The PDTB-2 exceptions to clausal realization did allow verb
phrases to be valid arguments, but not of the VP conjunction itself. Thus, in Ex. (7), while because was
annotated, the VP conjunction and was not. Conjoined VPs have now been annotated in the PDTB-3
(Webber et al., 2016), as in Ex. (8) and Ex. (9).
(7) She became an abortionist accidentally, and continued because it enabled her to buy jam, cocoa and other warrationed goodies. (CONTINGENCY. CAUSE . REASON) [wsj 0039]

(8) She became an abortionist accidentally, and continued because it enabled her to buy jam, cocoa and other warrationed goodies. (EXPANSION . CONJUNCTION) [wsj 0039]
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Intra-S Context
Free Adjuncts
Free TO-infinitives
Prep. Clausal Subordination
Conjoined VPs
S Conjunction Implicits
Total

˜Num
˜2200
˜1500
˜1600
˜5800
˜1800
˜13000

Table 1: Approximate distribution of new intra-sentential relations in PDTB-3. Exact distributions will
be announced with the release of the corpus.
(9) Stocks closed higher in Hong Kong, Manila, Singapore, Sydney and Wellington, but were lower in Seoul.
(C OMPARISON .C ONTRAST) [wsj 0231]

As discussed in Webber et al. (2016), in order to maintain alignment with the shared subject of VP
conjunctions, we excluded the shared subject from both the left and right conjunct arguments of the
conjunction, as in Ex. (8-9). Webber et al. also discuss the fact that these arguments can also be linked
by an additional implicit relation, as in Ex. (8), where an implicit temporal PRECEDENCE sense is inferred between the arguments in addition to the explicit CONJUNCTION. Rather than associating the
additional sense inference with the conjunction itself, these implicit relations have been annotated as
separate tokens, as in Ex. (10). However, the explicit and implicit relations are linked in the underlying representation, with a linking mechanism to indicate that two relations hold between the same two
arguments.
(10) She became an abortionist accidentally, Implicit=then and continued because it enabled her to buy jam, cocoa and
other war-rationed goodies. (TEMPORAL . ASYNCHRONOUS . PRECEDENCE) [wsj 0039]

The distribution of new intra-S relations is given in Table 1, showing VP conjunctions accounting for
about half of the total. However, about 20% of these tokens are implicit relations inferred in addition
to those associated with the explicit conjunction, as with the PRECEDENCE sense in Ex. (10). The “S
Conjunction Implicits” category in the table is in fact a consequence of our finding that additional implicit inferences can be associated not just with VP conjunctions but with intra-sentential S conjunctions
as well. In PDTB-2, these additional inferences were either not annotated, or associated with the explicit connective, alone or in addition to the default CONJUNCTION sense. For PDTB-3, therefore, all
S conjunction relations in PDTB-2 were revisited and reconsidered for these additional inferences, with
new implicit tokens added to the corpus where needed. The number of the additional implicit inferences shown in the table account for 32% of the discourse relations associated with S conjunctions in the
corpus.
For the annotation task, the intra-sentential contexts discussed above were automatically identified
using the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) and Propbank (Palmer et al., 2005) annotations. As described in Prasad et al. (2015), subordinated clause contexts were identified by first searching for adjunct
(ARGM) arguments of verbs in the Propbank, and then filtered to select clausal arguments, by aligning the Propbank ARGM arguments with the Penn Treebank (PTB). The resulting tokens were then
divided into separate sets using further heuristics applied to the PTB clausal structures, thus creating distinct well-defined subtasks corresponding to free adjuncts, TO-infinitives, and preposition-subordinated
clauses. Guidelines were then created separately for each of these subtasks after a study of a development
sample within each subset. VP conjunction and S conjunction contexts were identified with heuristics
applied solely to the PTB, and were also annotated as a separate subtask, with its own set of guidelines.
Detailed guidelines for these different contexts will be included in the PDTB-3 manual accompanying
the release of the corpus.
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Figure 1: PDTB-3 Sense Hierarchy. Only asymmetric senses are specified further at Level-3, to capture
the directionality of the arguments. Superscript symbols on Level-2 senses indicate features for implicit
beliefs (+/- ) and speech-acts (+/-⇣) that may or may not be associated with one of the defined arguments
of the relation. Senses marked with the asterisk (*) are the subtypes that did not occur as belief and
speech-act senses in the corpus. Features are shown on the sense only for clarity, but should not be seen
as a property of the relation, rather of the arguments.

3

Changes to Senses and Relation Types

Figure 1 shows the most recent PDTB-3 sense hierarchy, which simplifies and extends the PDTB-2
sense hierarchy. Simplifications include (a) restricting Level-3 sense to differences in directionality, (b)
eliminating rare and/or difficult-to-annotate senses, and (c) replacing separate senses with features that
can be added to a given sense (Section 3.1). Extensions mainly involve senses needed for annotating
some of the new intra-sentential relations (Section 3.2).
3.1 Simplifying the Sense Hierarchy
Although the hierarchy retains the same four Level-1 senses, senses at Level-3 now only encode directionality of the arguments, and so only appear with asymmetric Level-2 senses.3 Those Level-3 senses
in the PDTB-2 that did not convey directionality were either moved to Level-2 — SUBSTITUTION (renamed from the PDTB-2 CHOSEN ALTERNATIVE) and EQUIVALENCE — or eliminated due to their rarity
or the difficulty they posed for annotators — in particular, those under the Level-2 senses of CONTRAST,
CONDITION and ALTERNATIVE (now renamed DISJUNCTION ).
With respect to directionality, annotating intra-sentential discourse relations revealed asymmetric
Level-2 senses for which the relation’s arguments occur in either order (rather than the single order
assumed in the PDTB-2). In particular, the argument conveying the condition in CONDITION relations
can be either Arg2 (as was the case throughout the PDTB-2) or Arg1 as in Ex. 11, while the argument
conveying the “chosen alternative” (now called “substitute”) in SUBSTITUTION relations can be either
Arg2 (as was the case throughout the PDTB-2) or Arg1, as in Ex. 12. In the case of the rare sense
called EXCEPTION, it was not previously noticed that in some of the tokens so annotated, the exception
appeared in Arg2, while in the rest, the exception appeared in Arg1 (Ex. 13). Finally, while all cases of
the INSTANTIATION sense in PDTB-2 were annotated with the assumption that it was always Arg2 that
provided the instance, we have now found (rare) evidence that the instance can be realized as Arg1 as
well (Ex. 14).
3
A sense relation < is symmetric iff <(Arg1, Arg2) and <(Arg2, Arg1) are semantically equivalent. If a relation is not
symmetric, it is asymmetric.
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(11)

ARG 1- AS - COND : Call Jim Wright’s office in downtown Fort Worth, Texas, these days and the receptionist still answers
the phone, ”Speaker Wright’s office. [wsj 0909]

(12)

ARG 1- AS - SUBST:

(13)

ARG 1- AS - EXCPT: Twenty-five years ago the poet Richard Wilbur modernized this 17th-century comedy merely by avoiding ”the zounds sort of thing,” as he wrote in his introduction. Otherwise, the scene remained Celimene’s house in
1666. [wsj 1936]

(14)

ARG 1- AS - INSTANCE : In a country where a bribe is needed to get a phone, a job, and even into a school, the name Bofors
has become a potent rallying cry against the government. That illustrates the kind of disappointment many Indians
feel toward Mr. Gandhi, whom they zestfully elected and enthusiastically supported in his first two years in power.
[wsj 2041]

”The primary purpose of a railing is to contain a vehicle and not to provide a scenic view,” [wsj 0102]

Level-2 pragmatic senses have been removed from the hierarchy and replaced with features that can be
attached to a relation token to indicate an inference of implicit belief (epistemic knowledge) or of a speech
act associated with arguments, rather than with the relation itself. Figure 1 shows the senses for which
these features have so far been found to be warranted, based on the empirical evidence found during
annotation. Ex. 15 shows an implicit CAUSE . RESULT relation but one where the result Arg2 argument
is the (speaker’s/writer’s) belief that the deadline could be extended. Arg2 is therefore annotated with
a +belief feature because the belief is implicit. Similarly, Ex. 16 shows a CONCESSION . ARG 2- AS DENIER relation, but what’s being denied (or cancelled) is the speech act associated with Arg2, and this
is annotated as a feature on Arg2 because it is implicit.
That deadline has been extended once Implicit=so and could be extended again. [wsj 2032]

(15)

RESULT + BELIEF :

(16)

ARG 2- AS - DENIER + SPEECH - ACT:

He spends his days sketching passers-by, or trying to. [wsj 0039]

Also simplifying the PDTB2 hierarchy is removal of the LIST sense, which turned out not to be distinguishable from CONJUNCTION. And the names of two asymmetric PDTB-2 senses have been changed
to bring out commonalities. In particular, RESTATEMENT has been renamed LEVEL - OF - DETAIL, with its
SPECIFICATION and GENERALIZATION subtypes in the PDTB-2 now just taken to be directional variants
renamed ARG 2- AS - DETAIL and ARG 1- AS - DETAIL, respectively. Similarly, the sub-types of CONCES SION , opaquely called CONTRA - EXPECTATION and EXPECTATION , have been renamed to reflect simply
a difference in directionality: ARG 1- AS - DENIER and ARG 2- AS - DENIER, respectively.
3.2 Augmenting the Sense Hierarchy
New senses have been introduced into the hierarchy on an “as needed” basis. These include the asymmetric Level-2 senses of MANNER under EXPANSION, and PURPOSE and NEGATIVE CONDITION under
CONTINGENCY , along with their Level-3 directional variants. Parallel to the negative counterpart of
CONDITION ( NEGATIVE CONDITION ), we also found evidence for negative counterparts of RESULT
(NEG R ESULT) and ARG 2- AS - GOAL (ARG 2- AS - NEG G OAL). The symmetric Level-2 sense SIMILARITY
was added under COMPARISON because of its obvious omission from the PDTB-2 as the complement of
the symmetric sense CONTRAST. The definitions and examples for these new senses are given in Table 2.
The entire PDTB2 has been updated to reflect the sense modifications. Most often, the mapping is
simply 1:1 and has been done automatically. Where the mapping is 1:N or M:N, manual review has been
required, with further adjudication to ensure both agreement and consistency.
3.3 Hypophora: A New Relation Type
Among the inter-sentential relations missing from PDTB-2, we found many pairs such as Exs. (17-18),
where the first sentence (Arg1) expresses a question seeking some information, and the second (Arg2)
provides a response to fulfil that need. As with the EntRel relations in the PDTB, these relations cannot
be instantiated with connectives, explicitly or implicitly.
(17) If not now, when? “When the fruit is ripe, it falls from the tree by itself,” he says.” [wsj 0300]
(18) Of all the ethnic tensions in America, which is the most troublesome right now? A good bet would be the tension
between blacks and Jews in New York City. [wsj 2369]
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SIMILARITY: One or more similarities between Arg1 and Arg2 are highlighted with respect to what each argument
predicates as a whole or to some entities it mentions.

. . ., the Straits Times index is up 24% this year, so investors who bailed out generally did so profitably. Similarly, Kuala
Lumpur’s composite index yesterday ended 27.5% above its 1988 close. [wsj 2230]
CAUSE : NEGATIVE RESULT:

Arg1 gives the reason/explanation/justification for why Arg2 does not result.

A search party soon found the unscathed aircraft in a forest clearing much too small to have allowed a conventional
landing.
NEGATIVE CONDITION : One argument describes a situation presented as unrealized (the antecedent or condition), which
if it doesn’t occur, would lead to the situation described by the other argument (the consequent).
ARG 1- AS - NEGCOND : In Singapore, a new law requires smokers to put out their cigarettes before entering restaurants,
department stores and sports centers or face a $250 fine. [wsj 0037]
ARG 2- AS - NEGCOND : Unless the Federal Reserve eases interest rates soon to stimulate the economy, profits could
remain disappointing. [wsj 0322]
PURPOSE : One argument presents an action that an agent undertakes with the purpose (intention) of achieving the goal
conveyed by the other argument.
ARG 1- AS - GOAL : She ordered the foyer done in a different plaid planting, Implicit=for that purpose and made the
landscape architects study a book on tartans. [wsj 0984]
ARG 2- AS - GOAL : Skilled ringers use their wrists to advance or retard the next swing, so that one bell can swap places
with another in the following change. [wsj 0089]
ARG 2- AS - NEG G OAL : We can applaud Mr. Pryor’s moment of epiphany, even as we understand that he and his confreres
need restraint lest they kill again. [wsj 1698]
MANNER : The situation described by one argument presents how (i.e., the manner in which) the situation described by
other argument has happened or is done.
ARG 1- AS - MANNER : He argued that program-trading by roughly 15 big institutions is pushing around the markets
Implicit=thereby and scaring individual investors. [wsj 0987]
ARG 2- AS - MANNER : A native of the area, he is back now after riding the oil-field boom to the top, then surviving the bust
Implicit=by running an Oklahoma City convenience store. [wsj 0725]

Table 2: New senses in PDTB-3
The response to the question can answer the information need explicitly, as in Exs. (17-18), or implicitly (Ex. 19). And the answer can also indicate that the information need cannot be fulfilled (Ex. 20).
(19) So can a magazine survive by downright thumbing its nose at major advertisers? Garbage magazine, billed as ”The
Practical Journal for the Environment,” is about to find out. [wsj 0062]

(20) With all this, can stock prices hold their own? ”The question is unanswerable at this point” she says. [wsj 0681]
Because these relations involve dialogue acts (Bunt et al., 2017), which we treat as distinct from
discourse relations, and because they are uninstantiable as connectives, we have added a new coherence
relation type for them — called HYPOPHORA.
Of course, not all questions in a discourse are dialogue acts. H YPOPHORA does not apply when the
subsequent text relates to a question in other ways – for example, with rhetorical questions that are
posed for dramatic effect or to make an assertion, rather than to elicit an answer, as in Ex. (21), or if the
subsequent text provides an explanation for why the question has been asked, as in Ex. (22). In such
cases, an implicit connective can be asserted and a discourse relation can be inferred to hold, as shown.
(21) What’s wrong with asking for more money?
Implicit=because Money is not everything, but it is necessary, and business is not volunteer work. (CONTIN GENCY. CAUSE . REASON + BELIEF ) [wsj 0094]
(22) ”What sector is stepping forward to pick up the slack?” he asked.
Implicit=because ”I draw a blank.” (CONTINGENCY. CAUSE . REASON + SPEECH - ACT) [wsj 0036]
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4

Modifications to Other Guidelines

In this section, we present other major modifications to the PDTB guidelines.
4.1 Argument Labeling Convention
The first modification, described earlier in Webber et al. (2016), relates to the argument labeling two-part
convention in PDTB-2, where
• For spans linked by an explicit discourse connective, Arg2 was the argument to which the connective was attached syntactically, and the other was Arg1. This allowed the arguments to subordinating
conjunctions to be labeled consistently, independent of the order in which the arguments appeared.
The same was true for coordinating conjunctions, whose argument order is always the same, and
for discourse adverbials, whose Arg1 always precedes the adverbial, even when Arg1 is embedded
in Arg2.
• For implicit discourse relations, Arg1 was always the first (lefthand) span and Arg2, the adjacent
(righthand) span.
Blindly applying this convention in annotating intra-sentential discourse relations can produce inconsistent labeling because of (1) variability in where an explicit connectives can attach within a sentence;
and (2) the ability of marked syntax to replace explicit connectives.
The first problem can be illustrated with paired connectives like not only . . . but also. Here, both
members of the pair may be present (Ex. 23), or just one or the other (Ex. 24 and Ex. 25):
(23) Japan not only outstrips the U.S. in investment flows but also outranks it in trade with most Southeast Asian countries
. . . [wsj 0043]

(24) The hacker was pawing over the Berkeley files but also using Berkeley and other easily accessible computers as stepping
stones . . . [wsj 0257]

(25) Not only did Mr. Ortega’s comments come in the midst of what was intended as a showcase for the region, it came as
Nicaragua is under special international scrutiny . . . [wsj 0655]

A labeling convention that requires Arg2 to be the argument to which the explicit connective attaches
will choose a different argument for Arg2 in Ex. (24) than in Ex. (25), and an arbitrary argument in the
case of Ex (23), when semantically, the lefthand argument is playing the same role in all three cases, as
is the righthand argument.
The second problem can be illustrated with preposed auxiliaries, which signal a CONDITION sense
between the clause with the preposed auxiliary (as antecedent) and the other clause (as consequent). As
with subordinating clauses, the two clauses can appear in either order:
(26) Had the contest gone a full seven games, ABC could have reaped an extra $10 million in ad sales . . . [wsj 0443]
(27) . . . they probably would have gotten away with it, had they not felt compelled to add Ms. Collins’s signature tune,
“Amazing Grace,” . . . [wsj 0207]

Since there is no explicit connective in either clause, if position is used to label Arg1 and Arg2, the result
can again be inconsistent.
To avoid inconsistency, while not requiring any change to existing labels in the PDTB-2, we have
adopted the following new convention:
• The arguments to inter-sentential discourse relations remain labeled by position: Arg1 is first (lefthand) argument and Arg2, the second (righthand) argument.
• With intra-sentential coordinating structures, the arguments are also labeled by position: Arg1 is first
argument and Arg2, the second one, independent of which argument(s) have attached coordinating
conjunction(s).
• With intra-sentential subordinating structures, Arg1 and Arg2 are determined syntactically. The
subordinate structure is always labeled Arg2, and the structure to which it is subordinate is labeled
Arg1.
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4.2 AltLex Identification
The convention for identifying instances of Alternative Lexicalizations (or AltLex) in the PDTB-2 was
that, in the absence of an explicit connective, if annotators inferred a relation between the sentences
but felt that the insertion of a implicit connective would be redundant, they were encouraged to identify
the non-connective expression in Arg2 that they took as the source of the perceived redundancy as the
AltLex,
Annotating intra-sentential discourse relations in the PDTB-3 has led to modifying the above convention in two ways — what is annotated as AltLex and where AltLex can be annotated.
With respect to what is annotated as AltLex, reliably identifiable AltLex expressions in the PDTB-2
included one part that conveyed the relation and one part that referred anaphorically or elliptically to
Arg1, as in “after that” or “a likely reason for the disparity is” (Prasad et al., 2010). To allow for AltLex
expressions in the context of intra-sentential discourse relations, we have allowed expressions of any
form or syntactic class to be labeled as AltLex, including adjectives and adjective-modifiers such as
additional, next, further, and earlier. While these expressions continue to suggest the relation, unlike
AltLex expressions in PDTB-2, the reference to Arg1 may be implicit. That is, while next implies next
to something, that something may be implicit.
One consequence of this new convention is that words such as further and next, that can appear as
discourse adverbials, or as adverbials modifying verbs or adjectives, or as adjectives themselves, will be
annotated as Explicit connectives when they are discourse adverbials, as in Exs. (28-29), and otherwise
as AltLex phrases, as in Ex. (30), where further modifies fractioning.
(28) Stephen G. Jerritts, president and chief executive officer, said customers weren’t willing to commit to an expensive NBI
hardware systems because of the company’s financial troubles. Further, he said, argii[the company doesn’t have the
capital needed to build the business over the next year or two]. (EXPANSION . CONJUNCTION) [wsj 0092]
(29) Inspired by imports, Mr. Rosen now makes fur muffs, hats and flings. This year he produced a men’s line and offers dyed
furs in red, cherry red, violet, royal blue and forest green.... From Asia, he has mink jackets with floral patterns made
by using different colored furs. Next he will be testing pictured embroidery (called kalega) made in the Far East.
(TEMPORAL . ASYNCHRONOUS . PRECEDENCE) [wsj 1586]

(30) The show, despite a promising start, has slipped badly in the weekly ratings as compiled by A.C. Nielsen Co., finishing far

below “Tonight” on NBC, a unit of General Electric Co., and “Nightline” on ABC-TV, a unit of Capital Cities/ABC Inc.
Further fractioning the late-night audience is the addition of the “Arsenio Hall Show,” syndicated by Paramount
Communications Inc (EXPANSION . CONJUNCTION) [wsj 2395]

With respect to where AltLex can be annotated, PDTB-3 annotators have been permitted to include
material the AltLex expression from both Arg1 and Arg2. This is motivated by examples like Exs. (3133), where the underlined segmented in Arg1 and Arg2 together signal the sense of the relation.
(31) Marni Rice plays the maid with so much edge as to steal her two scenes. (CONTINGENCY. CAUSE . RESULT) [wsj 1163]
(32) some of the proposals are so close that non-financial issues such as timing may play a more important role. (CON TINGENCY. CAUSE . RESULT ) [wsj 0953]
(33) Things have gone too far for the government to stop them now. (CONTINGENCY. CAUSE . RESULT) [wsj 2454]

We have also allowed AltLex to span an entire argument, which would typically be Arg2, to adequately
represent the expression of discourse relations with syntactic constructions. For example, in Ex. (34), it
is the syntactic inversion of the predicate that signals the CONCESSION sense. And in Ex. (35), it is the
AUX-inversion that signals the CONDITION sense. In both these cases, as in others like these, the entire
Arg2 is selected as the AltLex span, which is a unique indication that it is the syntactic construction that
serves as the AltLex.
(34) Crude as they were, these early PCs triggered explosive product development in desktop models for the home and office.
(COMPARISON . CONCESSION . ARG 1- AS - DENIER) [wsj 0022]
(35) Had the contest gone a full seven games, ABC could have reaped an extra $10 million in ad sales on the
seventh game alone, compared with the ad take it would have received for regular prime-time shows.
(CONTINGENCY. CONDITION . ARG 2- AS - CONDITION) [wsj 0443]

Since researchers may be interested in analyzing these constructional AltLex’s further, we have assigned them the relation type A LT L EX C, to indicate that they are a sub-type of Altlex. Tokens of this
type have all the same fields as an AltLex. They are just marked for easy identification and review.
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5

Mapping to ISO-DR-Core

Existing annotation frameworks (which, apart from the PDTB, have led to the creation of several
other corpora of coherence relations, including Afantenos et al. (2012), Carlson et al. (2003), Reese
et al. (2007), Sanders and Scholman (2012), and Wolf and Gibson (2005)) exhibit some major differences in their underlying assumptions, but there are also strong compatibilities. ISO DR-Core (ISO
247617-8: 2016) forms part of an effort to develop an international standard for the annotation of discourse relations.4 One of the outcomes of this effort (Bunt and Prasad, 2016) was to provide clear and
mutually consistent definitions of a set of core discourse relations (senses) – ISO-DR-Core – and provide
mappings from ISO-DR-Core relations to relations in different frameworks. With the extensions to the
sense hierarchy in PDTB-3, we therefore believe it will be of interest to briefly discuss how new senses
and relation types in PDTB map to the ISO-DR-Core relations.
First, the new relation type HYPOPHORA maps to the functional dependence relation in ISO-DR-Core.
With respect to this kind of mapping from a relation type in PDTB to a relation in ISO-DR-Core, it
is worth noting here that ISO-DR-Core does not distinguish relations involving dialog acts from other
discourse relations, and because of its goal to be interoperable across frameworks and languages, also
does not distinguish relations in terms of how or whether they are lexicalized.
Second, we find that while the new senses of PURPOSE, NEGATIVE CONDITION, SIMILARITY and
MANNER have a 1:1 mapping with the relations in ISO-DR-Core, ARG 2- AS - NEG G OAL (under Level-2
PURPOSE) and NEGATIVE RESULT (under Level-2 CAUSE) do not. What this suggests is that ISO-DRCore should be augmented to include the negative counterpart for CAUSE, as NEGATIVE CAUSE, and for
PURPOSE, as NEGATIVE PURPOSE. On the other hand, relevant for the PDTB-3 is a reconsideration of
the representation of these unmapped negative senses at Level-3, unlike the representation of NEGATIVE
CONDITION (at Level-2). We plan to revisit this issue before the corpus release.

6

Conclusion

We have presented highlights from our work on enriching the Penn Discourse Treebank with new relations, which has also led to modifications and extensions to the PDTB guidelines. Annotating a further
⇠13K discourse relations and reviewing existing PDTB-2 annotation to bring it in line with the new
guidelines has highlighted the importance of assessing consistency across the corpus — that similar tokens are annotated in a similar way, no matter when they were annotated. Such semantic consistency
(Hollenstein et al., 2016) is meant to facilitate improvement in all future applications of the PDTB-3,
Consistency checks are described in the detailed annotation manual that will accompany the corpus in its
LDC distribution, as well as being available at the PDTB website.
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Abstract
We introduce a dataset containing human-authored descriptions of target locations in an “endof-trip in a taxi ride” scenario. We describe our data collection method and a novel annotation
scheme that supports understanding of such descriptions of target locations. Our dataset contains
target location descriptions for both synthetic and real-world images as well as visual annotations (ground truth labels, dimensions of vehicles and objects, coordinates of the target location,
distance and direction of the target location from vehicles and objects) that can be used in various visual and language tasks. We also perform a pilot experiment on how the corpus could be
applied to visual reference resolution in this domain.

1

Introduction

The last few utterances in a typical taxi ride are the passengers directing the driver to stop their ride at
the desired target location. “Stop right next to the white car”, “behind the big tree should work”, “drop
me off in front of the second black pickup truck” are all examples of such utterances. Resolving these
requests, while a simple task for the human drivers, assumes complex vision and language understanding
capabilities. Some of the sub-tasks that the driver needs to perform to resolve these requests are: i) Visual
reference resolution: Identifying the visual objects that the rider is referring to (called the referent(s))
among the visual distractors present in the scene (the big tree, the second black pickup truck, the white
car, etc.); ii) Directional description understanding: Predicting the target location that the rider refers to
with respect to the referent(s) present around (in front of, right behind, a little further from, etc.); and iii)
Action identification: The action that the rider wants to take (stop, drop me off, etc.). The purpose of this
work is to build a dataset that comprises of such utterances and build an annotation scheme supporting
the understanding of such utterances.
We introduce a novel dataset which contains the human-authored natural language descriptions of the
desired target location in an end-of-trip taxi ride scenario with synthetic images and real street images.
We describe the annotation scheme for these descriptions which comprises of referents, directional descriptions, and actions, and show that the inter-annotator agreement is high. Our dataset contains the
images with the ground-truth target location coordinates that are described by the users. The image annotations also contain object ground-truth labels, coordinates, dimensions along with the distance and
direction of the target location with respect to the objects that are present in the image. We refer to the
position of the target location as a function of ‘r’ and ‘✓’ where ‘r’ is the magnitude of the vector, and ✓
is the direction between the referent and the target location. This quantification provides the capability to
predict the target location coordinates using natural language sentences given the visual context. Figure 1
shows an example where the combination of r and ✓ determines the target location with respect to the
referent(s).
The contributions of this work are: 1) A novel corpus containing user descriptions of target locations
for synthetic and real-world street images. 2) The natural language description annotations along with
the visual annotations for the task of target location prediction. 3) A baseline model for the task of
identification of referents from user descriptions.
⇤

Equal contribution.
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r

Figure 1: Example from the synthetic section of the dataset. The annotation labels of r and ✓ define the
target location for an example utterance “drop me off in front of the cop car”. The green arrow shows
the direction of motion of the taxi.

2

Related Work

There is a strong relation between the language and vision modalities, and the information in the vision
modality influences the associated spoken language (Tanenhaus et al., 1995). In recent times, automating
various tasks involving vision and language has attracted much interest. The task of reference resolution
is one such example. This task typically involves identification of one of the objects referred to in a set of
similar distractors through dialogue (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Kennington and Schlangen, 2015;
Paetzel et al., 2015; de Vries et al., 2017; Manuvinakurike et al., 2017).
Other tasks that combine language and vision are: visual question answering which requires answering
questions about an image (Antol et al., 2015), a related question generation task (Mostafazadeh et al.,
2016), storytelling (Huang et al., 2016), and conversational image editing (Manuvinakurike et al., 2018a;
Manuvinakurike et al., 2018b). Furthermore, other relevant approaches are automatic image captioning
and retrieval by using neural networks to map the image into a dense vector, and then conditioning a
neural language model on this vector to produce an output string (Mitchell et al., 2012; Kulkarni et al.,
2013; Socher et al., 2014; Vinyals et al., 2015; Devlin et al., 2015).
Annotation of spatial information including objects and their spatial relations in real-world images
has been studied in detail for developing the ISO-Space annotation scheme (Pustejovsky et al., 2011;
Pustejovsky and Yocum, 2014). The semantics of spatial language have also been studied in detail; see
for example Varzi (2007) and Bateman et al. (2010). The focus of our work is not on the study of spatial
semantics but rather on the task of target location identification using simplistic annotations.
The goal of this work is to study user descriptions in an “end-of-taxi” ride scenario which involves
studying language and vision in a situated environment. Related to our work, Lemon et al. (2006) built
a dialogue system for an in-car domain and Eric et al. (2017) studied dialogues with regard to helping
a driver navigate to a specific location. However, these works did not specifically study the interaction
and combination of the vision and language modalities in a situated in-car environment. Our work
contributes to the literature with a corpus combining the language and vision modalities in a situated
environment. We extract the embedded representations of descriptions generated from the users and use
them for the task of reference resolution by comparing them to similar embeddings extracted for the
object ground truth labels. We also discuss r✓ annotations that can be used to understand directional
relations using the outputs of the reference resolution module, which is a particularly novel feature
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of our annotation scheme. Note that in prior work, reference resolution is performed using models
that understand the meaning of words using classifiers trained with visual features (Kennington and
Schlangen, 2015; Manuvinakurike et al., 2016).

3

Data Collection

We use the crowd-sourcing paradigm1 to collect user descriptions instructing a taxi to stop at a given
location (we will refer to this location as the “target location”). The Amazon Mechanical Turk users
(called turkers) are shown an image (similar to Figure 2 or Figure 3) and are asked to imagine a scenario
where they are in a taxi about to reach their destination. As they approach their destination they need to
instruct the taxi driver in natural language to stop at the bright red cross. The turkers needed to provide at
least three unique descriptions. Only native English speakers whose location was the US (United States)
were chosen for the task.
The images shown to the turkers contain vehicles and other objects which are used as referents to
describe the target location. These images were either i) Synthetic (programmatically generated) or
ii) Street-view images (extracted from Google maps2 ) which we refer to as real-world images. The
synthetic images are generated with a 2-dimensional top-view perspective containing vehicles that are
typically observed on the streets in US parked on either side of the street. The street-view images are
collected using a popular street navigation application (Google street-view3 ), which contains the images
of real streets taken from a car-top mounted camera. Below we describe the methods followed in the
construction of these images.
3.1 Synthetic Images Construction
The synthetic images were constructed programmatically by overlaying the vehicle and object templates
on the street with a median in the middle. The synthetic images were constructed from bird’s eye point of
view which helps us overcome the problem of frame of reference. Templates of the different categories
of vehicles such as cars (of different colors4 ) including taxi and police cars, pickup trucks5 , red truck,
white van, and limousine were overlaid on either side of the street randomly. The vehicles were placed
in a parked position on a two-way right-side-driving street6 . Four objects (street lamp, fire pump, traffic
cone, and tree) were placed on the sidewalk randomly. A maximum of up to 4 vehicles were placed on
either side of the street. The distance between the vehicles was not uniform. Figure 2 shows a sample
synthetic image: vehicles and objects along with three user-authored descriptions. A “red cross” was
also randomly placed on the street part of the image which was to be used by the users as the target
location for the taxi to stop. The synthetic images provide an environment devoid of complexities (e.g.,
visual segmentation, object identification, masking) otherwise present in real-world images which are
not the focus of this work.
3.2 Real-World Images Construction
We extracted the real-world images from Google street-view imagery in the streets of a busy city. The
images were captured manually using the Linux snapshot tool. Since, the street-view images are taken
from the roof-mounted camera placed on a right-side-driving vehicle we do not face the issue of unknown
frame of reference. A sample image is shown in Figure 3. The “red cross” was overlaid randomly on the
street which was the designated target location for the users to describe in the image.
3.3 Structure of the Descriptions
Table 1 shows the statistics of the dataset collected. The descriptions mainly consist of three parts: i)
Actions: the words used by the user instructing the driver to perform an operation (e.g., “stop”, “keep
1

https://www.mturk.com
https://maps.google.com
3
https://maps.google.com, official endorsement should not be inferred.
4
The colors of the cars were chosen based on the most common car colors. We chose blue, brown, green, grey, yellow,
orange, pink, red, and white. We did not choose black as it is difficult to spot against the background.
5
Blue and white color.
6
As the majority of countries are right-side-driving, we choose the right-side-driving orientation for generating the images.
2
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Target location description samples:
●
●
●

●
●
●

park the car in front of the cop car
stop behind the blue pickup truck
stop to the opposite of the blue pickup truck on the other side
of the street
Annotated sample:
[ACTION: park the car] [DD: in front of] [REF: the cop car]
[ACTION: stop] [DD: behind] [REF: the blue pickup truck]
[ACTION:stop] [DD: to the opposite of] [REF: the blue
pickup truck on the other side of the street]
Tree

Street lamp
Fire hydrant

Pickup
truck

Limo

Safety cone

Taxi

Car

Cop car

Van

Figure 2: Sample data from the synthetic image set. The figure shows sample user instructions and the
annotations performed. The ground truth labels of the vehicles and objects are also provided. The color
information of the vehicles is also present in the dataset.

images
324

Synthetic
descriptions
1069

tokens
9708

images
68

Real-world
descriptions
212

tokens
1863

Combined
unique common
457
128

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset collected across the synthetic and the real-world images. The “combined” section contains the total unique tokens and common tokens shared across the descriptions in the
synthetic and real-world. We observe that the difference in the language is mainly related to the referent
descriptions.
going until”). Since we had directed the users to provide instructions for stopping, the actions for nearly
all the actions specified were similar to the “stop” command. ii) Referent (REF): The words/phrases
used to refer to the vehicles or the objects present in the image. The users typically refer to vehicles
or objects close to the target location and these references are either simple or compound. In simple
referent descriptions, the users refer to a single object in the scene, e.g., “the blue car”, “the white van”.
In compound referent descriptions, the users refer to multiple objects such as “the two blue vans” in
the phrase “please park in front of the two blue vans”. They also use the position of the vehicles or
objects such as “the third car on the right” in “stop next to the third car on the right”. A few descriptions
contained multiple referents, such as ’‘stop in between the taxi and the white SUV’‘. In this case,
we mark each referent separately. iii) Directional description (DD): This is the part of the description
indicating direction that is used to refer to the target location in relation to the referent (REF). Instances
of directional descriptions include phrases such as “close to”, “next to”, “top of”, “near”, “between”, etc.
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Target location description
samples:

Annotated sample:

Stop next to the first white
car you see.
Stop next to the car behind
the blue car.
Stop next to the white car.

[ACTION: Stop] [DD:
first white car you
[ACTION: Stop] [DD:
car behind the blue
[ACTION: Stop] [DD:
white car]

next to] [REF: the
see]
next to] [REF:the
car]
next to] [REF:the

Figure 3: Example data from the real-world 3d street images.
Synthetic
Actions Ref DD
273
408 372
Synthetic unique
Actions Ref DD
8
185 89

Real-world
Actions Ref DD
173
217 219
Real-world unique
Actions Ref DD
13
181 75

Table 2: Annotations statistics.
Figures 2 and 3 show sample annotations. Two expert annotators annotated the same 25 randomly
chosen descriptions to calculate inter-rater reliability. The annotations at the word level were considered
to be the same if both the labels and the boundaries were agreed upon by both annotators. The interrater reliability scores were measured using Cohen’s kappa and was found to be 0.81 indicating high
agreement. Most of the disagreements were limited to marking the beginning and the endpoints (typically
articles and prepositions).
We annotated a section of the data collected (see Table 2). We observed that there are fewer actions
than user descriptions as a few turkers chose only to provide the directional description and referent.
The number of referents and directional descriptions is greater than the number of total phrases. This is
because the users provide compound descriptions mentioning multiple descriptions for the same target
location (e.g., “park to the left of the brown car, across the white van”). In such cases we label the
referents and directional descriptions separately. There were also instances of images with multiple
vehicles which looked similar. In such cases, the turkers supplemented the language used to identify the
referent with descriptions of other objects. This can be observed in the description “park the car near
the blue sedan next to the light post” where “the blue sedan” was not sufficient to identify the referent,
hence it was supplemented with further descriptions of the objects surrounding the referent. There are
a lot more unique referent descriptions per unit description for the real-data as the array of real-world
objects used for referents were more diverse.
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Figure 4: The graphs in the figure show the position of the target location (head of the arrow) with
respect to the referent (nock of the arrow) for different images. The users describe the target location
with respect to the referent.

3.4 The r✓ Labels
In order to estimate the coordinates of the target location, the coordinates of the objects in the scene,
the directional description, and the referent are required. The dataset contains the coordinates of all the
objects present in the image along with the ground truth labels. Given the target location description, its
position from the referent is available as an (r, ✓) tuple. Figure 4 shows a few examples. In Figure 4, the
position of the target location is shown with respect to the referent in different descriptions with the label
of the directional description. The figure shows different directional descriptions from the referent to
the target location. We can observe (top-left) that the directional description “next to” has a lower angle
‘✓’ and ‘r’ (top left) compared to “just past” (as in “stop just past the blue car”) which in turn has lower
values of ‘✓’ and ‘r’ compared to “two spaces past”. We can also see (bottom-right) that “next to” is used
to mean different positions with respect to the referent. “Behind” typically refers to a negative value of
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User
description
parsing

Referent
identification

Target
location
identification

ACTION: Park
DD : in front of
REF: the cop car
DD - Directional description
REF - Referent

r

Figure 5: Task pipeline for identification of the target location using the user descriptions.
‘✓’ and “right next to” refers to a positive value (bottom-left). The synthetic and real-world data include
372 and 219 such directional descriptions respectively (see Table 2). The ‘r’ in the r✓ model refers to
the radial distance between the center of the referent vehicle or object and the target location, and the ‘✓’
refers to the angle measured from the horizontal direction.

4

Understanding User Descriptions

Given the user description, images, and the annotations (language annotations such as action, referent,
directional description, and visual annotations such as ground truth object labels and r✓ labels), we define three separate tasks (see Figure 5): i) Identification of the action, referent and directional relations
descriptions in the user instructions: This step is also sometimes referred to as segmentation and intent labeling and is not the focus of this work. We assume oracle data, i.e., the complete and correct
identification of the action, referent, and directional relations descriptions in the user instructions. ii)
Referent(s) identification: The users refer to vehicles or objects in the images in their descriptions. The
task of reference resolution refers to the identification of the correct vehicle or object based on the user
description. In the cases where there are multiple referent descriptions, we identify all the referents in
the dataset. iii) Target location identification: This task refers to combining the information from the
referent identification and the directional relation description to identify the final target location.
In this work we focus on the second problem. We do not perform parsing on the user descriptions
and assume the availability of referent descriptions. We will pursue the goal of automating the complete
pipeline (see Figure 5) in future work. Below we describe the referent identification task.
4.1 Referent Identification
Given the referent description (REF) and the image, the task is to identify the object that is being referred
to by the user. In this section, we describe the approach that we take to identify the referent based on
the user description. We use the data for the synthetic images. We assume the availability of the referent
(text with REF label). The ground truth descriptions of the vehicles (e.g., pink car, white van, blue pickup
truck) and the objects (e.g., fire pump, tree, traffic cone) are available from the image annotations (see
Figure 2).
The first approach is the “random baseline”. Each image can have up to 16 vehicles and objects and
randomly predicting one such object as the referent yields 6.25% accuracy and is noted to be a random
weak baseline. For the second approach we use the “sub-string matching” method to identify the referent
object. In this approach we compare the user provided referent string (text with REF label e.g., “the pink
sedan”) and the ground truth label (e.g., pink car, red car, white van) available from the images. We
use the number of matching words to get the best match for a given image. In the case of a tie with
multiple objects matching the same number of words, we randomly select one of the objects and check
if the referent is correct. This method yields an accuracy of 47.5% which we use as a stronger logical
baseline for comparison. This approach yields lower numbers because of the diverse set of vocabulary
used to describe the referents. For instance, “police car” is referred to as “cop car” or “sheriff’s car”. To
overcome this problem, we use the sentence embeddings approach (Mikolov et al., 2013).
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Figure 6: Street image as seen by the user. For the description of “drop me off in front of the blue
car”, the referent (the blue car) is extracted and then the similarity scores are calculated with the objects
present in the image. We can see that the model identifies the correct referent using this method.
Random baseline
Sub-string matching
Embedding model (training set)
Embedding model (Wiki-unigram)

6.25%
47.5%
60%
70.2%

Table 3: Results of reference resolution performed using different methods (synthetic images). We can
see that the sentence embedding models outperform the baseline and sub-string matching. The outof-the-box embedding model performs significantly better than the model trained using the in-domain
trained embeddings (p<.05).
We obtain a vector representation of the referent description (~r) and the objects present in the image
(~o). These vectors are generated using sent2vec (Pagliardini et al., 2018) . We then get the best candidate
for the referent description by choosing the object with the maximum value of the dot product between
the objects present in the image and the description. Thus the best suited object for the referent description is chosen using arg maxi ~o.~
ri . The dot product is a measure of cosine similarity between the referent
description (REF) and the ground truth labels.
Embeddings To choose the best embeddings we ran experiments with two approaches: i) out-of-thebox (Wiki-unigram embeddings) and ii) embeddings trained on user descriptions from this domain (training set only). We split the data into 30% for the testing set and 70% for the training set. Figure 6 shows
~ R
~ i ) using the embeddings trained on our corpus (in blue) and
the comparison of the similarity score (O.
the pre-trained vector (in red). The embeddings trained on the training set gave a good representation of
the similarity scores despite being sparse. A major drawback was the limited vocabulary of the training
set. This means that words present in the test set but absent in the training set are problematic and thus the
sentence embeddings for such descriptions are not produced satisfactorily. However, the Wiki-unigram
embeddings had a much larger vocabulary (1.7 billion words). This larger vocabulary resulted in a better
estimate of the vectors for the REF and ground truth object descriptions. Hence, to extract the sentence
embeddings, we use the pre-trained Wiki-unigram embeddings (600 dim, trained on English Wikipedia).
Table 3 shows the reference resolution accuracy of the model. This method yields the best performance
at 70.2% accuracy in finding the referent.
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5

Conclusion and Future Work

We introduced a novel dataset of users providing instructions about target locations in a taxi-ride scenario. We collected the dataset in two parts, with synthetic images and real-world images. We showed
that the dataset can be used in many challenging tasks: i) visual reference resolution, ii) direction description understanding, and iii) action identification. We presented our novel annotation scheme for
natural language and image-related information and performed referent identification experiments on the
synthetic images data.
Our approach is still limited in its capability. Cases where multiple similar objects were present in the
image were not well handled. In such cases, a single sentence/phrase description may not be sufficient to
estimate the referent, and we believe that a conversation between the driver and the rider could clarify the
referent. We will extend our work to include dialogue data between the driver and the rider in a similar
simulated setting. Our model is currently not capable of performing the reference resolution of objects
when multiple similar objects are present in the scene and the user description is sufficient to resolve the
references, e.g., “the second blue truck on the right”, “the last car on the left”, etc. Another case where
the model fails to perform well is with plural descriptions of the referents (e.g., “park in between the 2
blue cars”). In such cases we resolve the tie by randomly selecting one of the objects as the referent. We
intend to address these issues in future work.
We also intend to validate and extend this work to real-world images. Note that the real-world images
descriptions contain more elaborate referent descriptions with e.g., names of car brands, sticker on the
car, which can further complicate the task.
Our annotation scheme has been developed to be task specific. Investigating whether the ISO-Space
annotation framework (Pustejovsky et al., 2011; Pustejovsky and Yocum, 2014) can be applied to our
domain is a fruitful direction for future work.
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